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Hurricanes add puck-moving defenseman in pre-deadline trade with Arizona Coyotes 

The Carolina Hurricanes made another deal on Wednesday. 
One day after the club acquired winger Jesse Puljujarvi from 
the Edmonton Oilers, the Canes pulled the trigger on a deal 
with the Arizona Coyotes, acquiring defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere for a 2026 third-round draft pick, the teams 
confirmed Wednesday. 
The 29-year-old defender, a nine-year NHL veteran who 
spent his first seven years with the Philadelphia Flyers, has 
10 goals and 21 assists in 52 games with the Coyotes this 
season. He had 14 goals and 37 assists a year ago. 
“Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman,” 
Canes president and general manager Don Waddell said in a 
statement. “We think his offensive skill set and veteran 
presence will help bolster our blueline.” 
Gostisbehere suffered an upper-body injury Jan. 24 against 
the Anaheim Ducks. He initially was expected to miss four to 
six weeks but returned Feb. 19 against Columbus.  
In his most productive season, with the Flyers in 2017-18, 
Gostisbehere racked up 13 goals and 52 assists, many on 
the power play.  

Gostisbehere, who has 515 games of NHL experience, will 
be an unrestricted free agent after the season.  
A native of Pembroke Pines, Florida, Gostisbehere was a 
third-round pick by the Flyers in the 2012 NHL draft and 
played three years of NCAA hockey at Union College before 
turning professional. 
The Hurricanes, who played in Las Vegas against the 
Golden Knights on Wednesday, face the Coyotes in a road 
game on Friday. 
Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour, asked Wednesday about 
Puljujarvi after the Canes’ morning skate, said he was not 
sure when the Finnish forward would join the team. 
Brind’Amour said he knew little about Puljujarvi, saying, 
“Sometimes it’s better not to know too much about a guy, 
especially in a situation where he’s coming in fresh and we 
want to give him every opportunity to start over.  
“I know it didn’t go very well in his last stop (Edmonton). 
We’re giving him another opportunity. The hard part is 
coming into a new system and it takes time for guys get 
adjusted to all that, let alone the move and you’re changing 
your whole life overnight.”
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LeBrun: Inside the NHL’s deadline-week defense carousel — how the big trades went down, 
and why some didn’t  

By Pierre LeBrun 

It took 18 months, but Jakob Chychrun finally got traded — 
and arguably to a team that needs him more than any other 
team in the NHL. 
It’s yet another big domino falling in what has been a wild 
couple of weeks as the trade market for defensemen plays 
itself out. 
Let’s walk through it all again. 
The Bruins are believed to have shown interest in Chychrun 
about three or four weeks ago, but when it didn’t look like 
there was a path to a deal given the price, the B’s shifted 
gears toward Vladislav Gavrikov in Columbus. The Blue 
Jackets thought they pretty much had a deal with the Bruins 
around two weeks ago, but the Bruins told the Jackets they 
needed more time, presumably to shed cap space. 
In the interim, Capitals general manager Brian MacLellan 
sent a note to his colleagues around Feb. 19, saying he was 
ready to listen on pending unrestricted free agent Dmitry 
Orlov and, well, that obviously changed everything. The B’s 
pivoted to what they felt was a better option and got a deal 
done on Feb. 23. Great pickup for Boston. 
That left Columbus fuming. And scrambling. There are only 
so many first-round picks available. 
The Jackets last Friday began re-establishing trade talks with 
previous suitors on Gavrikov, reaching out to the likes of 
Edmonton, Los Angeles and Toronto. 
The Maple Leafs, meanwhile, were already engaged by then 
with Chicago on defenseman Jake McCabe, although that 
deal didn’t come together until this past Monday. 
The Oilers showed some interest in Gavrikov, but it was 
clear to Blue Jackets GM Jarmo Kekalainen that Edmonton 
viewed Gavrikov as Plan B or Plan C. Turns out, it was 
certainly Plan C. 
That’s because the Oilers had been engaged in on-again, 
off-again conversations with Arizona on Chychrun for a two-
week period leading up to Tuesday. Talks really heated up 
between the Oilers and Coyotes on Sunday and Monday, 
and at one point, both sides felt they were pretty close to 
something. But that deal fell apart, in large part because the 
Coyotes simply didn’t want to take money back in the form of 
a player contract. Even after moving Jesse Puljujarvi to 
Carolina on Tuesday morning, the Oilers couldn’t make a 
Chychrun deal work without sending at least one player 
contract back. 
My sense is that Coyotes GM Bill Armstrong was willing to 
keep working at it with the Oilers, but Edmonton GM Ken 
Holland decided he couldn’t risk waiting until too close to 
Friday’s deadline and miss out on the other defenseman he 
was having conversations on. 
That would be Mattias Ekholm. Holland phoned Predators 
GM David Poile on Feb. 23 to get the ball rolling on that one. 
In that conversation, Poile informed Holland that the price for 
Ekholm would have to include at least a first-round pick this 
year (with Nashville hosting the draft, that was important), 

plus prospect Reid Schaefer, drafted at No. 32 last summer. 
The Oilers weren’t enamored with having Schaefer part of 
things, but they kept the conversation going with the 
Predators while also having parallel conversations going with 
Arizona on Chychrun over the past week. 
Once Holland informed Armstrong on Tuesday that, once 
and for all, he was out on Chychrun, he closed the deal on 
Ekholm with Poile. Having to include Tyson Barrie in that 
trade for cap reasons was not an easy decision, either. 
Barrie was a key member of the Oilers’ power play and a 
popular teammate. But the overall price tag was worth it for 
Holland, to get a veteran top-four defenseman like Ekholm, 
who the Oilers hope will help stabilize their five-on-five game 
defensively. 
Tuesday was also the last time the Coyotes and Kings spoke 
on Chychrun. I would love to know how many times those 
two front offices chatted over the past 12-plus months on the 
defenseman, who always seemed destined for L.A., with the 
Kings’ glaring need on the left side. But it never happened. A 
Kings source told me Wednesday night that there certainly 
had been many discussions with Arizona about Chychrun, 
but it never felt like they were that close on a trade. 
And, of course, the reason that Tuesday was the Kings’ last 
conversation with Arizona on Chychrun is that Los Angeles 
was looking to cement its deal with Columbus for Gavrikov 
(and goalie Joonas Korpisalo) late Tuesday night. 
The two clubs had actually been talking on and off for quite a 
while, but things got more serious Monday and Tuesday 
when the idea of having both the defenseman and the goalie 
in the deal got introduced. Good job by Kekalainen, in the 
end, getting his first-round pick, albeit a conditional one, 
given the circumstances around his failed deal with Boston. 
He scrambled pretty well. 
And there you have it. The Kings, Oilers and Bruins — all 
potential Chychrun destinations — one by one went by the 
wayside as options for Arizona as they filled their defensive 
needs. 
That being the case, it’s no surprise that over the past 24 to 
48 hours, things heated up between Arizona and Ottawa. 
There were other teams that talked to Arizona over the past 
week, as well, including Washington, Pittsburgh, Buffalo and 
Columbus. 
But the great appeal in the end for Arizona in gaining traction 
with the Senators was two-fold. First, Ottawa didn’t need to 
send money back in a player contract. That was huge for 
Arizona. And second, the Coyotes felt Ottawa’s first-round 
pick, while top-five protected, was more appealing than any 
other pick offered. That pick could end up anywhere from No. 
6 to No. 16 — unless, of course, Ottawa makes the playoffs, 
which, well, is possible. 
As others have reported, the Coyotes had a potential trade 
with Columbus involving Chychrun fall apart at the draft in 
Montreal last summer, which included the Jackets’ No. 12 
pick in the first round. So in the end, the Coyotes end up 
probably with a similar first-round pick from Ottawa. But they 
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don’t end up with two first-round picks, which was part of the 
Coyotes’ ask in a Chychrun trade for well over a year. 
From a Senators’ perspective, the price certainly softened 
from earlier conversations with Arizona, in which the names 
of prospects like Ridly Greig and Tyler Kleven were part of 
the Coyotes’ ask, on top of the rest of the draft-pick package. 
It was deemed way too high a price by the Senators, which is 
why the organization thought it was out of the Chychrun 
sweepstakes as late as last week. Out, well, until the price 
dropped. 
And, obviously, it did. Sens GM Pierre Dorion showed good 
patience, and he ends up filling a glaring hole on his blue line 
at a price he can live with. And while it’s a boost in the short 
term to a team that’s been playing great hockey, the real 
impact of the deal for the Senators will be felt over the next 
few years. 

What a wild two weeks on the defenseman trade market, and 
that’s not even delving into the surprising trade of Filip 
Hronek to Vancouver from Detroit on Wednesday, or Shayne 
Gostisbehere ending up in Carolina; or Luke Schenn, Jake 
McCabe and Erik Gustafsson going to Toronto; or Jack 
Johnson heading back to Colorado. 
And we’re probably not done. 
But imagine for a moment how differently the past two weeks 
could have gone. 
Gavrikov was nearly a Bruin. And where would that have left 
Orlov? And Chychrun easily could have ended up in 
Edmonton or L.A. What would that have meant for Gavrikov 
and Ekholm? 
So many overlapping trade conversations around a small 
group of blueliners. Let’s see how it pans out come playoff 
time. 

16 Stats: Bruins chasing history, Brent Burns’ resurgence and Jakob Chychrun’s trade 

By Dom Luszczyszyn 

The 2022-23 Boston Bruins are the best team I’ve ever seen. 
A team like this shouldn’t exist under the constraints of the 
current era, but the Bruins have found a way. They always 
seem to find a way. They win games in dominating fashion. 
They win close games. They win games they should win. 
They win games they shouldn’t win. They just win. 
There’s an inevitability to them, an aura of victory that just 
permeates off their bench. That’s what it felt like watching 
them somehow pull a win out of nowhere on Tuesday 
against Calgary — a game they had absolutely no business 
winning. The Flames were relentless, outshooting Boston 57-
19, and it didn’t matter. The Bruins found a way. 
That was already the case long before the deadline and then 
they went and added Dmitry Orlov and Garnet Hathaway, 
two players who created an even larger divide between the 
best and the rest. Orlov is a top-pairing defender and one of 
the game’s best puck-movers; an underrated force from the 
back end who handles tough minutes well. Hathaway might 
be the league’s most valuable fourth-liner, making one of the 
league’s deepest forward groups even deeper. The rich get 
richer. 
Now the question is can anyone stop them? Probably not. 
And that’s why Boston’s current chances of winning the 
Stanley Cup are 34 percent. It implies the team has an 
average series probability of 70 percent in each round. 
That’s incredibly high, but anything less would be a 
disservice to this team’s dominance. 
Of course, not every series would be equal. Some — 
especially in the Eastern Conference gauntlet — would be 
much tougher. No team in the league would be favored 
against Boston, but here’s what odds each prospective 
playoff team would have in a seven-game series against the 
Bruins. 
Just one team above 35 percent and four teams above 30 
percent. No matter who they play the Bruins would be a 
heavy favorite. 
The Bruins aren’t guaranteed victory by any means. Even a 
91.6 percent chance against the Sabres in Round 1 means 
that Buffalo wins roughly 1-of-12 times. That’s still 
something, but it means the Bruins are better situated to win 
it all than any team in recent memory. 
It feels inevitable — who’s going to stop them? 

16 Stats 

1. The Bruins improved to a remarkable 47-8-5 after their 
shocking win over the Flames on Tuesday, an absurd 135-
point pace after 60 games. The latest forecast projects the 
team to earn 130.4 points to become just the third team in 
NHL history to hit the plateau. Their chances of eclipsing the 
1976-77 Canadiens record of 132 points is definitely within 
reach. Boston’s current odds of surpassing it: 34 percent. 
Those are the same odds the team currently has of winning 
the Stanley Cup. To have the NHL’s “greatest all-time 
season” they’ll need both and the dual 34 percent 
probabilities mean their current chances of that are 11.6 
percent. That’s better than any other team’s chances of 
winning the Stanley Cup.  
2. Fun fact: In the last month, the Bruins have a 46.6 percent 
expected goals rate at five-on-five. That ranks 24th in the 
league, between the Sabres and Red Wings. And it hasn’t 
mattered at all because they’re still scoring 63.7 percent of 
the goals, which ranks second. It’s like they’re bored and not 
even trying anymore. 
3. Interesting fact: It’s no longer Auston Matthews that my 
model believes is the second-best player in the world. It’s 
now Matthew Tkachuk. How each player’s ice time has 
trended has a bit to do with that (Matthews is at 18 minutes 
over the last month, Tkachuk is at 21 minutes), but it’s also 
Tkachuk proving last year was no fluke in terms of providing 
MVP-level value. 
That’s probably a spicy take, but it suggests he at least 
belongs in the conversation. The big thing with Tkachuk is 
just how many goals he creates at five-on-five. In the 
analytics era, there have only been nine seasons where a 
forward has been on the ice for 4.5 goals-per-60 or more — 
Tkachuk is the only player who has done it twice. And he’s 
done it in back-to-back years on different teams. That’s 
special. 
This year the Panthers score 1.58 more goals-per-60 with 
Tkachuk on the ice compared to off, the third highest mark 
since 2007-08 behind Sidney Crosby in 2012-13 and Daniel 
Sedin in 2019-10. Combine that with some decent defensive 
numbers and it’s why Tkachuk’s teams have scored 67 
percent of the goals with him on the ice over the last two 
seasons. That’s second to only Patrice Bergeron. 
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Add his gaudy point totals to the mix, plus the unique edge 
he plays with and Tkachuk is a very rare breed in today’s 
NHL. He’s arguably the league’s most dominant winger.  
4. Florida has really struggled this year and one underrated 
reason for that is the loss of Mason Marchment — last year’s 
version anyway. This year’s version has been a shade of 
that. 
Modelling player value is not an exact science and every 
year there are “model breakers” — statistical anomalies that 
exist outside the realm of what should make sense. Every 
model on earth loved Marchment last year and for good 
reason given his sparkling numbers. 
But given his talent level and how far above those numbers 
were from the norm, it was always safe to expect some 
regression. That regression should’ve been to a decent 
second-line level, but in his first year in Dallas, Marchment 
has fallen much further. 
Last year Marchment scored 1.28 goals-per-60 and 3.42 
points-per-60 at five-on-five. This year he’s at 0.37 and 1.26. 
He’s also shooting less and creating less dangerous shots, 
too. 
Last year at five-on-five, the Panthers’ goal differential was 
1.39 per 60 better with Marchment on the ice, with their 
expected goal differential improving by 0.84 per 60. This year 
the Stars have been 0.84 goals per 60 worse with 
Marchment and 0.08 expected goals worse. 
It’s a tale of two extremes. Average it out and the end result 
is much closer to expectations for Marchment. But for the 
Stars’ sake, he’s way off that average right now. He needs to 
be better. 
5. Rasmus Sandin was a somewhat surprising name on the 
move this week, but he was the clear odd-man out after the 
Leafs added Jake McCabe. There are some who glorify him 
as a future stud. There are others who see him as just the 
next Travis Dermott. The truth is usually in the middle. 
The Leafs clearly lean toward the latter camp and made a 
move that maximizes his value before it’s too late. I lean 
toward the former camp. I agree that he’s likely not quite as 
good as all the models suggest, but saying he’s Dermott 2.0 
feels like a stretch, too. 
Both players did their damage in pillow-soft minutes, but the 
degree of damage is why there was reason to be more 
optimistic about Sandin. Over the last two years, Sandin has 
been on the ice for 58 percent of the goals and expected 
goals. Relative to teammates his impact on expected goals is 
plus-0.32 per 60 and plus-0.15 by actual goals. Dermott, at 
the same age, had the same relative impact on goals — but 
half the impact on expected goals. That was on a worse 
team, too, where he earned 56 percent of the goals and 53 
percent of the expected goals.  
Sandin’s numbers were much more impressive and it’s why 
his projected value right now is so high: 1.6 wins. It suggests 
a player worthy of a closer look in a bigger role. Dermott was 
projected to only be worth 0.5 wins.  
6. Don’t sleep on Erik Gustafsson. Since John Carlson went 
down to injury on December 23, he’s been a man 
possessed. He leads all Capitals defenders in expected 
goals percentage at 53 percent and in goals percentage at 
64 percent. That wasn’t in a shutdown role — that was 
always up to Dmitry Orlov and Nick Jensen anyway — but 
they’re strong results for a second pairing option. In 26 
games Gustafsson also had 21 points, most of which came 
at five-on-five where he was very involved in the offense. It’s 

been a nice renaissance season, one where he looks back to 
the promising defenseman he once was back in Chicago. 
One other interesting note on Gustafsson: his goals 
percentage is always higher than expected — for seven 
straight seasons. Through 370 career games Gustafsson’s 
expected goals percentage is 48.6 percent, but his actual 
goal percentage is 53.7 percent. That five percentage-point 
difference is sixth among active players behind Carson 
Soucy, Matt Grzelcyk, Ryan McDonagh, Ryan Lindgren and 
Brandon Montour. 
7. Tampa Bay made a lot of noise this week when the team 
traded five (5!) picks to Nashville for Tanner Jeannot. This 
type of move for a forechecking forward with some scoring 
punch has worked for them in the past and it’s worth noting 
how valuable each of those players looked at the time. 
Brandon Hagel’s projected GSVA at the time Tampa Bay 
acquired him: 1.5 wins. 
Blake Coleman’s projected GSVA at the time Tampa Bay 
acquired him: 1.1 wins. 
Barclay Goodrow’s projected GSVA at the time Tampa Bay 
acquired him: 0.3 wins. 
Nick Paul’s projected GSVA at the time Tampa Bay acquired 
him: 0.3 wins. 
Tanner Jeannot’s projected GSVA at the time Tampa Bay 
acquired him: 0.2 wins. 
Jeannot is closer to Paul and Goodrow than to Hagel and 
Coleman, but it is notable that before this season he was 
projected to be worth 0.7 wins. That’s right in between the 
two camps and equates to a solid third-line value. That’s still 
something and Tampa Bay clearly thinks Jeannot can get 
back to that level — he just needs to regain his finishing 
touch. Jeannot still isn’t worth five draft picks, but it would be 
dumb to doubt the Lightning here. 
8. The best trade any team makes this year might not 
happen this week or last week — it might have happened in 
the summer. I don’t think we’re talking enough about what a 
monster Brent Burns has been for the Carolina Hurricanes. 
He’s back up to his usual scoring rate with 44 points in 58 
games and has been amazing at five-on-five. He’s meshed 
seamlessly with Jaccob Slavin (as every offensive defender 
always seems to do!) and the pair have been dominant 
together to the tune of a 62 percent expected goals rate. 
Burns has quietly moved into the top five for GSVA among 
defensemen with 3.3 wins and that’s because of how special 
his recent play has been. Over the last six weeks, no one in 
the league has a higher average Game Score than Burns’ 
2.72 thanks to him scoring five goals and 13 points in 12 
games. That, plus he’s been on the ice 70 percent of the 
expected goals and 76 percent of the actual goals. 
Not bad for a cap dump … 
9. The Carolina Hurricanes currently lead the league in 
expected goals at 60.7 percent. The difference between 
them and second place is 5.8 percentage points, the same 
as the difference between second and 24th. Not a typo. 
Before this season, the record for the largest gap between 
first and second in expected goals was held by the 2020-21 
Avalanche who were also at 60.7 percent but only had a five 
percentage point edge over second. 
10. The team that’s second in expected goals percentage is 
actually a team that’s not in a playoff spot: the Calgary 
Flames. That’s obvious if you tune into literally any Flames 
game where they’re almost always dominating and yet 
somehow always find a way to lose.  
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That made me curious about something and it turns out I 
was wrong. 
The Flames have played 20 games this year with an 
expected goals percentage north of 60 percent and are 14-4-
2 in those games. They’re 13-17-11 otherwise.  
As it turns out, owning the puck isn’t the issue — it’s how 
useful the team is with it. Calgary knows how to win when it 
dominates the scoring chance battle at five-on-five. Turning 
quantity into quality is a different story.  
Calgary’s Corsi percentage is three percentage points higher 
than its expected goals percentage for the year and it’s in 
games where that discrepancy is widest where the Flames 
struggle most. When Calgary’s Corsi is three percentage 
points above expected, the team’s record is 9-13-9. That 
means the Flames are 18-8-4 otherwise. 
Quality beats quantity. That’s what Calgary needs to figure 
out before it’s too late. 
11. In Mattias Ekholm, the Oilers are getting stability on the 
back end. They’re one of the league’s worst defensive teams 
and Ekholm is exactly what they need to help change that. 
Year after year Ekholm carries a strong defensive impact, 
only once allowing more than 2.3 goals against-per-60 in a 
shutdown role. In a long and illustrious career of staunch 
defense, he’s having his best season in terms of suppressing 
chances. The Predators allow 0.35 fewer expected goals 
against per 60 this season with Ekholm on the ice. His 
projected defensive impact is plus-6.7 goals, the 40th-best 
mark among defensemen which would lead the Oilers. 
Defense isn’t all Ekholm brings to the table either. His 
offense has waned in recent years, but that was on 
Nashville. On Edmonton, it can be reignited based on how 
strong of a puck-mover he is. Ekholm is a big-time get. 
12. Over the last 25 games, Connor McDavid has earned 67 
percent of the expected goals. It’s not just his ability to score 
goals and produce points right now — he’s dominating in all 
facets of the game.  
McDavid was the unanimous Hart Trophy winner in 2021 and 
he should repeat that feat this season where he’s arguably 
been even better. 
In 2021, McDavid played at a 6.83-win pace. This season, 
McDavid is already at 5.31 through 61 games. That puts him 
on pace for 7.14 wins this season, well ahead of the record 
of 6.21 set by Auston Matthews last year. And that was 
before adding to the total with a dominant game against 
Toronto Wednesday night. 
13. Everyone knows the Oilers have the league’s best power 
play, but the team in second may surprise you. It’s the Los 
Angeles Kings. 
The Kings have taken a big jump with the man advantage 
this season and it’s an important reason as to why they are 
where they are in the standings. Last year the Kings scored 

just 5.4 goals-per-60 on the power play. This year they’ve 
nearly doubled that, upping their rate to 10.0 per 60. 
I’m a bit skeptical they can keep that up given their expected 
goals-per-60 didn’t jump the same amount (7.6 to 8.5), but 
they also should’ve scored more last year. This year is 
making up for that. 
14. What’s interesting is that it’s not the top power-play unit 
doing the damage either. Kevin Fiala has helped there 
immensely — but it’s actually the second unit that’s been 
cooking with gas. The top unit, starring Anze Kopitar and 
Drew Doughty, has scored 9.5 goals-per-60 in 132 minutes 
together. But in 61 minutes together, the fivesome of Phillip 
Danault, Viktor Arvidsson, Trevor Moore, Arthur Kaliyev and 
Sean Durzi has been even more productive with 14.7 goals-
per-60. 
Having two productive units is a blessing that’s aided the 
Kings, but it’s also one reason to be somewhat worried that 
the goals may dry up soon. That second unit has seen 23 
percent of their shots turn into goals. That won’t continue. 
15. After all is said and done, it’s hard to believe that’s all it 
took to steal Jakob Chychrun away from the Coyotes. Just 
one first (a relatively high one, sure), two seconds and no 
prospects for a 24-year-old true No. 1 defenseman on a 
great contract for two more years. By GSVA, Chychrun 
projects to be worth 2.1 wins which ranks 21st among 
defensemen. And that’s while playing for the Coyotes. On a 
better team, in a better system, it wouldn’t be a shock to see 
that number budge up a little. 
From Corey Sznajder, this is what teams are getting: a guy 
who does it all. Chychrun can create offense, move the puck 
up ice, retrieve pucks, exit the zone, join the rush and defend 
the blue line. He’s a well-rounded defender with a full toolkit. 
16. A lot of teams fumbled the bag on this one, not meeting 
that modest price tag (or trading one 2026 second less for 
Filip Hronek, yikes), but the Kings are the biggest loser here. 
Their rumored interest was obvious and they had the pieces 
to make it happen. Instead, they pivoted away from 
Chychrun and toward Vladislav Gavrikov (and Joonas 
Korpisalo). The price would’ve been higher for them to make 
the money work, sure, but not nearly enough to warrant the 
downgrade to Plan B. 
Here’s the difference. 
With Gavrikov, the Kings’ expected win percentage is .506, 
their playoff chances are 91 percent and their odds of 
winning a round are 36 percent. 
If they got Chychrun instead, their expected win percentage 
would’ve been .534, their playoff chances would’ve been 95 
percent and their odds of winning a round would’ve been 43 
percent. 
And they would’ve had him for two more years after this one 
with a burgeoning core of prospects on the rise. 
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Coyotes trade Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes for 2026 third-round pick 

By Eric Duhatschek and Michael Russo 

The Arizona Coyotes have traded defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere to the Carolina Hurricanes for a 2026 third-
round draft pick, the teams announced Wednesday. Here’s 
what you need to know: 

 Gostisbehere, 29, has 31 points (10 goals, 21 
assists) in 52 games this season. 

 He played his first seven seasons in Philadelphia 
before being traded to Arizona in 2021. 

 Arizona is 21-30-9 this season and sits in seventh 
place in the Central Division. 

 Gostisbehere will likely debut with the Canes (39-
11-8) against the Coyotes in Arizona on Friday, per 
the Hurricanes.  

Scouting report 

The Coyotes annually put a for-sale sign on their most 
valuable rentals, and this year, that was Gostisbehere, who 
— for all of his defensive inconsistencies — can carry and 
move the puck at a high level. Until he was injured on Jan. 
24, Gostisbehere was one of the top-scoring defensemen in 
the league. 
He returned on Feb. 19 and has one goal and one assist in 
four games. — Duhatschek 

What the Canes gain in Gostisbehere 

In Gostisbehere, the Hurricanes get a significant upgrade to 
their blue line for a reasonable price. He’s been revitalized 
since joining the Coyotes after being a salary-cap dump by 

the Philadelphia Flyers. He can quarterback the power play, 
an area where the Hurricanes needed an upgrade, after 
losing Tony DeAngelo after last year and Dougie Hamilton 
the year before. 
Gostisbehere has a big shot, is a crafty puck distributor and 
has good vision. The downside is he can be taken advantage 
of around the net because of his size — 5-foot-11 and 180 
pounds — though his overall defensive game has greatly 
improved over time. — Duhatschek 

Evaluating the trade 

Unlike some players who have been held out of action to 
protect their trade-asset value, the Coyotes have been 
playing Gostisbehere, largely because he had to miss eight 
games between Jan. 24 and Feb. 19, recovering from an 
upper-body injury — and they wanted to prove to the league 
he’s healthy and ready for the stretch drive. With 10 goals on 
the season, Gostisbehere is tied for 11th in the league 
among defensemen with, among others, Rangers’ star Adam 
Fox. 
While all the fuss around Arizona’s blue line has focused on 
Jakob Chychrun and the package of players and draft 
choices he might potentially deliver in a trade, Gostisbehere 
quietly flew under the radar. On a Carolina team with 
championship aspirations, he could be a valuable missing 
piece. And the cost isn’t bad: Gostisbehere is on an expiring 
contract, originally signed with the Flyers, with a $4.5 million 
AAV. In short, it’s a smart strategic acquisition by the 
Hurricanes. — Duhatschek 
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Hurricanes add offense on D, trade for Shayne Gostisbehere 

By Cory Lavalette 

The Hurricanes bolstered their defense Wednesday, trading 
a 2026 third-round pick to the Coyotes in exchange for 
defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere. 
In Gostisbehere, Carolina gets a left-handed defenseman 
who can quarterback the power play and slot on the team’s 
third pairing. It also improves the Hurricanes’ overall 
defensive depth: The move gives the team four players — 
Jalen Chatfield, Calvin de Haan, Gostisbehere and Dylan 
Coghlan — to fill out two spots on its bottom pairing. 
“Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman,” 
Hurricanes GM Don Waddell said in a press release. “We 
think his offensive skill set and veteran presence will help 
bolster our blueline.” 
Gostisbehere had 10 goals and 21 assists in 52 games this 
season with the Coyotes, who will host the Hurricanes on 
Friday, including 10 points (three goals and seven assists) 
on the power play. He has a $3 million cap hit that expires 
after this season. According to CapFriendly.com, Carolina 
has just over $2.6 million of LTIR space remaining after the 
acquisition of Jesse Puljujarvi on Tuesday and Gostisbehere 
on Wednesday. 
Gostibehere has totaled 84 goals — 32 on the power play — 
and 217 assists for 301 points in 515 games over eight-plus 
seasons with the Flyers and Coyotes. Since becoming a full-
time NHL player in 2015-16, he ranks 12th among 
defensemen in goals and sixth in power play goals. Brent 
Burns, his new teammate, ranks first and third in those 
categories, respectively, over the past eight seasons. 
His future, however, was in doubt after he struggled during 
the 2019-20 season with the Flyers, registering just 12 points 

in 42 games and even accepting a conditioning stint in the 
AHL. He had 20 points in 41 games the following year, and 
that offseason Philadelphia gave Arizona second- and 
seventh-round picks in the 2022 draft to take on 
Gostisbehere. 
The Florida native and former Union College player 
responded by scoring 14 goals and putting up 51 points last 
season, reestablishing himself as one of hockey’s top 
offensive defensemen. 
The 5-foot-11, 180-pound defenseman also killed penalties 
for the Coyotes the past two seasons, logging 50 seconds of 
shorthanded time per night after never having done so in six-
plus seasons with the Flyers. 
But make no mistake: Gostisberhere was acquired to boost 
Carolina’s power play. The Hurricanes rank 23rd in the 
league at 19.4% with the man advantage, last among teams 
currently in a playoff position. With de Haan used sparingly 
on the penalty kill, it would seem Carolina will slot 
Gostisbehere alongside Chatfield on the third pairing so the 
Hurricanes can have both him and Burns run their two power 
play units. 
And with Carolina’s top four etched in stone, Gostisbehere — 
who averaged more than 22 minutes a night this season with 
Arizona — should benefit from playing more sheltered third-
pairing minutes to minimize his defensive shortcomings. 
The NHL trade deadline is Friday at 3 p.m., leaving the 
possibility the Hurricanes could make more moves. 

 
 

 

 

 

Hurricanes acquire defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere in trade with Coyotes 

By Mark Bergin 
Raleigh, N.C. — The Carolina Hurricanes acquired 
defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere in a Wednesday trade 
with the Arizona Coyotes. 
In exchange for Gostisbehere, the Coyotes acquired the 
Canes' third-round pick of the 2026 NHL Draft. 

"Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman," 
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell said in a team-
issued news release. "We think his offensive skill set and 
veteran presence will help bolster our blueline." 
Gostisbehere, 29, is a pending unrestricted free agent at the 
end of the season. He has 10 goals and 31 pints in 52 
games this season. 
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Recap: Canes’ Trip West Starts Sour With Loss in Vegas 

Golden Knights get the game-winner with 3:42 to go in the 
third 

By Walt Ruff 

LAS VEGAS, NV. - Vegas Golden Knights forward Jack 
Eichel scored twice Wednesday, serving as the leader for his 
team in a 3-2 victory over the Carolina Hurricanes.  

The Story 

After Carolina acquired defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere 
during the afternoon hours of the day, the defense was the 
star for both sides during the opening frame. 
As Frederik Andersen and Adin Hill kept the game scoreless 
for their respective clubs, the two only faced a combined 15 
shots to start the night. 
However, in the second period, the offense got going for both 
sides. Eichel opened the scoring with a blistering shot over 
the shoulder of Andersen, part of a dominant stretch of 10 
minutes for Vegas. 
As the home side started to really take control of the contest 
and chase down their second goal of the night, Carolina was 
able to halt the surge via Martin Necas. 
Tying the game at 1-1, the Canes were then briefly able to 
turn the tide of the game. Keeping the pressure on, an 
unfortunate whistle kept Rod Brind'Amour's club from taking 
their first lead of the night, and then just a minute later Vegas 
was able to get their lead back. 
With tired legs on the ice, Eichel slipped behind the Canes 
defense and beat Andersen on a breakaway to send the 
game to the third at 2-1. 
Albeit it was a deflating sequence in the late stages of the 
second, the visitors came out with the jump they needed for 
the third. While it didn't come easy and it took until the final 
eight minutes to get the equalizer, a redirection from Captain 
Jordan Staal knotted the contest at 2-2. 
The goal appeared to have taken the life out of T-Mobile 
Arena, but it turned out it would that it would be just 
temporary hope. 
3:34 after Staal's 16th of the season, what was described as 
"a mental lapse" post-game allowed Vegas to work in on a 
two-on-one and net the game-winner. Reilly Smith tapped 
home the feed, securing a 3-2 victory for his club. 

They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour describing the difference in the contest... 
"Their best player (Eichel). I'll leave it at that. We let him 
alone a couple of times and he's not going to miss. And that 
was the game. We had a great third period. We did 
everything we had to do to get back in it there and we only 
gave up three shots all period. Unfortunately we just went to 
sleep there for a second (on the game-winner) and it ends up 
in the back of our net. 
Jordan Staal offering his perspective on the defeat... 
"I think it was the inconsistency in our game. The first half of 
our first period was great. We didn't give them much. We 
were tied at the end of the first, but the second period wasn't 
great. We lost it there. We battled back and had a great third, 
but then we gave them the freebie." 
Staal continuing on how the team made an effort to get back 
into their normal flow of play, after an uncharacteristic few 
periods as of late... 
"We talked about it during the second intermission. We are 
beating ourselves a bit and everyone's getting frustrated, 
including myself. It's always the little things. You don't think 
much of it, but then it gets in your end and you end up 
working twice as hard. We talked about getting back to our 
game going into the third, and we had a good period, but we 
came up short still. 

Bonus Notes 

 The Canes fall to 39-12-8 with their second 
consecutive defeat. 

 Newly acquired Canes Jesse Puljujarvi and Shayne 
Gostisbehere did not play in the contest. Puljujarvi 
is working through visa issues before joining the 
team and Gostisbehere is expected to meet the 
team in Arizona on Friday. 

 What's Next? 

The Canes are scheduled to practice in Vegas Thursday 
before flying south to Arizona. Carolina will then play their 
first-ever game at Mullett Arena on Friday against the 
Coyotes. 
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Pluses, minuses for Rangers-Flyers, Hurricanes-Golden Knights 

Analyst Weekes breaks down Wednesday doubleheader on 
TNT 

By Kevin Weekes 

NHL Network and ESPN analyst Kevin Weekes will offer his 
thoughts for big games each week throughout the season. 
The New York Rangers (34-17-9) visit the Philadelphia 
Flyers (23-28-10) at Wells Fargo Center on Wednesday 
(7:30 p.m. ET; TNT, TVAS, MSG2, SN NOW). Then the 
Carolina Hurricanes (39-11-8) visit the Vegas Golden 
Knights (35-19-6) at T-Mobile Arena (10 p.m. ET; TNT, 
TVAS, SN1).  
Here's my breakdown of the games. 

RANGERS 

Pluses: Although he won't make Rangers debut until 
Thursday, forward Patrick Kane was traded to New York on 
Tuesday to bolster its already strong offense. After acquiring 
forward Vladimir Tarasenko on Feb. 9, and already having 
Mika Zibanejad, Artemi Panarin, Chris Kreider and Vincent 
Trocheck, the trade for Kane gives New York an explosive 
top six. Although goalie Igor Shesterkin had allowed at least 
three goals in each of his previous seven games before a 5-2 
win against the Los Angeles Kings on Sunday, he's given 
New York a chance to win every night. 
Minuses: The Rangers had lost four in a row before the win 
against the Kings, scoring a total of seven goals in those four 
games, so Kane should definitely help the offense. However, 
they will be without defenseman K'Andre Miller for the next 
three games because of a suspension for unsportsmanlike 
conduct. Also, defenseman Ryan Lindgren, who is a warrior, 
didn't play against the Kings because of an upper-body injury 
sustained Saturday against the Washington Capitals. His 
status is unclear, so New York could be down two 
defensemen, and may have to play with four defensemen, 
like it did against the Kings after Miller got a match penalty.  

FLYERS 

Pluses: It hasn't been the season the Flyers envisioned 
when they hired John Tortorella as coach, but they have 
been playing hard, and younger guys have gotten a chance 
to show what they can do. Forward Travis Konecny, who 
was having a career season with a team-leading 27 goals 
and 54 points in 52 games, will be out at least three weeks 
with an upper-body injury.  

Minuses: Sometimes it's hard to focus when there's trade 
talk. Forwards James van Riemsdyk and Kevin Hayes are 
two of the players who could be dealt prior to the NHL Trade 
Deadline on Friday at 3 p.m. ET. The Flyers have lost three 
straight and 11 of 14 and haven't won consecutive games 
since a three-game streak from Jan. 9-14. They rank last on 
the power play (15.6 percent) which explains why they're 
29th in goals scored per game (2.62). 

HURRICANES 

Pluses: Despite a 3-2 home loss to the Anaheim Ducks on 
Saturday, the Hurricanes are still one of the best teams in 
the NHL. Goalies Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta have 
been great, Carolina has one of the best groups of 
defensemen in the League and have tremendous depth at 
forward. The Hurricanes added to that depth Tuesday by 
acquiring Jesse Puljujarvi in a trade with the Edmonton 
Oilers. Martin Necas has had a breakout season, already 
with NHL career highs in goals (23), assists (29) and points 
(52) in 58 games. 
Minuses: To me, they have no minuses. They're well 
balanced, play as well at home (21-7-2) as they do on the 
road (18-4-6) and haven't had many bad stretches this 
season.  

GOLDEN KNIGHTS 

Pluses: First-year coach Bruce Cassidy has done a great job 
with Vegas after it missed the playoffs last season. Jack 
Eichel has nine points (five goals, four assists) in his past 
eight games after having one assist in his previous nine 
games. Overall, the Golden Knights have been one of the 
better defensive teams in the League and have done it 
offensively by committee; Vegas has 11 players with at least 
10 goals and 11 with at least 20 points. 
Minuses: They have lost two straight and three of four and 
are without captain Mark Stone, and goalies Logan 
Thompson and Laurent Brossoit. After playing the 
Hurricanes on Wednesday, they host the New Jersey Devils 
on Friday, Montreal Canadiens on Sunday, then go on a five-
game road trip to Florida, Tampa Bay, Carolina, St. Louis 
and Philadelphia. They had a nice lead early in the season 
but enter Wednesday tied with the Los Angeles Kings for first 
in the Pacific Division. 
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Super 16: Avalanche, Wild move up power rankings 

Top 6 remains unchanged, Islanders enter at No. 16 

The Colorado Avalanche are up three spots in the weekly 
Super 16 rankings, pulling in at No. 7 after being No. 10 last 
week. The Avalanche were ranked No. 12 two weeks ago. 
The Minnesota Wild are also up three spots to No. 11 and 
the New York Islanders are back in the Super 16 at No. 16. 
They dropped out last week after being No. 16 two weeks 
ago. 
The top six teams are the same as last week, and the Vegas 
Golden Knights are again No. 8. 
The Dallas Stars dropped two spots to No. 9 and the 
Winnipeg Jets tumbled four spots to No. 13. 
This is the last Super 16 before the 2023 NHL Trade 
Deadline on Friday at 3 p.m. ET. 
As a reminder, to come up with the Super 16 each week, the 
13 voters put together their own version of what they think 
the rankings should look like. A point total assigned to each 
with the team selected first is given 16 points, second 15, 
third 14, and so on down the line. 
Here is the Super 16 with some thoughts on the ranked 
teams from each of the voting staff members: 
1. Boston Bruins (47-8-5) 
Total points: 208 
Last week: No. 1 
"I've officially run out of words to describe this team. It's like 
they can do no wrong. Lose a lead in the third period to the 
Calgary Flames while also giving up 57 shots? No problem, 
they'll come back to win in overtime. Trade for a defenseman 
in Dmitry Orlov who has scored three goals in 43 games this 
season? He'll score two in a single game. I don't know who it 
was who sold his soul this season -- Don Sweeney? Cam 
Neely? Charlie Jacobs? -- but the Bruins are, simply, a 
force." -- Amalie Benjamin, staff writer 
2. Carolina Hurricanes (39-12-8) 
Total points: 193 
Last week: No. 2 
"The Hurricanes hope having some familiar faces around 
can help Jesse Puljujarvi unlock his untapped potential after 
acquiring the 24-year-old forward in a trade with the 
Edmonton Oilers on Tuesday. Puljujarvi, the No. 4 pick with 
the 2016 NHL Draft, skated on a line with new Hurricanes 
teammate Sebastian Aho and Columbus Blue Jackets 
forward Patrik Laine to help Finland win the 2016 World 
Junior Championship and led the tournament with 17 points 
(five goals, 12 assists) in seven games. Carolina forwards 
Teuvo Teravainen and Jesperi Kotkaniemi, and goalie Antti 
Raanta are also from Finland, so Puljujarvi should be 
comfortable off the ice, and coach Rod Brind'Amour's 
aggressive forechecking system should suit his game well. 
The Hurricanes made a similar low-risk move acquiring 
defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere from the Arizona Coyotes 
on Wednesday, which could pay off in the playoffs." -- Tom 
Gulitti, Staff Writer  
3. New Jersey Devils (40-15-5) 
Total points: 174 
Last week: No. 3 
"The Devils bolstered their lineup with the addition of forward 
Timo Meier in a trade with the San Jose Sharks on Sunday. 
Meier should provide even more strength and offensive 
production among New Jersey's top six down the stretch. I 

have the Devils No. 5 in my Super 16 this week but, warning, 
depth in goal will be put to the test after Mackenzie 
Blackwood was placed on injured reserve, retroactive to Feb. 
21, with a lower-body injury. Akira Schmid will back up Vitek 
Vanecek for now; the latter played an NHL career-high 42 
games (39 starts) last season. He's played 39 (36 starts) in 
2022-23, and coach Lindy Ruff wants to make sure his No. 1 
goalie is healthy for the postseason. The Devils continue to 
thrive on the road (22-4-3) and are starting to take advantage 
of home ice, winning eight of their past nine to improve to 18-
11-2 at Prudential Center." -- Mike G. Morreale, staff writer 
4. Toronto Maple Leafs (37-16-8) 
Total points: 166 
Last week: No. 4 
"Luke Schenn. Jake McCabe. Erik Gustafsson. Ryan 
O'Reilly. Noel Acciari. Sam Lafferty. When all these trade 
acquisitions play in the same game together for the first time 
with the Maple Leafs, it will mean 33 percent of Toronto's 
non-goalie active lineup roster (six of 18 skaters) changed in 
11 days. Whether it works or not, we'll see. The Eastern 
Conference is tough. Credit to general manager Kyle Dubas 
for taking a shot. This definitely will be a tougher team to play 
against. The pressing question: Will their goaltending hold up 
in the playoffs?" -- Mike Zeisberger, staff writer 
5. Tampa Bay Lightning (37-19-4) 
Total points: 148 
Last week: No. 5 
"Well, Julien BriseBois did it again. The Lightning general 
manager identified a hole -- bottom-six forward -- and filled it 
with arguably the best player on the market for that role. 
Here comes Tanner Jeannot, a gritty, in-your-face power 
forward with a bit of scoring punch. Sound familiar? See 
Blake Coleman and Corey Perry, among others, who have 
been brought in at past deadlines to make the Lightning a 
stronger team in the playoffs. The cost, which some believe 
to be exorbitant, to pry him away from Nashville, is irrelevant. 
Tampa Bay has everything it needs to make a run at a fourth 
straight appearance in the Stanley Cup Final. The Lightning 
have the best, most-seasoned goalie in Andrei Vasilevskiy, 
one of the best defenseman in Victor Hedman and an elite 
set of top-six forwards, anchored by Nikita Kucherov and 
Steven Stamkos. Plus, they now have forward depth that will 
be the envy of most teams in the tournament this spring. 
Watch out for the Lightning." -- Shawn P. Roarke, senior 
director of editorial 
6. New York Rangers (35-17-9) 
Total points: 147 
Last week: No. 6 
"The Rangers are complete now with the addition of forward 
Patrick Kane. The 34-year-old will be making his Rangers 
debut against the Ottawa Senators at Madison Square 
Garden on Thursday. He will skate on a line with Artemi 
Panarin and Vincent Trocheck. Panarin and Kane were a 
formidable duo with the Chicago Blackhawks seven years 
ago. Kane won the Hart Trophy as the NHL's most valuable 
player and Panarin the Calder Trophy as the rookie of the 
year when they played together in 2015-16. The Rangers 
won't be completely whole until defensemen Ryan Lindgren 
(upper body) and K'Andre Miller (suspension) are back in the 
lineup, but they have made some eye-popping moves to 
acquire Kane and, previously, forward Vladimir Tarasenko. 
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They're set up to go on a long run, but so are a lot of teams 
in the Eastern Conference." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 
7. Colorado Avalanche (34-20-5) 
Total points: 139 
Last week: No. 10 
"The Avalanche had won six straight and were 7-0-1 in their 
past eight prior to a 7-5 loss to the Devils on Wednesday. 
Pretty incredible, considering captain Gabriel Landeskog 
(knee) remains out, and defenseman Cale Makar (head) 
played one game in that stretch. Center Nathan MacKinnon 
has 18 points (10 goals, eight assists) in a nine-game point 
streak. Forward J.T. Compher has 12 points (three goals, 
nine assists) and forward Mikko Rantanen 11 points (seven 
goals, four assists) over the past nine games." -- Nicholas J. 
Cotsonika, columnist 
8. Vegas Golden Knights (36-19-6) 
Total points: 118 
Last week: No. 8 
"One of the best teams in the League since the All-Star 
break, Vegas is peaking at the right time. The team game 
and goaltending has been excellent. Two valuable pieces 
have been added before the playoffs in forwards Ivan 
Barbashev (from the St. Louis Blues) and Teddy 
Blueger (from the Pittsburgh Penguins). The Golden Knights 
are trying to maintain first place in the Pacific Division. It 
didn't look like they would be able to going into the All-Star 
break, but they have played much better coming out of it." -- 
Robert Laflamme, LNH.com senior writer 
9. Dallas Stars (32-16-13) 
Total points: 97 
Last week: No. 7 
"The Stars have been slumping lately and their hold on first 
place in the Central Division is tenuous. In talking with 
general manager Jim Nill on Tuesday, recent losses won't 
change the Stars course of action at the deadline, which is to 
add depth at forward. Close games have also not gone their 
way. The Stars have 13 overtime/shootout losses this 
season, tied for most in the League with the Calgary Flames. 
The Stars are getting great goaltending from Jake Oettinger, 
but they're not getting consistent play otherwise. Their core 
of forwards Jason Robertson, Joe Pavelski, Roope Hintz, 
Jamie Benn and Tyler Seguin helped get them to where they 
are this season, and they'll have to help push them past this 
slump as well." -- Tracey Myers, staff writer  
10. Los Angeles Kings (34-20-8) 
Total points: 89 
Last week: No. 11 
"It's going to be incredibly hard for Kings fans to say goodbye 
to Jonathan Quick after everything he did for the franchise, 
but in the here and now, Los Angeles upgraded in goal and 
on defense Wednesday with the additions of Joonas 
Korpisalo and Vladislav Gavrikov. We'll see if the Kings do 
anything else before Friday at 3 p.m. ET, but they should be 
a formidable opponent when the Stanley Cup Playoffs get 
underway." -- Brian Compton, managing editor 
11. Minnesota Wild (34-21-6) 
Total points: 80 
Last week: No. 14 
"The Wild are on a roll of late, going 6-0-1 in their past seven 
games and 7-1-2 in their past 10. But they still are struggling 
to put the puck in the net. They have scored two or fewer 
goals in eight of their past 10 games but have gotten by with 
extraordinary defense in that stretch (1.60 goals against per 

game), including a perfect penalty kill (22-for-22) and 
excellent goaltending from both Filip Gustavsson (5-0-2, 1.50 
goals-against average, .949 save percentage) and Marc-
Andre Fleury (2-1-0, 1.64, .932). However, it's the offense 
that needs to come. Forward Kirill Kaprizov has scored eight 
of their 18 goals in the 10-game stretch. They added 
forwards Marcus Johansson and Gustav Nyquist in separate 
trades Tuesday, but what kind of offensive punch they get 
from that is unclear. Johansson had 13 goals in 60 games 
with the Washington Capitals this season. Nyquist had 10 in 
48 games with the Blue Jackets, but could miss the rest of 
the regular season with a shoulder injury." -- Rosen 
12. Edmonton Oilers (33-21-8) 
Total points: 60 
Last week: No. 13 
"The acquisition of defenseman Mattias Ekholm from the 
Nashville Predators on Tuesday filled a big need. The Oilers 
can't just depend on their offense to carry them in the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs, so finding a way to cut down on the 
3.28 goals and 31.6 shots on goal allowed per game entering 
Wednesday was a necessity. Ekholm certainly will make 
Edmonton harder to play against with his size (6-foot-4, 215 
pounds) and his reach. He also drove play more than you 
might expect; the Predators had 52.5 percent of the shot 
attempts at even strength when Ekholm was on the ice, tops 
among Nashville defensemen. And they dealt from a position 
of strength to get him, with defenseman Tyson Barrie part of 
the package going to Nashville. Barrie was the point man on 
the top power play in the NHL, but with the development of 
defensemen Evan Bouchard and Philip Broberg, it's unlikely 
that unit misses a beat. If the Oilers do nothing else before 
deadline, they are better prepared for the postseason with 
Ekholm." -- Adam Kimelman, deputy managing editor  
13. Winnipeg Jets (35-24-2) 
Total points: 45 
Last week: No. 9 
"The Jets have hit a rough patch, losing six of their past 
seven games (1-5-1). On the bright side, they are still in a 
favorable position to make the playoffs and have the cap 
room to beef up their roster before Friday's deadline. So far, 
they have done it by trading with the Predators for Nino 
Niederreiter -- a career middle-six forward, who can be relied 
upon to deliver physicality, net-front presence, an upbeat 
personality and 20-plus goals. Although the 30-year-old 
didn't get on the score sheet in his Jets debut Tuesday, a 6-5 
shootout loss to the Kings, he quickly made his presence felt 
with five hits." -- Paul Strizhevsky, staff writer  
14. Seattle Kraken (33-21-6) 
Total points: 42 
Last week: No. 12 
"The Kraken have slipped of late, but control their destiny 
with 22 games remaining and have a small cushion for their 
first Stanley Cup Playoff berth in their second season. They 
don't have a superstar, but have done it by committee, with 
12 players scoring at least 10 goals this season and eight 
with at least 30 points. Martin Jones has been a nice story 
with 23 wins but to me, if the Kraken expect to make a 
playoff run, they'll need to bolster up in goal. Jones had a 
2.93 goals-against average and .892 save percentage and 
Philipp Grubauer has a 3.10 GAA and .893 save percentage. 
That should be their focus prior to the deadline." -- David 
Satriano, staff writer 
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15. Pittsburgh Penguins (30-21-9) 
Total points: 32 
Last week: No. 15 
"The Penguins have won three games in a row after losing 
four straight. The deadline is nearing and they're a bubble 
team in a heated wild card race in the Eastern Conference. 
They're a win-now team with Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin 
and Kris Letang still the three biggest parts. And on 
Wednesday they made a move they think will help push 
them forward into the playoffs. Adding Mikael Granlund from 
the Nashville Predators gives Pittsburgh a versatile forward 
who can play on the wing on any of its top three lines and 
should provide an upgrade in depth scoring, which has been 
a problem for the Penguins all season. They opened the 
salary cap space Wednesday by trading Blueger to the 
Golden Knights, and sending forward Brock McGinn and 
defenseman Mark Friedman to Wilkes-Barre/Scranton of the 
American Hockey League. Granlund had 36 points (nine 
goals, 27 assists) in 58 games with the Predators this 
season after getting 64 points (11 goals, 53 assists) in 80 
games last season. He's a creative distributor who should 
play a lot and help on the power play. But Pittsburgh has to 
establish some consistency to be a playoff lock." -- Rosen 
16. New York Islanders (31-25-8) 
Total points: 13 
Last week: Unranked 
"The Islanders are 3-1-1 in their past five games and 8-3-3 in 
their past 14. They have put themselves in a position to be a 
playoff team. The addition of center Bo Horvat has been 
crucial. He has eight points (five goals, three assists) in 12 
games since New York got him in a trade with the Vancouver 
Canucks. The Islanders added forward Pierre Engvall in a 
trade from the Maple Leafs on Tuesday. He's an important 
addition because they need speed on the wings and Engvall 
will bring that. He's 6-foot-5 so his reach will help too. The 
Islanders could still do more before the deadline to bolster 
the lineup, likely with the addition of more speed. That's what 
they should do if they want to both get in the playoffs and 
feel they can be a contender in a loaded Eastern 
Conference." -- Rosen 
Others receiving points: Buffalo Sabres 11, Ottawa Senators 
6 
Dropped out: Detroit Red Wings (No. 16) 
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  
AMALIE BENJAMIN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Seattle Kraken; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 
BRIAN COMPTON 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Dallas Stars; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 14. 
Winnipeg Jets; 15. Buffalo Sabres; 16. Pittsburgh Penguins 
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. Colorado 

Avalanche; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 
14. Winnipeg Jets; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 
TOM GULITTI  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 
14. Winnipeg Jets; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. New York 
Islanders 
ADAM KIMELMAN 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. 
Winnipeg Jets; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 
14. New York Islanders; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 
ROBERT LAFLAMME  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. Dallas 
Stars; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 
Seattle Kraken; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Buffalo Sabres 
MIKE G. MORREALE 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Los 
Angeles Kings; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 
Seattle Kraken; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Pittsburgh 
Penguins 
TRACEY MYERS  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. Los 
Angeles Kings; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. Minnesota Wild; 
11. Dallas Stars; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 
Edmonton Oilers; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Pittsburgh 
Penguins 
SHAWN P. ROARKE  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Edmonton 
Oilers; 9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. Los 
Angeles Kings; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 
14. Buffalo Sabres; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16. Ottawa Senators 
DAN ROSEN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 
11. Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Ottawa 
Senators; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. New York Islanders; 16. 
Buffalo Sabres 
DAVID SATRIANO 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Los Angeles Kings; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Minnesota Wild; 
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11. Dallas Stars; 12. Winnipeg Jets; 13. Edmonton Oilers; 
14. Seattle Kraken; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Ottawa 
Senators 
PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 14. 

Edmonton Oilers; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Buffalo 
Sabres 
MIKE ZEISBERGER  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. New York Rangers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 14. Winnipeg Jets; 15. Seattle Kraken; 16. New 
York Islanders 

 
 
 
 
 
Eichel scores twice, Golden Knights edge Hurricanes 

Smith breaks tie late in 3rd; Carolina has lost 2 straight 

By Paul Delos Santos 

LAS VEGAS -- Jack Eichel scored two goals for the Vegas 
Golden Knights in a 3-2 win against the Carolina Hurricanes 
at T-Mobile Arena on Wednesday. 
"It was a great effort and a lot of resiliency from our group to 
stick with it," Eichel said. "It was a tight-checking game. 
There wasn't a ton of room out there. They play the game 
going forward. They put a lot of pressure on you. I thought 
we did a good job at managing that." 
Reilly Smith scored the tiebreaking goal late in the third 
period, and Adin Hill made 24 saves for Vegas (36-19-6), 
which had lost two in a row. 
"We had a good meeting this morning with most of the lines," 
Golden Knights coach Bruce Cassidy said. "We talked about 
that it's that time of the year. It's 200-foot games, it's details 
are going to make the difference against good hockey clubs. 
Tonight, a very good hockey club. They bought in. We did a 
good job at limiting shots. … In general, we did a good job." 
Martin Necas and Jordan Staal scored, and Frederik 
Andersen made 17 saves for Carolina (39-12-8), which has 
lost two straight. 
"We let [Eichel] alone a couple of times. He's not going to 
miss," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We had a 
great third period. We did everything we had to do to get 
back in there. Unfortunately, we went to sleep for a second, 
then it's in the back of your net. We had a good start to the 
game. Little lull in the second, we didn't play our game that 
well. We made a couple of errors. We gave their best player 
a breakaway. All in all, I loved how we came back, we just 
had that one mental error in the third that cost us." 
Eichel gave the Golden Knights a 1-0 lead at 5:11 of the 
second period, taking a pass from William Carrier and 
scoring high glove side from above the right circle. 

"Shea [Theodore] makes a great play up to Will," Eichel said. 
"Will finds me and I'm just trying to use the [defenseman] as 
a screen, and good to see it go in." 
Necas tied it 1-1 at 13:02. He skated from end-to-end down 
the left wing, cut to the right while putting the puck under 
William Karlsson's stick, and scored glove side on Hill. 
Eichel then made it 2-1 at 18:51, beating Andersen five-hole 
on a breakaway. 
"Great play by Phil [Kessel] and then a great play by [Ivan 
Barbashev] to lead me on the breakaway," Eichel said. "It 
starts in our end. We've done a good job at limiting the 
interior shots of the other team. That's been one of the real 
keys to our success lately." 
Barbashev's assist was his first point with the Golden 
Knights since being acquired in a trade with the St. Louis 
Blues on Sunday. He played on the top line with Eichel and 
Jonathan Marchessault. 
"Tonight was a little bit easier, trying to understand a little bit 
more of Jack and 'Marchy' and how they play," Barbashev 
said. "They made it easier with their support, and (I) just try 
and play simple." 
Staal tied it 2-2 at 12:44 of the third period with a redirection 
of Brent Burns' point shot, but Smith gave the Golden 
Knights a 3-2 lead at 16:18 when he finished a backdoor 
pass from Michael Amadio. 
"[Karlsson] and 'Amo' did a great job. They've been giving 
me a lot of chances over the last 10 or 11 games we've 
played together," Smith said. "It's nice to put one in the back 
of the net." 

NOTES: Eichel has scored five goals in his past five games. 
… The Golden Knights acquired forward Teddy Blueger in a 
trade with the Pittsburgh Penguins earlier in the day. "He's a 
checking centerman who scored some points," Cassidy said. 
"Here's a kid who alters his game to do what he has to do to 
play in the 
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Gostisbehere traded to Hurricanes by Coyotes for 3rd-round draft pick 

Arizona also trades defenseman Chychrun to Hurricanes for 
3 picks 

Shayne Gostisbehere was traded to the Carolina Hurricanes 
by the Arizona Coyotes on Wednesday for a third-round pick 
in the 2026 NHL Draft. 
Gostisbehere is in the final season of a six-year contract he 
signed with the Philadelphia Flyers on June 9, 2017, and can 
become an unrestricted free agent after the season. 
The 29-year-old defenseman has 31 points (10 goals, 21 
assists) in 52 games this season. He missed eight games 
with an upper-body injury from Jan. 26-Feb. 18. 
"Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman," 
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell said. "We think 
his offensive skill set and veteran presence will help bolster 
our blueline. 
Selected by Philadelphia in the third round (No. 78) of the 
2012 NHL Draft, Gostisbehere has 301 points (84 goals, 217 
assists) in 515 regular-season games with the Coyotes and 
Flyers, and five points (two goals, three assists) in 17 
Stanley Cup Playoff games. 
"'Ghost' has been excellent for us," Arizona GM Bill 
Armstrong said. "I think it was a win-win for both sides. … It 
seems like our coaching staff did an amazing job with him, 

getting him refurbished, getting his new game in order, and 
he was outstanding for us from the time he got here to the 
time he left. We were able to get a third-round pick for him on 
his way out. … He got a lot better as a player and he helped 
us win some games and it really had a great effect on the 
young guys by his work ethic and his professionalism. 
"Now he's got a chance to win a championship with Carolina, 
so we're very proud of him and wish him the best." 
Arizona also traded defenseman Jakob Chychrun to the 
Ottawa Senators on Wednesday for conditional first-round 
pick in the 2023 NHL Draft, a conditional second-round pick 
in the 2024 NHL Draft and a second-round pick in the 2026 
draft. Chychrun had sat out the previous eight games for 
trade-related reasons. 
The Coyotes (21-30-9) are 21 points behind the Seattle 
Kraken and Winnipeg Jets for the second wild card into the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs from the Western Conference. 
The Hurricanes (39-12-8) are first in the Metropolitan 
Division, one point ahead of the New Jersey Devils.  
Carolina acquired forward Jesse Puljujarvi from the 
Edmonton Oilers on Tuesday for forward prospect Patrik 
Puistola. 
NHL.com staff writer Tracey Myers contributed to this report 

 

 

 

Metropolitan Division-leading Carolina takes on Arizona 

Carolina Hurricanes (39-11-8, first in the Metropolitan 
Division) vs. Arizona Coyotes (21-30-9, seventh in the 
Central Division) 
Tempe, Arizona; Friday, 9:30 p.m. EST 
BOTTOM LINE: The Arizona Coyotes host the Metropolitan 
Division-leading Carolina Hurricanes. 
Arizona has a 14-10-2 record at home and a 21-30-9 record 
overall. The Coyotes have a 6-6-6 record in one-goal games. 
Carolina is 39-11-8 overall and 18-5-6 on the road. The 
Hurricanes have conceded 149 goals while scoring 195 for a 
+46 scoring differential. 
The matchup Friday is the second time these teams play this 
season. The Coyotes won 4-0 in the last matchup. 
TOP PERFORMERS: Nick Schmaltz has scored 18 goals 
with 23 assists for the Coyotes. Clayton Keller has seven 
goals and 10 assists over the last 10 games. 
Andrei Svechnikov has 21 goals and 30 assists for the 
Hurricanes. Seth Jarvis has five goals and two assists over 
the past 10 games. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Coyotes: 4-3-3, averaging 3.1 goals, 5.1 
assists, 4.3 penalties and 10.3 penalty minutes while giving 
up 3.6 goals per game. 
Hurricanes: 7-3-0, averaging 3.7 goals, 6.1 assists, 2.8 
penalties and 5.9 penalty minutes while giving up 2.2 goals 
per game. 
INJURIES: Coyotes: Nick Bjugstad: day to day (trade-
related), Josh Brown: out (upper body), Nick Schmaltz: day 
to day (upper body), Andrew Ladd: out for season (knee), 
Shea Weber: out (ankle). 
Hurricanes: Ondrej Kase: out (concussion), Jake Gardiner: 
out (hip/back), Max Pacioretty: out (achilles), Shayne 
Gostisbehere: out (upper-body). 
The Associated Press created this story using technology 
provided by Data Skrive and data from Sportradar. 
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Late goal gives Golden Knights 3-2 win over Hurricanes 

By Mark Anderson 

LAS VEGAS (AP) — The Vegas Golden Knights once again 
gave a up third-period lead. The difference this time was they 
responded and won. 
Reilly Smith scored off a pass from Michael Amadio with 
3:42 left to give the Knights a 3-2 victory over the Carolina 
Hurricanes on Wednesday night. 
Vegas lost twice recently, each score also 3-2, after leading 
in the third at Chicago on Feb. 21 and against Dallas last 
Saturday. Both opponents forced overtime late and won in 
shootouts. 
“We’ve been playing good hockey,” Smith said. “We let a few 
games slip out of our reach the last three weeks, and those 
points can come back and haunt you at the end of the year. 
So it meant a lot to win this one and get two points.” 
The Knights went back into first place alone in the Pacific 
Division with 78 points, two ahead of the Los Angeles. Vegas 
has points in 10 of its past 11 games (7-1-3) and leads the 
Western Conference in points. 
Carolina, which is first in the Metropolitan Division with 86 
points, lost back-to-back games for the first time since Jan. 3 
and 5. The Hurricanes’ lead over New Jersey dropped to just 
a point after the Devils beat Colorado 7-5. 
Jack Eichel scored two goals for the Knights, both coming in 
the second period. The first was on a shot from the slot and 
the second on a breakaway, to give the Knights a 2-1 lead. 
He has scored five goals in five games and has a team-high 
22 for the season. 
“We let him alone a couple of times, and he’s not going to 
miss,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
Ivan Barbashev assisted on Eichel’s second goal, giving him 
his first point with Vegas since being acquired from St. Louis 
on Sunday. 
“He’s a smart player,” Eichel said. “He makes a lot of good 
plays. He goes to the net hard. He’s pretty easy to play with. 
I think just the more we spend time together and play, the 

chemistry will continue to get better. We’ve just got to feed 
off each other and make those little plays.” 
Smith’s goal came after Carolina tied the score with 7:16 left 
in the third period as Jordan Staal redirected Brent Burns’ 
shot from the point. 
The Hurricanes’ other goal came from right wing Martin 
Necas, who has a team-best 53 points. Necas faked out 
Vegas defenseman Alex Pietrangelo and scored from the 
slot. 
Amadio’s assist came in his 100th career game for the 
Knights, and Smith’s goal was just his second in 20 games. 
“He’s had a lot of good looks,” Knights coach Bruce Cassidy 
said of Smith. “At the end of the day, I know he feels good 
about it. So should (Amadio). He had a really good game on 
the wall and really complemented that line.” 
Frederik Andersen finished with 17 saves for Carolina, and 
Adin Hill stopped 24 shots for Vegas. 
The game had a playoff atmosphere to it, and it was the kind 
of tight-checking game that’s common in the postseason.  
“I think that type of hockey wins in the playoffs,” Cassidy 
said. “If you’re taking care of the puck and checking well and 
scoring and all that, that’s what we did today.” 
TRADING DAY 
Vegas and Carolina made trades. 
The Knights traded for Pittsburgh forward Teddy Blueger, 
sending the Penguins defenseman Peter DiLiberatore and a 
third-round pick in the 2024 draft.  
The Hurricanes picked up defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere 
from the Coyotes, giving Arizona the third-round pick in 
2026. 
UP NEXT 
Hurricanes: At Arizona on Friday night. 
Golden Knights: Host New Jersey on Friday night. 
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Coyotes trade Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes 

By Ryan S. Clark 

Shayne Gostisbehere is the latest defenseman to be moved, 
with the Arizona Coyotes trading him Wednesday to the 
Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 2026 third-round pick, 
the teams announced. 
Gostisbehere was understood to be one of the players the 
Coyotes were looking at moving going into the NHL trade 
deadline, which is Friday. He presented potential suitors with 
a top-four or top-six puck-moving option who can facilitate a 
power-play unit. The 29-year-old, who is a pending 
unrestricted free agent, has 10 goals and 31 points in 52 
games this season. His arrival means the Hurricanes now 
have a pair of puck movers capable of orchestrating play in 
numerous situations, in addition to Brent Burns. 
As for the Coyotes, this could be an active window for them. 
They already had been involved in two trades, and shortly 

after the Gostisbehere move, they traded defenseman Jakob 
Chychrun to the Ottawa Senators. 
The Hurricanes are the third team for Gostisbehere. He was 
drafted in 2012 by the Philadelphia Flyers and signed two 
contracts with them, totaling $31.2 million. He subsequently 
was derailed by injuries, the COVID-19 pandemic and a 
major change in direction with management. 
After the 2021 season, Philadelphia -- trying to trim some 
payroll -- decided to dump Gostisbehere's deal. The 
Coyotes, who needed to get to the salary cap floor, were the 
strongest suitor. Nearly two seasons later, he is finally at the 
end of a deal that carries an average annual value of $4.5 
million. 
With rebuilding Arizona, Gostisbehere saw an increase in 
playing time, and as such, he rediscovered his offense. Last 
season, he finished with 14 goals and 51 points. 

 
 
2023 NHL trade deadline: Grades for every big deal 

The NHL trade deadline is just two days away. And big deals 
are happening, with the Toronto Maple Leafs acquiring 
center Ryan O'Reilly, the New York Islanders trading for Bo 
Horvat, the New York Rangers bringing in Vladimir 
Tarasenko and Patrick Kane, and the New Jersey Devils 
landing Timo Meier. 
We're breaking down and grading all of the biggest moves 
from now through the deadline. 

March 1: Senators pick up Chychrun, send picks to Coyotes 

The trade: The Senators acquire defenseman Jakob 
Chychrun from the Coyotes in exchange for a conditional 
first-round pick in 2023, a conditional second-round pick in 
2024 and a second-round pick in 2026. 

Ottawa Senators: B+ 

Let's start with Jakob Chychrun, whose time at the center of 
the trade market spotlight has warped perceptions of his 
game. 
The 6-2 defenseman, who turns 25 on March 31, loves to 
carry the puck and has a terrific shot -- as evidenced by his 
18 goals in 56 games in 2020-21, which was his best 
offensive season. But some pundits have decided that 
because he generates offense that he does not defend well 
in his own zone, which is a stereotype that's misapplied to 
Chychrun. He plays physically along the boards, can defend 
the net front and has a 70% success rate in zone exits at 5-
on-5. One of the reasons he was coveted was because he's 
a two-way defender. 
Ottawa GM Pierre Dorion has been searching for an impact 
veteran defenseman to add to his top four. He's investigated 
almost every available option -- including some talks with the 
San Jose Sharks about former Ottawa icon Erik Karlsson. 

His preference was to acquire a right-handed one that could 
be paired with Thomas Chabot or Jake Sanderson, who both 
play the left side. Chychrun is a lefty, but he's played the 
right side while with the Coyotes. Beggars can't be choosers 
here. 
There are some concerns about him. Health is a primary 
one, as he's yet to play more than 68 games in a season. 
While he's a deft puck-mover, there have always been 
questions about his decision-making as an offensive 
defenseman. He hasn't generated all that much on special 
teams, however that could be a Coyotes problem rather than 
a Chychrun one. 
The other reason Chychrun was coveted by teams is his 
contract. He's signed through the 2024-25 season with a 
$4.6 million annual cap hit. Coincidentally, that term syncs up 
with the duration of Claude Giroux's contract in Ottawa. The 
Senators feel they have a window here. They have Brady 
Tkachuk and another year of contract control on Alex 
DeBrincat. They have young players like Tim Stutzle and 
Shane Pinto ready to pop. 
A lot of the reception to this trade has been blanket praise, 
mostly because the Senators traded three draft picks and no 
prospects to Arizona. We'll touch on the catalysts for that 
cost in the Coyotes section, but let's be clear about 
something. The 2023 first-round pick is top-5 protected this 
season and then unprotected in 2024 if it ends up in the top 
five this season. That's reasonable Connor Bedard/Adam 
Fantilli insurance, but it could also mean the Senators are 
handing the sixth overall pick in an exceptional draft to 
Arizona. In a worst-case scenario, it could mean risking more 
lottery odds in 2024 if the Senators don't make the playoffs. 
There's some inherent risk here on the "this could come back 
to haunt us" scale. 
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That said, it's probably one worth taking for Dorion. Ottawa is 
getting new ownership. If this isn't a playoff team next 
season, it's entirely possible he won't be the general 
manager beyond that. The team and the fan base deserve a 
win like this. So does Dorion. 

Arizona Coyotes: C+ 

This grade is for the return. It's not for general manager Bill 
Armstrong, who did as much as he could under the 
constraints of his organization. 
I've seen some harsh reviews for this trade. I think they're a 
product of the intense speculation about what could come 
back to Arizona -- blue-chip prospects and the like -- and 
from this transaction taking as long as it did to complete. 
Armstrong's stubbornness for a substantial return gave his 
ask a mythic quality that the eventual trade was never going 
satisfy. I think that shows a fundamental misunderstanding of 
the trade market, and of the Coyotes' plans. 
Armstrong said there were about eight teams in discussions 
for Chychrun. The Boston Bruins were one of them, and they 
couldn't get Arizona to retain some salary from Chychrun's 
contract. The Edmonton Oilers, Los Angeles Kings and 
Carolina Hurricanes were all rumored to be among them. It's 
probably no coincidence that they all opted for other 
defensemen at the deadline when a match with the Coyotes 
couldn't be made. 
According to Armstrong, the problem with those suitors that 
are contending for the playoffs is that "they're pushing hard 
with the salary cap" and were "pushing money" back to the 
Coyotes to make these trades work. That was a non-starter 
for Arizona. They were sending money out and didn't want to 
take any back. 
Let's talk about the Mullett in the room: The Coyotes are 
playing at Arizona State University for at least three seasons, 
and potentially a fourth in 2025-26, while (they hope) an 
arena in Tempe is completed. It's no secret that ownership 
wants a cost-effective roster in the near term, as the team's 
revenues are adjusted to campus life. 
Armstrong was operating under those constraints. "We're still 
in rebuild mode, and next year, we're still in that mode," he 
said on Wednesday. 
He said his aim wasn't acquiring prospects, but picks. And 
Ottawa's picks were better than anyone else could offer. 
Again, the Coyotes could end up with a top-three pick of their 
own, and then another in the top-10 this season. That's 
huge. That's not something a contending team can offer, and 
perhaps not something that other rebuilding teams in the 
market for Chychrun would offer. 
The first-round pick is a solid one. If the Senators somehow 
make the Eastern Conference finals this season, that 
second-rounder becomes a top-10 protected first-rounder in 
2024. That's not likely to happen, so the Coyotes are likely to 
get the Capitals' 2024 second-rounder and Ottawa's second-
rounder in 2026. 
Again, without the ability or desire to retain money on 
Chychrun or take on contracts from other teams, the 
acquisition cost was what it was. Let this grade reflect the 
return within those constraints, and not Armstrong's work to 
maximize it, which could end up being admirable if the lottery 
balls bounce their way this season. -- Greg Wyshynski 

March 1: Kings add Gavrikov, Korpisalo for playoff push 

The trade: The Kings deal goaltender Jonathan Quick, a 
2023 conditional first-round pick and a 2024 fourth-round 
pick to the Blue Jackets in exchange for defenseman 
Vladislav Gavrikov and goaltender Joonas Korpisalo. 

Los Angeles Kings: A- 

Another victory for the Kings -- other than getting Gavrikov 
and Korpisalo -- was they did not have to part with a 
prospect to make this deal happen. That was thought to be 
one of the concerns at a time when it appeared that Arizona 
Coyotes defenseman Jakob Chychrun would be going to the 
Kings. Instead, the Kings gave up two draft picks while 
keeping all the members of their youth movement together. 
Kings general manager Rob Blake's mission ahead of the 
deadline was addressing his team's ever-present defensive 
problems. Namely, how can the Kings finally bridge the gap 
between their goaltending and underlying defensive metrics 
while also strengthening their defense? Natural Stat Trick's 
data shows the Kings are fourth in shots allowed per 60, 
eighth in high-danger chances allowed per 60 and 11th in 
scoring chances allowed per 60 in 5-on-5 play. 
Hypothetically speaking, it shows the Kings have a defensive 
structure that ranks among the strongest in the league in key 
categories. 
It is possible that a pair of pending unrestricted free agents 
such as Gavrikov and Korpisalo could be the solution. 
Gavrikov is another top-four defenseman the Kings now 
have in addition to Mikey Anderson, Drew Doughty and Sean 
Durzi, with the notion it could slide Matt Roy to the third 
pairing. Before he was held out of the lineup for trade-related 
reasons, Gavrikov was doing everything that could be asked 
of a top-pairing, stay-at-home defenseman. He was 
averaging 22:20 in ice time, and he was one of the Blue 
Jackets' leaders in 5-on-5 ice time and in short-handed 
minutes. 

The NHL's top 10 players by position 

There is also the promise that comes with a Korpisalo-
Pheonix Copley partnership. Korpisalo is 11-11-3 with a 3.17 
goals-against average and a .913 save percentage. It's been 
an inconsistent season, but what he did in February showed 
why teams were interested. He went 3-2 but posted a 2.43 
GAA and a .933 save percentage. Then there's what he has 
done in the postseason. His 85-save performance in a five-
overtime loss to the eventual Stanley Cup champion Tampa 
Bay Lightning in the 2020 Toronto bubble might be the 
lasting memory. But overall, Korpisalo has gone 3-5 with a 
1.90 GAA and a .941 save percentage; he'll give the Kings a 
goalie with some postseason experience, given that Copley 
has yet to appear in the playoffs. 
Until Copley arrived, the Kings did not have the goaltending 
to match their underlying metrics. Cal Petersen went 5-3-2 
with a 3.75 GAA and .868 save percentage that led to him 
being sent to the AHL and being replaced with Copley. Since 
then, Copley has gone 17-4-2 with a 2.74 GAA and a .901 
save percentage. His performances have helped the Kings 
remain a factor in a tight Pacific Division race. 
There was a contrast whenever Quick was in net. Although 
he was 3-1 in February, Quick posted a 4.27 GAA and a .821 
save percentage. It was the fifth straight month in which his 
save percentage was never greater than .892. The deal itself 
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is easy to digest: The Kings are trying to return to the 
playoffs, and they made a trade they believe can get them 
there while addressing a weakness. They did it without 
having to give up a prospect. 
Quick's role in this trade is where it gets complicated for the 
franchise (and fans). 
He's the most accomplished goalie in franchise history and is 
the club's all-time leader in several categories. He was part 
of the group that featured Dustin Brown, Anze Kopitar and 
Doughty that broke through to win two Stanley Cups. All four 
of them remained with the team through lean years. They 
played an instrumental role in helping usher in the next 
generation of Kings with the objective that they could 
someday win a championship. 
Yet the reality is the Kings had to address their needs, and 
shedding Quick's $5.8 million cap hit allowed a team with 
less than $800,000 in cap space going into Tuesday a 
chance to take on two players who could help them win it all. 

Columbus Blue Jackets: B+ 

What the Blue Jackets received in return will contribute to 
their plans for the future. At first glance, it might be 
considered a little surprising that the Blue Jackets did not 
receive a prospect from the Kings, who are considered to 
have one of the NHL's strongest farm systems. That is, until 
you come upon this realization: You know who else also has 
one of the premier farm systems in the NHL and is 
overflowing with talent that is 25 years old and younger? 
Yeah, it's the Blue Jackets. 
Maybe the Blue Jackets did not get enough for one of the 
most coveted top-four defensemen on the market. Even 
more true upon considering they also traded a goalie. But we 
also know that the alleged asking prices going into this 
deadline have been viewed as astronomical, and it has led to 
a changing market. Especially if it involves pending UFAs 
such as Gavrikov and Korpisalo. 
Then there's this element: There is still the chance that the 
Blue Jackets could receive more draft capital should they 
elect to trade Quick before Friday. For one, there are teams 
that could be interested in having a two-time Stanley Cup-
winning goalie on the roster who can share his knowledge 
while giving a No. 1 goalie rest between now and the 
playoffs. Furthermore, the Blue Jackets could get a bit more 
in such a trade, considering they have the needed salary cap 
space to retain 50% of Quick's salary. 
This is still a trade that pays off for the Blue Jackets given 
their current state of affairs. They entered Wednesday with 
the fewest points in the NHL. While it is not the most 
desirable of places for a team that was thought to be a 
potential playoff hopeful, they are in the running to win the 
draft lottery. And if they do that, then they have the 
presumed No. 1 pick in Connor Bedard in the mix -- which 
changes the outlook quite a bit for the Blue Jackets. 
Even if they don't get Bedard or the presumed No. 2 pick in 
Adam Fantilli, the Blue Jackets still have quite a bit on the 
line in this year's draft. 
As of now, they have two first-rounders in this year's draft. 
That amounts to five picks in the first three rounds, three 
rounds in which they have multiple picks, and it gives them 
10 picks in total. On the 2023-24 NHL roster, they'll have 
proven players such as Johnny Gaudreau, Patrik Laine, Jack 
Roslovic, Jakub Voracek and Zach Werenski. They have 
prospects and/or young players such as Adam Boqvist, 

Yegor Chinakhov, Corson Ceulemans, Jordan Dumais, 
David Jiricek, Kent Johnson, Kirill Marchenko, Denton 
Mateychuk, Cole Sillinger and Daniil Tarasov -- OK, you get 
the point. 
They have a lot of players who they believe can be part of 
the next wave of homegrown talent. And CapFriendly also 
projects the Blue Jackets will have $10.3 million in available 
cap space going into the offseason, enough to make more 
smart additions. This was smart work to put themselves in 
great position ahead of this summer. -- Ryan S. Clark 

March 1: Avalanche add Eller in trade with Capitals 

The trade: The Avalanche acquire C Lars Eller from the 
Capitals for a 2025 second-round pick. The Capitals retain 
31% of Eller's contract. 

Colorado Avalanche: B 

Eller will help the Avalanche, provided they don't ask him to 
do too much. Colorado coach Jared Bednar called him a 
"solid, big, strong third-line center," and that's the highest 
we'd slot in him the lineup. 
The 33-year-old veteran is a solid, bottom-six center 
defensively who can help on their penalty kill, which ranks 
18th in the NHL. His offensive output has declined for three 
straight seasons, and his current 1.0 points per 60 minutes 
would be the lowest average of his 14-year NHL career. 
The Avalanche are no longer an "adding rings in the room" 
team, as most of their players earned theirs last postseason. 
That being said, Eller has a wealth of playoff experience, 
playing a big role on the Capitals' 2017-18 championship 
team (18 points in 24 games) and having 96 appearances 
overall in the playoffs. 
The second-rounder in 2024 is a little rich for what Eller is 
now, and leaves the Avalanche with three first-round picks 
and one third-rounder over the next three drafts' opening 
three rounds. But their time is now, and Eller should improve 
what's already the best team in the West. 

Washington Capitals: A 

The Eller trade is even more great asset management from 
the Capitals and GM Brian MacLellan. 
For those that haven't been following along: Washington 
basically decided that the playoffs weren't in the offering this 
season, so MacLellan decided to start taking action on his 
pending unrestricted free agents. In one case, that meant re-
signing defenseman Nick Jensen. In most cases, it meant 
aggressively turning those players into picks and prospects 
before the deadline. The Capitals moved Dmitry Orlov 
(Boston), Garnet Hathaway (Boston), Marcus Johansson 
(Minnesota), Erik Gustafsson (Toronto) and now Eller. 
Getting a second-rounder for Eller, while retaining 31% of his 
salary, is a win within context. Defenseman Luke Schenn 
moved for a third. So did Johansson. Nino Niederreiter, who 
had another year on his contract, moved for a second. 
The Capitals now have four second-round picks in the next 
three drafts. The war chest is filling up again. -- Greg 
Wyshynski 

Feb. 28: Kane heading to the Rangers 

The trade: The Blackhawks trade Patrick Kane to the 
Coyotes for defenseman Vili Saarijarvi, retaining 50% of his 
salary; the Coyotes trade Kane to the Rangers, retaining 
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50% of his remaining salary in exchange for a 2025 third-
round pick; Rangers trade a conditional 2023 second-round 
pick and a 2023 fourth-round pick along with Andy Welinski 
to Chicago for Cooper Zech. 

New York Rangers: A- 

Showtime finally hits Broadway. The Rangers acquired 
Patrick Kane, one of the biggest stars in the NHL, for a 
conditional second-round pick and a fourth-round pick. They 
won the waiting game -- even though they didn't know they 
were going to end up playing it. 
Earlier this month, the Rangers opted to trade for St. Louis 
Blues right wing Vladimir Tarasenko instead of Kane for 
three reasons, according to a source: They felt the asking 
price to acquire Kane would be too high; they liked the 
inclusion of defenseman Niko Mikkola in the trade with the 
Blues; and there were concerns about Kane's injury status, 
in particular his lingering hip issue. 
What changed since Feb. 9? First, Kane narrowed his field of 
teams for whom he'd waive his no-movement clause down to 
one option for Chicago general manager Kyle Davidson: The 
New York Rangers. Any concerns about a bidding war for 
Kane were alleviated. The Blackhawks would take what they 
could get. 
Second, Kane's recent output was the declarative statement 
about his health status. Kane had 10 points in four games, 
including seven goals. He vowed that his hip injury wasn't a 
drag on his season; however, he hasn't been himself, as 
Kane's defense has particularly struggled. But the spark in 
his game was hard to ignore leading to the trade. 
Most importantly, according to multiple NHL sources, 
Rangers owner James Dolan wanted Patrick Kane on this 
team, especially when it was apparent that Kane wanted to 
be a Ranger. That's why the Rangers reengaged with 
Chicago and why Kane will be a Ranger. 
New York's top six forwards match up with anyone in the 
NHL -- and in many cases eclipse them. Chris Kreider and 
Artemi Panarin on left wing; Mika Zibanejad and Vincent 
Trocheck at center; Kane and Tarasenko on right wing. Any 
combination of them and defenseman Adam Fox on the 
power play. They're loaded with talent down the lineup too. 
In fact, one could see a situation where they build a third 
scoring line around Kane and someone like center Filip 
Chytil. 
They gave up a conditional first, a conditional second, a 
third-round pick and two fourth-round picks, Sammy Blais 
and Hunter Skinner for the chance to have Tarasenko and 
Kane on their roster for a Stanley Cup push. Maybe they 
keep one of them beyond this season too, in which case 
perhaps those trade grades improve even more. 
You'll notice this grade isn't an A-plus, and there are two 
reasons for that. First is that the Rangers absolutely had the 
Blackhawks in a no-win situation and still gave up what could 
be a first-round pick, if the conditions are met. The second is 
that Kane's hip concerns are real, despite the recent burst of 
"vintage Kane"; it remains to see how that plays out. 
But in the end, Patrick Kane is a New York Ranger. 
In July 2019, the Rangers signed Panarin and Fox because 
they wanted to play for the Blueshirts more than anyone 
else. In 2023, they traded for Kane, who stated the same 
desire. The New York Rangers will always have the 
institutional advantage of being the New York Rangers when 

it comes to player transactions in the NHL. They flexed on 
that here. 

Chicago Blackhawks: B 

The Chicago media had been conditioning fans to expect a 
lowly return for a franchise icon who wielded all the power 
here. So hopefully, they digested this news with the proper 
context. 
The second-round pick the Blackhawks acquired will become 
a first-rounder in either 2024 or 2025 if the Rangers make 
the Eastern Conference finals. In that case, the current 
playoff format will help the Blackhawks. New York made it 
that far last season. They'll have to likely beat a young New 
Jersey team then the winner of Carolina's first-round series 
to do it again. That's not implausible. There's still a chance 
the Blackhawks could end up with a first-round pick for Kane, 
which was the minimum many Hawks fans were hoping to 
see as the return. 
Davidson had two options: Trade Kane to the Rangers for 
whatever was coming back for Kane and 50% of his salary; 
or keep him on the Blackhawks, with whom he'd probably 
duck out for medical reasons rather than play out a sad 
string of games before free agency. He chose the former -- 
and did as well as expected, comparatively. 

Arizona Coyotes: A+ 

Another win for GM Bill Armstrong. The Minnesota Wild 
received a fourth-rounder for retaining salary on Ryan 
O'Reilly and a fifth-rounder for retaining salary on Dmitry 
Orlov. The Coyotes received a third-round pick in 2025 for 
facilitating this deal, taking 50% of Kane's already reduced 
salary. That's how it's done, folks. 
Arizona now has 27 draft picks in the first five rounds of the 
next three NHL drafts. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 28: Oilers land big defensive addition in Ekholm 

The trade: The Predators trade defenseman Mattias Ekholm 
and a 2024 sixth-round draft pick to the Oilers for 
defenseman Tyson Barrie, prospect forward Reid Schaefer, 
a 2023 first-round draft pick and a 2024 fourth-round draft 
pick. The Predators also retained $250,000 of Ekholm's 
annual salary for the remainder of his contract. 

Edmonton Oilers: A- 

Scoring has not been the issue with the Oilers. Doing what 
they can to prevent giving up goals at a high rate is why the 
Oilers had to make a move. Having Leon Draisaitl and 
Connor McDavid power your attack is why the Oilers lead the 
NHL with 3.80 goals per game. But when you allow the 13th 
most goals per game for a number of reasons? That is why 
the Oilers are third in the Pacific Division and in a four-team 
race for the division crown rather than leading by a wide 
margin. 
No single player can answer all of a team's defensive 
challenges. That said, Ekholm should be able to significantly 
help the Oilers address a season-long problem that could 
ultimately be the difference in either returning to at least 
consecutive Western Conference finals or an early exit. 
In short, Ekholm eats minutes at a high rate. He was second 
on the Predators in 5-on-5 minutes behind last year's Norris 
Trophy runner-up, Roman Josi. He is one of those 
defensemen who can also be trusted to anchor a penalty kill. 
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Ekholm was second among Predators defensemen in short-
handed minutes. He's had nine seasons in which he has 
logged more than 100 minutes on the penalty kill and has 
crossed the 200-minute threshold twice in his career. And he 
also provides the Oilers with a potential second-team power-
play option should they need him to serve in that role. 
It's likely that he will partner with Darnell Nurse to give the 
Oilers a top pairing that can make it difficult for opponents 
while helping their defensive structure find success and give 
their goaltenders a sense of comfort. 
There is also the economic component to a trade like this. 
Oilers general manager Ken Holland had to part with quite a 
bit to get Ekholm. The process actually started earlier 
Tuesday when they cleared $3 million in cap space when 
they traded Jesse Puljujarvi to the Carolina Hurricanes. 
Freeing up that cap space in addition to moving Barrie's 
contract did more than open the door for the Oilers to get 
Ekholm for this season. They have him for three more years 
after this season as he carries a $6 million annual cap hit. 
On one hand, he's the 11th Oilers player who has more than 
two years left on their contract and shows there is a sense of 
organization stability. Or rather, as much stability as a team 
can have until they need to make a change. But what 
happens if a change needs to be made at some point? Could 
it be more difficult for the Oilers to get out under that contract 
should they need to move money around in the event the 32-
year-old Ekholm faces a decline in his later years? Or would 
it really matter considering the cap is expected to increase in 
the future and the Oilers might have a Cup by that point? 
CapFriendly projects the Oilers will now have $8.057 million 
in available cap space going into the offseason as they've 
added the freight of Ekholm's deal. That figure is further 
enhanced by the fact they will recoup $2.25 million in the 
combined Milan Lucic and Andrej Sekera buyouts. OK, so 
what's the problem? That depends on Evan Bouchard. 
Barrie's departure means Bouchard, who was second among 
Oilers defensemen in power-play ice time prior to the trade, 
will likely be at the controls of the NHL's most dangerous 
power play, which has a 31.9% success rate. There is a 
possibility that orchestrating a power play like that could see 
a rise in Bouchard's production. He's scored only 21 points in 
63 games after scoring 43 points in 81 games last season. 
But it still does not change the fact that he could make the 
most of his new role and help with maximizing his earning 
power. 
Bouchard, 23, is a pending restricted free agent at a time 
when young defenseman are earning significant dollars. It's 
possible that the cost may be manageable for the Oilers. 
After all, both sides could do a bridge deal before opting to 
do something with more term and dollars. But it also comes 
with the reminder that Klim Kostin and Ryan McLeod are 
also pending RFAs while the Oilers also have a six-player 
unrestricted free agent class that will also need answers 
about their future. 

Nashville Predators: A- 

Building toward what they believe can be a better future is 
the tagline for every team that is not a legitimate Stanley Cup 
contender. How the Predators can get to that future is 
complicated by the fact that they have players other teams 
might want, but those players have contracts that are difficult 
to afford at this point in the season. Or rather, that appeared 
to be the case with Ekholm before they traded him. 

That's not to say the Predators will make another trade quite 
like this one. But it could prove difficult considering there are 
several cap-strapped contenders -- like the Oilers -- that had 
to clear space in order to make the math work. 
Exactly where do things stand with the Predators' future at 
the moment? They have 12 picks in the 2023 draft (which will 
be held in Nashville). Of those 12 picks, they have two first-
rounders and three picks each in both the third and fourth 
rounds. They have nine picks going into the 2024 draft, with 
three of them coming in the second round. They also have 
nine picks in 2025, and that includes two first-rounders -- 
with the notion the Predators could eventually add more draft 
capital. CapFriendly also projects they have $2.85 million in 
cap space which means they could potentially serve as a 
third-party broker to receive more picks if it comes to that 
point. 
Then there is the role Schaefer could have in that future. The 
19-year-old was the last pick of the first round in the 2022 
draft. He is a 6-3 forward who is flirting with what would be a 
consecutive 30-goal season in the WHL. He was also a 
member of the Team Canada roster that won gold at the IIHF 
World Junior Championships, recording one point seven 
games. It's possible Schaefer could develop into a top-nine 
option for a franchise that is trying to build its prospect 
system using all of those aforementioned draft capital. 
In losing Ekholm they also gained Barrie, who gives them a 
puck-moving top-four defenseman. He is under contract for 
two more seasons at $4.5 million per year. The Predators 
currently rank 24th in goals per game, and having Barrie 
could play a role in increasing that number. Yet where it gets 
interesting for Barrie and the Predators is what happens for 
the rest of this season. 
The Western Conference has been a roller coaster that has 
seen teams go from clinging onto a wild-card spot to 
suddenly leading their division seven games later. The 
Predators came into Tuesday on a three-game winning 
streak, and are just six points behind the Seattle Kraken for 
the last playoff spot -- note that the Preds have two games in 
hand on the Kraken. Is it possible that the Predators could 
maybe sneak into the postseason for a ninth straight year? 
Or is this the year the streak ends? -- Ryan S. Clark 

Feb. 28: Leafs make three deals, including adding Schenn 

The trades: 
No. 1: Toronto acquires a 2023 first-round draft choice 
(previously belonging to Boston) and defenseman Erik 
Gustafsson from Washington for defenseman Rasmus 
Sandin. 
No. 2: Toronto acquires a 2024 third-round draft choice from 
the New York Islanders for forward Pierre Engvall. 
No. 3: Toronto acquires defenseman Luke Schenn from the 
Vancouver Canucks for a 203 third-round choice. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: B+ (for all three) 

How quickly things can change for a young NHL 
defenseman. 
It was only a few short months ago that Sandin -- then an 
unsigned, restricted free agent -- was in a contract stalemate 
with Toronto over his next deal. He eventually came to terms 
on a two-year, $2.8 million pact, and the Leafs' first-round 
draft choice from 2018 was heralded as a top-four 
defenseman for the future. 
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Sandin still could be. But it won't be with the Leafs. 
Toronto's defensive depth has improved throughout the 
season. Timothy Liljegren -- the Leafs' first-round choice in 
2017 -- has blossomed. Conor Timmins has carved out a 
role and is on a cheaper contract (two years, $2.2 million) 
that kicks in next season. And the Leafs just acquired Jake 
McCabe from Chicago -- he has two years on his deal -- and 
Luke Schenn (a pending UFA) from Vancouver. 
It all added up to a logjam on defense, and Sandin was the 
odd man out. The Leafs are in win-now mode. It's why GM 
Kyle Dubas has been unafraid to part with so much draft 
capital. Toronto sent first-round draft choices to St. Louis for 
Ryan O'Reilly and Noel Acciari and to Chicago for McCabe 
and Sam Lafferty. Getting one back from Washington for 
Sandin is a solid return. 
Dubas didn't want to trade roster players or key prospects, 
but eventually that had to happen. And while the Leafs' eyes 
might not be on the future now, they're still giving up on a 
player who's only just tapping into his full potential. 
Toronto also parted with Engvall, another longtime member 
of the organization. Much like with Sandin, Engvall became 
expendable after Toronto's recent moves to bring in Acciari 
and Lafferty to fill bottom-six depth roles. The 26-year-old 
Engvall -- a seventh-round choice by the Leafs in 2014 -- 
played for coach Sheldon Keefe in the American Hockey 
League before being elevated to full-time NHL status the 
past two seasons. 
Engvall heads to the Islanders and will be reunited with 
former Leafs GM Lou Lamoriello. Toronto added draft capital 
after trading a lot of it away in deals made over the past 
week. 
Which brings us to the Leafs' third move from Tuesday, 
bringing Schenn back into the fold from Vancouver. Toronto 
drafted Schenn No. 5 overall in 2008, and he played for the 
franchise from 2008 to '12. Some characterized Schenn -- 
who was traded to Philadelphia in 2012 for winger James 
van Riemsdyk -- a bust with the Leafs for not turning into the 
top-pairing defender. 
What Schenn is now -- and should be for Toronto -- is a 
reliable veteran who adds grit and physicality in a third-
pairing slot. Plus, he can eat minutes on the penalty kill. 
While Schenn has endured his ups and downs -- including 
stints in the American Hockey League from 2018 to '20 -- he 
brings valuable championship experience to Toronto, having 
won two Stanley Cups with the Tampa Bay Lightning. 
It's clear from what Dubas did on Tuesday -- including the 
addition of blueliner Erik Gustafsson from Washington -- that 
he's prioritizing players with experience. Toronto has been 
tripped up by its youth during past playoff runs. Dubas 
appears to be guarding against that now by loading up on 
league veterans. 
Time will tell how that strategy pays off. 

Washington Capitals: A- 

It appeared Washington would approach this trade deadline 
as sellers and that's what they've mostly done. Adding 
Sandin was too good an opportunity to pass on, though. 
First of all, Sandin is young (at 22) with potentially years 
ahead to prove he's a capable top-four NHL defenseman. 
He's also signed for two years, making him and John 
Carlson the only defensemen Washington has under 
contract next year. That's a nice bonus. 

Sandin had his moments in Toronto. He moves the puck 
well, generates offense, can chip in on special teams and 
carry a reasonable workload (averaging nearly 18 minutes 
TOI per game). He's a strong skater and plays with a ton of 
confidence. Washington needs exciting up-and-comers like 
that as it transitions into a new phase. 
The Capitals had the extra first-round draft choice acquired 
from Boston for Dmitri Orlov and Garnet Hathaway. It's 
poetic almost to use that pick to bring in a player who could 
potentially fill a role for seasons to come. Washington was 
also able to move another veteran it wasn't expecting to re-
sign in Gustafsson. 
All around, some tidy work by GM Brian MacLellan. 

New York Islanders: B 

There's no question the Islanders need scoring help and to 
add general depth up front. Mathew Barzal is the most recent 
skater New York has lost to injury, joining Cal Clutterbuck 
and JG Pageau on the sidelines. 
Engvall won't put a ton of pucks in the net. But he can play 
the Islanders' brand of hockey. Engvall's a defensive-minded 
forward who can slot in throughout the bottom-six at center 
or on the wing. He forechecks well, is responsible in his own 
end and uses good speed to transition out of the zone. 
And, Engvall will add to the scoresheet too. He's put up 12 
goals and 21 points in 58 games so far this season and 
those totals could increase with a larger role in New York. 
Receiving that for a third-round pick is a decent exchange by 
Lamoriello, who knows Engvall well from the years he spent 
at the Leafs' helm. 

Vancouver Canucks: B 

It's likely Vancouver wanted more for Schenn than a third-
round pick. 
The market for defensemen appears high and Schenn is the 
coveted right-shot many clubs are looking for. The Canucks 
must have felt they couldn't package Schenn to get more out 
of him asset-wise. If reuniting the blueliner with his former 
team was Vancouver's best option, then they did what was 
necessary. 
Vancouver isn't bound for the postseason this year and 
stocking up on picks and players for the future should be the 
main focus. Getting something in return for Schenn is better 
than having him walk away for nothing as an unrestricted 
free agent in the summer. 
-- Kristen Shilton 

Feb. 28: Hurricanes get Puljujarvi from the Oilers 

The trade: The Hurricanes acquire forward Jesse Puljujarvi 
from the Oilers in exchange for forward prospect Patrik 
Puistola. 
Edmonton Oilers: C+ 
This is a difficult grade to assign. 
There's a clear salary cap savings here for Edmonton, in the 
near and long term. CapFriendly says that by moving 
Puljujarvi, the Oilers open up $4,412,500 in usable LTI salary 
space. At the time of this grading, GM Ken Holland was in 
pursuit of a few upgrades for his defense corps, ranging from 
Arizona's Jakob Chychrun to Nashville's Mattias Ekholm to 
Columbus's Vladislav Gavrikov. If this trade leads to that kind 
of acquisition, that's a positive. 
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The NHL's top 10 players by position 

Also, Puljujarvi is a restricted free agent this summer with a 
$3 million qualifying offer, who hits unrestricted free agency 
in summer 2024. Can the Oilers find a player who scored five 
goals and nine assists in 58 games for less than that? They 
likely can. 
But the fact of the matter is that Puljujarvi isn't an ordinary 
24-year-old NHL forward. He's 6-foot-4 and the No. 4 pick 
from 2016. The talent is there. The results haven't been 
there. Edmonton has been rightfully called out for the 
mistakes it made in developing Puljujarvi, which impacted his 
confidence and competence. It hindered his NHL career and 
left them with a diminished trade option: Imagine telling 
someone three seasons ago that Puljujarvi would be a salary 
dump traded for an unsigned prospect, rather than the 
centerpiece of a deal that improves the Oilers? 
Patrik Puistola is a 22-year-old winger that's put up some 
solid offensive numbers for Jukurit in Finland's top pro 
league. He was a third-round pick by Carolina in 2019 and 
never signed with the Hurricanes. He has 38 points in 56 
games this season. 
For the present, the trade works. For the sins of the past, we 
can't go better than average on the grade -- with the 
acknowledgement that more is to come. 

Carolina Hurricanes: A 

There are few front offices in the NHL who make a move like 
this and inspire others to say, "Uh oh ... they're doing it 
again." 
Which is to say that the Hurricanes have earned their 
reputation for identifying players that fit their system, their 
data-driven purview and their salary structure, and looking 
like geniuses when those players thrive in Carolina. 
Sometimes they make a big trade to get them, like with 
Dougie Hamilton and Vincent Trocheck. And sometimes they 
play small ball, like when they traded for Nino Niederreiter. 
This is obviously a small-ball trade, as the Hurricanes ship 
out an unsigned pick for Puljujarvi. It's a gamble that he can 
find his game in a different system with different 
opportunities. It's a wager that this established play-driving 
forward can eventually finish chances -- he has an 8.6% 
shooting percentage in 317 career NHL games. It's the hope 
that getting him on the same team with his Finland world 
junior lineup Sebastian Aho can help, in the same way a 
change in scenery from the media spotlight of Edmonton to 
the opposite of that in Raleigh can help. 
There's a lot of potential here for Carolina. Realizing that 
potential ultimately falls on Puljujarvi. But this is potentially 
the kind of trade Oilers fans have dreaded for years: 
Someone smart "buys low" on Puljujarvi and he blossoms on 
another team. They don't come much smarter than the 
Hurricanes. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 27: Leafs get McCabe, Lafferty from Blackhawks 

The trade: The Maple Leafs acquire defenseman Jake 
McCabe, forward Sam Lafferty, a conditional fifth-round 
selection in the 2024 draft and a conditional fifth-round 
selection in the 2025 draft from the Blackhawks for forwards 
Joey Anderson and Pavel Gogolev, a conditional first-round 
selection in the 2025 draft (top-10 protected) and a second-
round selection in the 2026 draft. The Blackhawks retain 
50% of McCabe's salary. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: B+ 

One of the benefits of the current NHL playoff format is that 
the Maple Leafs know what's ahead of them. They're going 
to play the Tampa Bay Lightning in the first round. Survive 
that, and it's likely they'll see the Boston Bruins in the 
following round, provided their historic regular season isn't 
followed by a calamitous first-round upset. (Ask the Lightning 
... it happens.) 
Boston is the third highest-scoring team in the NHL (3.74 
goals per game). Tampa Bay is the fourth highest scoring 
team in the NHL (3.56). Naturally, Toronto's attention turned 
to its defense corps after adding Ryan O'Reilly to bolster 
their forward group, which led them to McCabe. 
The 29-year-old defenseman fits a time-honored NHL 
deadline trope: a player who's never mentioned in general 
conversation until his contract term, salary cap hit and his 
current team's desire to empty its roster for picks and 
prospects combine, making him a bold-type name on the 
trade market. (See also: Nick Jensen from a few years back). 

Watch NHL games on ESPN networks 

McCabe is a defense-first blueliner, but not exactly a black 
hole offensively: His 1.1 points per 60 minutes average this 
season is on pace to be his career best. He's averaged 
19:29 per game in ice time this season and was used on 
Chicago's penalty kill. McCabe has played 483 regular-
season games but never in the Stanley Cup Playoffs, having 
spent the last 10 seasons with the Buffalo Sabres and the 
Blackhawks. That he was one of the best defenders on some 
terrible teams could either make him overrated or could be 
one of his better virtues, depending on one's perspective. 
Where does he fit? Potentially with T.J. Brodie on a duo that 
the Leafs could deploy as a shutdown pairing against the 
likes of Nikita Kucherov and David Pastrnak. But it's where 
McCabe fits beyond this season that's a key to this trade. 
The Blackhawks retained half of McCabe's salary in this 
trade, meaning that the Leafs have a solid NHL defenseman 
at a $2 million cap hit through 2024-25. That's incredible. 
Justin Holl is a free agent after this season. Jake Muzzin, 34, 
played just four games with the Leafs this season before 
going on long-term injured reserve with a cervical spine 
injury. There's a chance his NHL career is over. Having 
McCabe locked in beyond this season at that AAV makes 
him a much more desirable trade deadline option than other 
potential rentals. 
Speaking of deadline hype, when did Sam Lafferty become 
Patrick Kane? The 27-year-old forward's status as a critical 
bottom-six forward for a contending team feels like it was 
concocted by the Chicago marketing department. He has 10 
goals and 11 assists in 51 games this season, with the 
highest average ice time of his career (15:07). His four 
shorthanded goals lead the NHL, and the Leafs penalty kill 
(81.5%, 10th in the NHL) could use the help. But his metrics 
have him at slightly below replacement and the Leafs have 
him for another season at $1.15 million against the cap. He's 
fast, though. Give him that. 

Chicago Blackhawks: B- 

First off, let's just be happy the Toronto GM Kyle Dubas and 
Chicago GM Kyle Davidson have put all of last year's 
unpleasantness behind them to do business at the trade 
deadline. Please recall Dubas was "disappointed" that 
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discussions about the Leafs potentially acquiring Marc-Andre 
Fleury and Brandon Hagel were made public. The Kyles 
hashed things out at last year's draft, and it was "trade on!" 
this winter. 
The first-round pick the Blackhawks received from Toronto is 
in 2025 and is top-10 protected, which means it could 
transfer all the way to 2026. That's the draft where the Leafs' 
second-round pick the Blackhawks acquired can be used. 
Still, it's a first-round pick and a second-round pick for a 
defense-first ancillary defenseman, a few years of retained 
salary during a rebuild and a penalty killing depth forward. 
That's not bad, even if the windfall is three years away. 
Joey Anderson, 24, is an interesting project on right wing. He 
can play solid defense but was never really given a chance 
to shine by coach Sheldon Keefe. He's a restricted free 
agent this summer. Pavel Gogolev is a 23-year-old forward 
who has spent the majority of the last two seasons in the 
ECHL. 
With some of the draft capital we've seen move at this 
deadline, for Chicago to package both of these players and 
retain salary for multiple seasons, the package received -- a 
first-rounder, a second-rounder, a borderline NHLer and a 
current ECHLer -- is not enough. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 26: Jeannot to the Lightning, five picks and Foote to the 
Predators 

The trade: The Lightning acquire forward Tanner Jeannot in 
exchange for a third-round pick in the 2023 draft, a fourth-
round pick in the 2023 draft, a fifth-round pick in the 2023 
draft, a second-round pick in the 2024 draft, a conditional 
first-round pick in the 2025 draft and defenseman Cal Foote. 

 

Nashville Predators: A+ 

Here's one way to think about this trade: Tanner Jeannot 
landed as many draft picks as Ryan O'Reilly and Vladimir 
Tarasenko did ... combined. 
Everything about this past weekend showed the Predators 
are an organization that is thinking about their future. That 
was made clear Saturday when they traded Nino Niederreiter 
to the Winnipeg Jets. It was even more evident Sunday when 
David Poile, the only general manager in franchise history, 
announced he was stepping down at the end of the season 
and would be replaced by former Preds coach Barry Trotz. 
Jeannot was a pending restricted free agent who could have 
been part of that future. His offensive production dipped from 
24 goals and 41 points in 81 games last season to just five 
goals and 14 points in 56 games this season. His cap hit only 
cost them $800,000, and they could have either signed him 
to a $750,000 qualifying offer for one more season or to a 
long-term deal. 
Instead, they made a promising bottom-six forward available. 
Scratch that. They made a promising bottom-six forward 
available to a team that has won two of the past three 
Stanley Cups and has a penchant for talented players with 
team-friendly contracts. That, in turn, allowed Poile and his 
front office staff to offload what may have been their most 
movable player. 
Figuring out their long-term vision was one of the questions 
facing the Predators heading into the deadline. Part of that 
stems from the team's contract situation. Players such as 
Matt Duchene, Mattias Ekholm, Filip Forsberg and Mikael 

Granlund, among others, are individuals who would 
strengthen a number of teams. However, they have contracts 
that may not be easy for a team chasing a playoff spot to 
take on at this stage of the season. For example, Ekholm is a 
32-year-old defenseman who has three years left after this 
season carrying a $6.25 million annual cap hit. CapFriendly 
projects that there are only three teams that could take on 
the full freight of Ekholm's contract, and two of them are 
lottery teams. 
The return Poile was able to get for Jeannot is one that 
should set up Trotz for years to come. The three 2023 draft 
picks give the Predators a total of 11 picks, and they will 
have multiple selections in three different rounds. (Please 
note that the draft is in Nashville this summer.) They'll have 
nine picks in 2024 while having two first-rounders in 2025 
with the condition that the Lightning's first-round pick that 
year is top-10 protected. 
Foote gives them a 24-year-old pending RFA defenseman 
who can play on the NHL roster right now. He has 15 points 
in 117 games while averaging 13:17 in ice time over his 
career. He was a first-round pick in 2017 who could have a 
chance to potentially be included in the Predators' future 
plans. Especially if the front office believes this upcoming 
offseason could be the time to start overhauling the roster 
and gain as many draft picks and prospects possible. 

Tampa Bay Lightning: C 

Perspective is what makes the Lightning's latest move 
complicated. This is not the first time Lightning GM Julien 
BriseBois and his front office staff have tried to find ways to 
improve their roster while working around their salary cap 
limitations. It's something they have done before when they 
acquired forwards Blake Coleman, Barclay Goodrow, 
Brandon Hagel and Nick Paul in recent seasons. Those were 
all moves that either helped the Lightning win a Stanley Cup 
or return to the Cup Final for a third straight season. 
It's possible Jeannot could be the next trade deadline 
addition who arrived on a cheap contract only to be part of 
the Lightning's success. Those reasons could hypothetically 
justify why it was necessary to give up that much for 
Jeannot. Those could also be the same reasons why the 
Predators knew they could ask for so much. Otherwise, it's 
possible the Predators could have traded Jeannot elsewhere 
and the Lightning would be left with one fewer option in 
what's becoming a smaller market by the day. Even if it 
meant dealing with the reality the Predators would seek to 
maximize their leverage to the fullest extent. 
What BriseBois and his staff have done over the last few 
years is win. People got mad when they started using long-
term injured reserve to create more cap space. Now, 
everyone does it. But the Lightning have also done 
something else, whether it was under BriseBois or the man 
he replaced -- Steve Yzerman -- that also drew league-wide 
acclaim: The Lightning seemingly could find and then 
develop NHL-caliber talent in every round of the draft. 
Current players such as Anthony Cirelli, Alex Killorn and 
Brayden Point were third-round picks. Ross Colton was a 
fourth-round pick. Rookie defenseman Nick Perbix was a 
sixth-round pick. That's not even including the players who 
have since left. Radko Gudas, Mathieu Joseph and Cedric 
Paquette were all fourth-round picks. Ondrej Palat was a 
seventh-round pick. Yanni Gourde and Tyler Johnson are 
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among the examples of undrafted players who became key 
fixtures. 
So much is said about how the Lightning drafted four 
franchise cornerstones in the first two rounds with Victor 
Hedman, Nikita Kucherov, Steven Stamkos and Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. An argument could be made about how they 
have five franchise cornerstones with Point. Still, they 
became something of a blueprint for other teams to follow. 
Do you want to build what you believe is a long-term winner 
through the draft? If so, look at the Lightning. Yes, they've 
lost players to the salary cap. Yet they have devised a near-
interchangeable system that allows them to either develop a 
new wave of talent or use those prospects in future deals. 
But to trade away Foote and five draft picks? For a bottom-
six forward who has seen a decline in production? That's 
going to lead to questions. Although weren't similar 
questions being asked when there was the thought that the 
Lightning may have given up too much to acquire Coleman 
and Goodrow? 
Jeannot could rediscover the heights that allowed him to be 
such a key player for the Predators last season. He provides 
the Lightning with a second-team power-play unit option and 
someone who can eat heavy minutes on the penalty kill. 
Jeannot also gives the Lightning a 6-foot-2, 208-pound, 
interior presence, considering 63% of his career goals have 
come from a combination of the slot and net front, according 
to IcyData. 
Even if it does not work out this season, the Lightning still 
have options. They could either offer him a one-year deal in 
what would be his final year of team control. Or they could go 
for cost certainty by signing him to a long-term deal. -- Ryan 
S. Clark 

Feb. 26: Devils add Meier in blockbuster deal with Sharks 

The trade: The Devils acquire forwards Timo Meier and 
Timur Ibragimov, defensemen Scott Harrington and Santeri 
Hatakka, goaltender Zachary Emond and a fifth-round pick 
(originally Colorado's selection) in the 2024 draft from the 
Sharks in exchange for New Jersey's first-round pick in the 
2023 draft (conditional), defensemen Shakir Mukhamadullin 
and Nikita Okhotiuk, forwards Andreas Johnsson and Fabian 
Zetterlund, a conditional second-round selection in the 2024 
draft and a seventh-round selection in 2024. San Jose will 
retain 50% of Meier's 2022-23 salary as part of the trade. 

New Jersey Devils: A 

Now that's a trade. It's entirely possible more players moved 
in this single transaction than will move on the entirety of 
March 3. 
It all boils down to one thing: The Devils acquired Timo 
Meier. And as one NHL executive texted me: "Huge get for 
Devils. HUGE." 
That about sums it up. Both in dimensions and magnitude, 
New Jersey's acquisition of Meier is a game-changer. He is a 
26-year-old winger who has scored 66 goals in his past 134 
NHL games with the Sharks, with 128 points in those games. 
In Meier, the Devils have an elite, play-driving winger who 
creates scoring chances and finishes them with frequency. 
He'll immediately join the flank of either Jack Hughes or Nico 
Hischier (his Swiss countryman), adding an established 
offensive force to a team that was already fifth in the NHL in 
goals per game (3.51). The Devils play a specific offensive 

style: speedy, creating off the rush. Meier's metrics show him 
to be a player quite comfortable converting and creating 
chances off the rush. He's a perfect fit in that regard. 
"Think it's a fantastic move. He can play against the big 
defensemen and the fast little guys," one current NHL player 
said. "He's a shooter, which will help their playmakers 
Hughes and Jesper Bratt." 

The NHL's top 10 players by position 

Where he'll theoretically help the Devils in a big way is on the 
power play: Meier has the 11th-most power-play goals in the 
NHL over the past two seasons (25). The Devils excel in 
most offensive areas, but he'll likely improve a power play 
that has lagged at 19th this season (20.5%). 
The team coveted Meier for those reasons but also for his 
size. He is listed at 6-1 and 220 pounds, and he plays every 
bit as big as that. As the Devils head to their first postseason 
berth since 2018 -- and seek their first playoff-round win 
since 2012 -- they've faced questions from skeptics about 
their physicality and lack of playoff experience. Meier helps 
answer them, both as a big body in the offensive zone and 
with 35 career playoff appearances. If you watched some of 
those Sharks' wars in the Western Conference, you know he 
understands the intensity of that postseason grind and the 
chaos of rivalry series -- like the one the Devils are on course 
for in the first round against the New York Rangers. 
So that's Meier now. What about the rest of this trade and 
Meier in the future? 
He is a restricted free agent this summer with a $10 million 
qualifying offer to retain him for another season. For weeks, 
the Devils were hoping to land Meier and get him locked into 
a contract extension. That didn't happen. The Devils have 
the cap space to absorb a $10 million hit -- the luxury of 
smart contracts and young talent -- but sources say it isn't 
something they're eager to do. The goal is now to get Meier 
comfortable, happy and committed to signing a new contract 
with a less deleterious cap hit. 
Hence the conditions on the picks. The 2023 first-round pick 
is top-two protected, which is essentially disaster insurance: 
If the Devils somehow fell out of a playoff seed all the way 
into the lottery and ended up selecting first or second -- and 
given their luck with the lottery, who's to say they wouldn't? -- 
that pick would remain with New Jersey, and their 2024 first-
rounder moves to San Jose instead. 
Let's assume the Devils make the playoffs. The Sharks also 
receive a conditional 2024 second-round pick. If the Devils 
make the 2023 or 2024 Eastern Conference finals and Meier 
plays in at least 50% of his team's playoff games in 2023, the 
Devils will hand over their 2024 first-round pick -- which is 
still top-10 protected -- instead of that second. If that pick 
ends up in the top 10, then it's a 2025 first-round pick going 
to San Jose. 
The bottom line: The Devils did not have any draft pick tied 
to Meier signing an extension in New Jersey, which is 
interesting. 
As far as the players they sent to San Jose, Johnsson is a 
pending unrestricted free agent with a $3.4 million cap hit. 
His three-year run with the Devils was done. Zetterlund has 
some upside, with 20 points in 45 games, but also has some 
growing to do as a complete NHL player. He could be a nice 
middle-six forward for the Sharks. 
Mukhamadullin and Okhotiuk could both end up as NHL 
defensemen. But the Devils were dealing from a position of 
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strength here: Mukhamadullin could be the fourth-best 
defensive prospect in New Jersey's system, depending on 
how one feels about Seamus Casey. 
That's the real key to this deal. Surrendering what could be 
two first-round picks for what could be two seasons of Meier 
isn't ideal. But much less ideal would have been to give up 
Dawson Mercer, Luke Hughes, Simon Nemec or Alexander 
Holtz in this deal. For that, they should be applauded. 
What general manager Tom Fitzgerald has essentially said 
with this trade is that the future is now. Yes, there's a 
multiple-year window for the Devils to contend for a 
championship -- Luke Hughes and Nemec haven't even 
arrived yet! -- but they're also third in the NHL in points right 
now. At their best, they can beat anyone in this league. They 
have a superstar in Jack Hughes. They have an outstanding 
young cast around him, from Hischier to Bratt to Dougie 
Hamilton to the playoff heroism of Ondrej Palat. And now 
they have Timo Meier, and with 50% of his salary retained, 
they have room to add more. 
(Oh, and Scott Harrington and an array of minor leaguers. 
Let's not deny love to our veteran pending UFA insurance 
defenseman.) 
As one NHL source noted during the trade talks: "Timo 
checks almost every box for them." 
One last thing on the trade: The Devils had to land this 
player. There was a modicum of embarrassment for the 
franchise when it was looking like Johnny Gaudreau was 
going to be a Devil last summer and he opted for Columbus 
instead. 
The Devils were the front-runners again here. They were 
willing to go bigger and better with their offer than the Vegas 
Golden Knights and Carolina Hurricanes could go as the 
other finalists. They weren't going to lose out on another 
high-profile target. And they got their man. The question now 
is, for how long? 

San Jose Sharks: C 

One former NHL front office member recently told us that "if 
you're a seller, it has to be quality over quantity" at the trade 
deadline. 
I'm afraid GM Mike Grier did not follow that rule. 
He had the top forward available at the trade deadline, one 
headed to restricted free agency next summer. But the $10 
million qualifying offer obviously limited the number of teams 
that could have been in on Meier; it's a bit scary when the 
options are to sign him to a long-term deal or have him at 
$10 million in 2023-24. The Devils felt they were a front-
runner for Meier because they were one of the few teams 
with the assets to facilitate a trade and the cap space to 
bring him back next season if a new contract doesn't 
materialize. 
That established, you can understand how the Sharks ended 
up with the package that they did. And it's not bad! 
The Devils' first-rounder this season projects to be a low one, 
but it's a stacked draft. Mukhamadullin is a very interesting 
prospect. The 21-year-old stands 6-foot-4 and is currently in 
the KHL. He has a terrific shot and skates well for a player 
his size. Most projections have him as a middle-pairing 
defenseman, which is to say an NHLer. Okhotiuk is a 
throwback defensive-defenseman type. Zetterlund could be a 
nice middle-six forward for the Sharks when all is said and 
done. 

Again, three potential NHL players (and a fourth established 
one in Johnsson) for Meier sounds pretty good on paper. But 
there are two general problems I have with this deal for the 
Sharks: 
1. The conditional second-rounder swings pretty heavy in the 
Devils' favor. Essentially, it becomes a first if New Jersey 
wins two playoff rounds in either of the next two seasons, 
and it's then top-10 protected. If the Devils lose in the first 
round or only win one round, then it remains a second-round 
pick. And the East is an absolute meat grinder. 
2. While we respect the sheer tonnage of this deal, we'd like 
it a lot better if it were a 2023 first-rounder, a 2024 second 
and Mercer, if we're being honest. Or if Holtz was in this 
trade somewhere. Again, maybe that's never going to be on 
the table for the Devils, just like their other top prospects 
weren't. But the fact remains that a bunch of B's don't equal 
an A, and the lack of a blue-chipper coming back for a player 
like Timo Meier -- from the Devils or anyone else -- makes 
this feel like the Sharks acquiescing rather than the Devils 
meeting their price. 
Maybe we look back on this deal more favorably if the pick 
conditions are met and Meier is no longer a Devil in 2025. 
For now, it's an average return for an exceptional player. -- 
Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 26: Golden Knights add Barbashev from the Blues 

The trade: Golden Knights acquire F Ivan Barbashev from 
the Blues for F Zach Dean 

Vegas Golden Knights: B 

Context is king when it comes to the last two seasons for 
Ivan Barbashev. 
He posted career-best offensive numbers last season -- 26 
goals and 34 assists -- during a campaign in which the Blues 
posted their best team goals-per-game average since 1990-
91 and Barbashev saw significant time with Jordan Kyrou. 
This season, the Blues' offense has atrophied, he hasn't 
seen a ton of time with Kyrou, and Barbashev's numbers 
shrunk back to his previous career averages. 
Barbashev, 27, has 29 points in 59 games, or 1.8 points per 
60 minutes for St. Louis. Much like with Ryan O'Reilly, one 
has to take the Blues' terrible season into consideration with 
Barbashev, because no one has escaped this disaster 
unscathed. 
What the Knights are getting with Barbashev is a versatile, 
middle-six forward with solid playmaking ability. He's better 
than average in setting up shot attempts for teammates, 
which makes up for the fact that he doesn't shoot the puck 
much himself -- and when he does, he has shown decent 
finishing abilities. Defensively he's not going to be a game-
changer, however. 
At $2.25 million average annual value and an expiring 
contract, he's a fine rental who makes the Knights deeper. 
One imagines he had some fans in Vegas, what with 
defenseman Alex Pietrangelo having played with him in St. 
Louis and coach Bruce Cassidy having seen what 
Barbashev can do in the postseason during the Blues' Cup 
win over Boston. 
Giving up Dean was preferable to giving up the Knights' 
2023 first-round pick. But in a system that doesn't have many 
top prospects, it could be argued that they just surrendered 
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one of their top-5 future players for what could amount to a 
rental. We'll adjust accordingly if Barbashev sticks around. 

St. Louis Blues: A- 

The Knights clearly didn't want to give up their 2023 first-
round pick here, either to have it as a capital in another 
deadline deal or to use it themselves this summer. With that 
off the table, Blues GM Doug Armstrong did the next best 
thing: got a former first-round pick in Dean, whom the 
Knights selected 30th overall in 2021 from the Quebec Major 
Junior League's Gatineau Olympiques. 
Dean, 20, is a speedy center and a deft playmaker who has 
put up impressive offensive numbers in the Q. But he only 
had three points in seven games at world juniors for Canada. 
Armstrong is betting that Dean's offensive prowess can 
thrive and grow when he makes the leap to the American 
Hockey League, the next step on his growth curve. If he's 
right and that eventually leads to an NHL gig, then this could 
end up looking like a lopsided deal one day down the road. 
If he's wrong ... Barbashev wasn't in the plans anyway. -- 
Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 25: Jets acquire Niederreiter from the Predators 

The trade: The Predators trade winger Nino Niederreiter to 
the Jets for a 2024 second-round pick. 

Winnipeg Jets: B 

In a vacuum, a second-round draft pick is a reasonable price 
to pay for the services of a reliable 30-year-old forward with 
another year on his contract. But Niederreiter brings a lot 
more to the table than that. 
The Swiss winger has eclipsed 20 goals six times in his 
career and is on track for a seventh, with 18 goals in 56 
games for the Predators. Look up "analytics darling" in the 
hockey glossary, and you might find his photo. Niederreiter is 
a play-driving, shot-generating forward whose teams haven't 
had less than 57% of the shot attempts with him on the ice 
since the 2014-15 season. 

The NHL's top 10 players by position 

Niederreiter has been an average defensive player at 5-on-5. 
While he's a solid finisher -- his 15 even-strength goals put 
him in the neighborhood of Nikita Kucherov and Matty 
Beniers -- he has never been an exemplary playmaker. He's 
also not much of a contributor on the power play. Despite 
averaging 2:13 per game with the man advantage, he has 
only five points in 56 games this season. The Jets are 13th 
(21.9%) in power-play conversion. They might be left wanting 
here. 
Niederreiter could slide next to Mark Scheifele and Kyle 
Connor, or he could play down the lineup. He does have the 
ability to play both wings as well. His $4 million cap hit next 
season is manageable, but we have to knock the grade 
down a little for the lack of salary retention, given that he's 
signed for 2023-24 as well. 
The Jets were reportedly in the hunt for Timo Meier of the 
San Jose Sharks, a player who would have had a 
dramatically bigger impact but would have cost a lot more 
than a 2024 second-round pick. (Winnipeg traded its 2023 
second-round pick to the Washington Capitals in the 
Brenden Dillon trade in 2021.) 

Niederreiter isn't a perfect player -- and sometimes the 
results don't seem to square with the analytics -- but he's a 
strong addition for a contending team. 

Nashville Predators: A- 

The Predators signed Niederreiter to a two-year, $8 million 
contract last summer with the assumption that they'd be a 
playoff contender. They still have an 18% chance of making 
the cut in the Western Conference, but that climb got much 
steeper recently with the news that center Ryan Johansen 
will miss around three months after leg surgery. 
So kudos to GM David Poile for understanding who the 
Predators are. They're not a true contender. To become one, 
they need fundamental changes to this lineup that can be 
facilitated only with trade capital. Adding a 2024 second-
round draft pick for a player who no longer fits into their plans 
-- specifically one signed beyond this season -- is a nice bit 
of business. Nashville is now in possession of eight picks in 
the 2024 draft -- one in each of the first, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth and seventh rounds and two in the second round. 
It's not easy to find a team that's willing to take on the full 
freight of a $4 million AAV for two seasons. Poile did so 
without any salary retention. Disappointing season, good 
pivot for the Preds. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 22: Bruins get Orlov, Hathaway from Capitals 

The Washington Capitals traded Dmitry Orlov to the 
Minnesota Wild for C Andrei Svetlakov, retaining 50% of 
Orlov's salary. The Wild traded Orlov to the Boston Bruins for 
a 2023 fifth-round pick, retaining 25% of his salary. The 
Capitals traded forward Garnet Hathaway and Svetlakov to 
Boston for a first-round pick in the 2023 NHL draft, a second-
round pick in the 2025 NHL draft, a third-round pick in the 
2024 NHL draft and forward Craig Smith. 

Boston Bruins: A 

Two words: Let's go. 
The Bruins are challenging the NHL records for wins and 
points by a team in a single season. But as winger Brad 
Marchand told me this week, none of that matters inside their 
locker room. "If you asked any of the guys on this team who 
owned any of those records, nobody would know, because 
nobody cares. Because it's not about the regular season," he 
said. 
That mindset is at the heart of this trade. The Bruins are a 
steamroller that just got lot more steam. 
Orlov, 31, is a top-pairing defenseman who was averaging 
22:43 per game in his 11th season with the Capitals. He has 
19 points in 43 games, which is offensive production in line 
with previous seasons. Orlov gives the Bruins that rare 
combination of physicality and excellent puck-moving ability, 
excelling in skating the puck out of his own zone and 
controlling entries into the attacking zone. 
The Bruins had been in the market for a left-shot 
defenseman who could be paired with star Charlie McAvoy, 
which would allow Matt Grzelcyk to drop down the lineup. 
The heavy speculation was that player was going to be 
Vladislav Gavrikov of the Columbus Blue Jackets, who once 
again have managed to take a solid but unspectacular 
defenseman and build a robust trade market around him as a 
pending unrestricted free agent. When that deal didn't 
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materialize, the speculation turned to the Bruins working on 
something else. Which turned out to be this Capitals trade. 
Patience is a virtue: Orlov is better than Gavrikov. Better 
offensively, around the same level of effectiveness 
defensively and with a truckload more playoff experience. 
Don't sleep on Hathaway, either. The 31-year-old is the kind 
of quintessential bottom-six winger who brings energy and 
physicality every night while pitching in on offense. Jake 
DeBrusk, David Pastrnak, Nick Foligno and Hathaway down 
the right side is as solid as it gets in the East. But pour one 
out for Craig Smith, whose $3.1 million cap hit had to go to 
make this deal happen, but who leaves a team with eyes on 
the Stanley Cup and goes to one raising the white flag on the 
season. 
Svetlakov is a center playing for CSKA Moscow in the KHL. 
The 26-year-old was a sixth-round pick in 2017 and projects 
to be a capable bottom-six forward if he ever makes the 
jump. 
Giving up a first-round pick for a rental -- or even two them -- 
is rarely advisable. But the Bruins are the best team in 
hockey. Their window is open now. The post-Patrice 
Bergeron landscape will sort itself out. The Big Bad Bruins 
have gone even bigger. 
P. K. Subban says the Bruins look even better after trading 
for Dmitry Orlov and Garnet Hathaway. 

Washington Capitals: B+ 

First of all, kudos to GM Brian MacLellan for making that 
most difficult of choices for an NHL executive: To trade 
expiring contracts of reliable veterans even though their 
continued presence could bolster the artifice of 
championship contention. 
Of course, the Capitals do have the luxury of Alex 
Ovechkin's goal-record chase as a reason for fans to keep 
showing up for games this season, even if they're sellers ... 
No matter what happened this season, it was going to be a 
transitional one for Washington. The Capitals had 11 
unrestricted free agents before trading Orlov and Hathaway; 
in acquiring Smith, they still have 10 of them. That's a 
significant amount of cap space and roster spots that 
MacLellan can use to reshape the team this summer. 
Now he has two first-round picks in 2023, two third-round 
picks in 2024 and two second-round picks in 2025 as 
additional capital for the Capitals' reload; or, if he chooses, to 
start laying the foundation for a post-Ovechkin franchise. It's 
hard to believe that he'll take the latter path, given the age 
and contract status of the rest of his core. But the point is 
that Washington smartly turned two players who wouldn't 
return in 2023-24 into solid picks. 
As MacLellan put it: "This trade allows us to acquire draft 
capital, infuse youth and restock our system. While this 
season has proven challenging with injuries to our significant 
players, we are in a position to use some of our current 
assets to retool our club and build a competitive team 
moving forward." 
Orlov and the Capitals were far apart on terms for the 
defenseman, who turns 32 this July. They didn't want the 
long-term deal that he wanted. So off he goes to the Bruins. 
If there's a criticism to be made about the Capitals' return 
here, it's that they didn't pull Jakub Zboril or Connor Clifton 
off the Bruins' roster, two under-30 players who could have 
given them a body on a blue line that has only John Carlson 
signed beyond this season. 

But otherwise, it's a smart move on two players no longer in 
the plans. Even if that first-rounder from Boston is going to 
be, ahem, rather late in the round. 

Minnesota Wild: B+ 

If the Arizona Coyotes are the team that acquires contracts 
with "dead cap space" -- as they recently did in picking up 
Shea Weber's contract from Vegas -- the Wild are officially 
the NHL's Third-Party Trade Broker. 
The Capitals retained 50% of Orlov's $5.1 million cap hit. 
The Wild then picked up 25% of that, bringing his AAV down 
to $1.275 million by the time the Bruins landed him. 
This was the same play GM Bill Guerin used in helping to 
facilitate the Ryan O'Reilly trade between the St. Louis Blues 
and Toronto Maple Leafs. In that deal, the Wild sent forward 
Josh Pillar, a 2019 fourth-round pick, to Toronto in exchange 
for the Leafs' 2025 fourth-round pick. In this deal, they sent 
Svetlakov to the Capitals while receiving a 2023 fifth-round 
pick. 
Michael Russo of The Athletic notes that the Wild are 
spending $86,000 in actual dollars to buy a 2023 fifth-
rounder from Boston; they spent $74,000 for a 2025 fourth-
rounder from Toronto. All in all, more smart use of cap space 
to facilitate two trades for pending unrestricted free agents. 
More teams should take notes. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 17: Maple Leafs get O'Reilly and Acciari 

The Toronto Maple Leafs acquire center Ryan O'Reilly, 
forward Noel Acciari and forward Josh Pillar; the St. Louis 
Blues acquire center Mikhail Abramov, forward Adam 
Gaudette, the Leafs' 2023 first-round pick, the Ottawa 
Senators' 2023 second-round pick and Toronto's second-
round selection in 2024. The Minnesota Wild acquire 
Toronto's fourth-round pick in 2025. St. Louis retained 50% 
of O'Reilly's salary while Minnesota will retain 50% of his 
remaining salary before trading him to Toronto. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: B 

Any discussion about this trade begins with those nebulous, 
unmeasurable things called "intangibles." 
The Maple Leafs have been eliminated in the opening round 
of the postseason for six consecutive seasons and haven't 
won a playoff series since 2004. O'Reilly, 32, is four seasons 
removed from winning the Stanley Cup with the Blues and 
winning the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP in the 
process. 
They can't win in the playoffs. He walks into their dressing 
room with a Stanley Cup ring, a captain's 'C' and a pedigree 
most of his new teammates are still chasing. 
Intangibles are funny: If the Leafs finally get past the first 
round, it will be due to absorption of O'Reilly's playoff savvy, 
obviously. If the Leafs go out in the first round ... well, not 
even O'Reilly and his ring of power can push Toronto into 
Round 2! What hope do they have? 
Moving on to things that can be measured, O'Reilly adds 
some interesting dimensions to Toronto's lineup. He's an 
accomplished defensive center, winning the Selke Trophy in 
2018-19. The Leafs are 18th in defensive zone faceoffs 
(49.2%); O'Reilly wins them 52.5% of the time. He kills 
penalties. He's been used as a shutdown center in the 
playoffs, despite playing on the Blues' top line. His defensive 
game has suffered a bit this season -- as almost everyone's 
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underlying numbers have in a lost season in St. Louis -- but 
Toronto is an environment where it can flourish again. 
Offensively, O'Reilly's 19 points in 40 games is 
uncharacteristically low, giving him a 1.5 points per 60 
minutes average for a player that hasn't been under 2.0 
points per 60 since 2010-11. O'Reilly's assists per 60 
minutes (0.6) dropped dramatically from last season (1.5). 
It's not that O'Reilly isn't trying to create; it's that he didn't 
have a player like David Perron to convert those chances 
after he left for Detroit as a free agent. Again, going from the 
18th best offensive team in the NHL to the 8th best should 
help. 
Acciari helps the bottom six. The 31-year-old pending UFA 
forward had 18 points in 54 games for the Blues, playing 
14:35 per game. He has played 54 career postseason 
games. He won't give Toronto much offense, but he's a 
versatile addition to their roster. 
The Leafs gave up a bit to make this trade happen, both in 
acquiring O'Reilly and getting his cap hit down from $7.5 
million to $1.875 million AAV. Please recall that O'Reilly is 
likely a rental, with unrestricted free agency pending this 
summer. 
The first-rounder they sent to St. Louis isn't lottery protected, 
but Toronto has a 99.5% chance of making the playoffs, per 
Money Puck. They gave up Ottawa's third-rounder this 
season, which could end up being like a low second-rounder, 
their own second-rounder in 2024 and a fourth-rounder in 
2025 to the Wild. 
What they didn't give up: Top prospect Matthew Knies, which 
was a concern from the Leafs faithful. They did give up 
Mikhail Abramov, 21, who has put together a promising 
season in the AHL this season. Gaudette, 26, has 34 points 
in 40 games with the Toronto Marlies, but wasn't in the 
plans. 
Pillar, 21, is an unsigned 2021 fourth-round draft pick by the 
Wild, skating for the WHL Saskatoon Blades. He's a strong 
skater and an intriguing throw-in from St. Louis via 
Minnesota. 
Overall, it's a considerable price for O'Reilly. But this is the 
kind of swing you'd expect from a general manager without a 
contract beyond this season, which is the spot Kyle Dubas is 
in. 
The concern here is that O'Reilly is in the kind of decline that 
a change in scenery won't fix. It's understandable if Leafs 
fans are getting flashbacks to the Nick Foligno trade in 2021 
-- acquiring a 33-year-old captain for draft picks and still not 
getting out of the first round. It has not been a good season 
for O'Reilly. That's undeniable. 
But if he regains his form, O'Reilly is the kind of player the 
Leafs need to level up. He can round out their top six or give 
them center depth that rivals that of the Boston Bruins and 
Tampa Bay Lightning. Most of all, he's a reinforcement that 
reinforces the faith that management has in this group to 
finally break through the first round -- and keep it rolling for 
rounds after that. 

St. Louis Blues: A 

The Blues and O'Reilly hadn't had any recent contract 
negotiations. His camp hoped that the March 3 NHL trade 
deadline might act as a pressure point to get GM Doug 
Armstrong to come back to the negotiation table with one last 
extension offer. Instead, Armstrong remained unsentimental 

about his team captains: He let David Backes and Alex 
Pietrangelo leave as free agents and now O'Reilly is a Leaf. 
(Don't weep for O'Reilly not getting a new deal in St. Louis. 
With Bo Horvat signed by the Islanders and Dylan Larkin still 
expected to re-up with the Red Wings, O'Reilly is the best 
unrestricted free agent center available this summer.) 
This is the second huge trade Armstrong's made this month. 
For Vladimir Tarasenko, 50% of his salary and defenseman 
Niko Mikkola, the Blues picked up Sammy Blais, middling 
prospect Hunter Skinner, a conditional 2023 first-rounder and 
a 2024 fourth-rounder from the Rangers. 
The Blues retained 50% of O'Reilly's salary, too, and again 
shipped out a roster player (Acciari) with him. This time, they 
picked up a first (2023), a second (2024) and a third (2023, 
from Ottawa). They acquired a prospect with upside in 
Abramov -- he's a playmaker who needs more growth on the 
defensive end -- and a minor leaguer in Gaudette. 
This trade gives the Blues three first-round draft picks in 
2023: Their own, the lower of the Rangers and Stars, and the 
Leafs. Considering the quality in this draft class, that's a 
good place to be -- either for the Blues to add prospects as 
they move into their next phase or for Armstrong to flip for 
more immediate help. 
In a league with more than a few teams still determining if 
they want to buy or sell at the NHL trade deadline, you have 
to respect Armstrong's brutal honesty through these trades. 

Minnesota Wild: B+ 

The Wild spent $1.875 million in cap space to pick up a 2024 
fourth-round pick from Toronto, sending Pillar out to make 
the O'Reilly transaction happen. 
On the surface, that's nothing to pop champagne about. But 
give GM Bill Guerin credit: He had the cap space to keep a 
share of O'Reilly's salary and picked up a draft asset for the 
trouble. Third-team salary retention deals aren't going to 
produce a blue-chip prospect or a first-round pick. This was a 
nice bit of business from the Wild that other teams would be 
wise to emulate. 
It's just a shame that the Minnesota Wild finally traded for the 
center they've always needed and he was gone in the same 
night ... -- Greg Wyshynski 

Feb. 9: Rangers get Tarasenko from Blues 

Rangers acquired forward Tarasenko and defenseman Niko 
Mikkola from the St. Louis Blues in exchange for a 
conditional first-round pick in the 2023 draft, a conditional 
fourth-round pick in the 2024 draft, forward Sammy Blais and 
defenseman Hunter Skinner. 

New York Rangers: A 

In the end, it wasn't Patrick Kane who slides across from 
Artemi Panarin and Mika Zibanejad on the Rangers' top line. 
Instead, it might be someone who can help them even more 
in their pursuit of the Stanley Cup this season. 
Tarasenko's journey out of St. Louis was an unpredictable 
one. He won the Stanley Cup with the Blues in 2018-19, 
scoring 17 points in 26 games. But he asked for a trade in 
the summer of 2021, citing his displeasure with how the team 
handled multiple surgeries on his shoulder and a lack of trust 
in team management because of it. 
Because of those injuries -- Tarasenko played just 34 
regular-season games from 2019 to '21 -- his trade value 
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was low and the Blues held on to him. Then came the 
Tarasenko-ssance in 2021-22: 34 goals and 48 assists for 82 
points in 75 games. 
His value was high, but the Blues held on to him again. They 
expected to be a playoff team. They needed all the veteran 
scoring they could muster after David Perron left for Detroit 
as a free agent. 
This season was a regression, not only for the Blues but for 
Tarasenko. He has 29 points in 38 games, including 10 
goals, skating to a minus-18. He's still a strong top-six winger 
despite that fall in 5-on-5 production, especially when it 
comes to shot generation and the ability to create shots off 
the rush. A change in scenery and linemates, and maybe 
those numbers trend up. 
I had previously heard Tarasenko was open to waiving his 
no-trade clause for the Rangers, so that this trade happened 
now isn't surprising. It's a good fit. 
New York has some natural playmakers in Panarin and 
Adam Fox who are going to benefit with having someone like 
Tarasenko who can shoot the puck from anywhere (and will). 
They've basically had a seat open at right wing in their top 
six the entirety of the season that Tarasenko fills. 
Why didn't Patrick Kane fill that hole? That might have been 
the most asked question Thursday when this trade was 
completed. Kane to the Rangers was one of those 
transactions that felt like it was being conjured into existence 
by fans and the punditry. The Chicago Blackhawks star is in 
the last year of his contract for a rebuilding team; the 
Rangers needed a right wing; and a trade to New York would 
mean a reunion with Panarin, who blossomed into a star 
playing with Kane in Chicago. 
If not Kane, there was speculation that the Rangers could 
end up with Timo Meier of the San Jose Sharks, a pending 
restricted free agent who is younger (26) than Kane or 
Tarasenko and has scored 30 goals in 52 games for the 
Sharks this season. 
The sense I get is that the cost for Kane and Meier was too 
high for the Rangers, both in what they'd have to give up and 
in cap implications. Tarasenko's cap hit was $3.75 million 
after the Blues retention. Half of Kane's cap hit would have 
been $5.25 million. Meier's would have been $6 million, but 
the package the Rangers would have had to give up for him 
would have gotten much heavier if the Sharks also gobbled 
up part of his salary. 
The Tarasenko deal gives the Rangers a top-six wing and 
more flexibility to do other things before the trade deadline. 
The Rangers gave up less for Vladimir Tarasenko than they 
did for Andrew Copp last season. 
Well done, GM Chris Drury. 
Look, Kane on the Rangers would have been intriguing, 
especially in a reunion with Panarin. But whatever injury that 
has nagged him this season is a concern, hurting his 
offensive production and making him basically a non-
playable character on defense. Tarasenko's offensive 
decline probably has more to do with the Blues' descent into 
deadline seller than it does his own inefficiencies. 
Mikkola, meanwhile, is a depth acquisition. He's a defensive 
defenseman who has played at a replacement level in 50 
games this season, averaging 16:39 minutes per game. But 
replacement level would be an improvement for the Rangers' 
third pairing, as Ben Harpur and Braden Schneider have 
gotten absolutely cratered at 5-on-5 (38.9% expected goals). 
Mikkola slides in for Harpur. 

There's a lot to like about both fits for the Rangers, from the 
lineup to the salary cap to the expiring contracts. But 
especially because of the cost of doing this business. 

St. Louis Blues: C+ 

GM Doug Armstrong has never been one for delusions of 
grandeur when it comes to his roster. If he senses the Blues 
aren't good enough for playoff qualification, he starts burning 
up the phones to ship players out. St. Louis has a 3% 
chance of making the playoffs, according to MoneyPuck. 
Hence, Vladimir Tarasenko is now a Ranger. 
He wasn't going to be a St. Louis Blue after this season 
anyway. It's hard to believe Armstrong had the appetite to 
give term to a 31-year-old winger, especially considering the 
contentious history between Tarasenko and the franchise. 
The Blues wanted a first-rounder and a prospect for 
Tarasenko. But they were trying to work a deal for a pending 
free agent with full trade protection. The market wasn't going 
to be robust. 
The Rangers' offer checked the Blues' boxes, perhaps as 
best they could be checked. 
The conditional first-rounder will be the lower of the Rangers 
or the Dallas Stars, which the Rangers acquired in the Nils 
Lundkvist trade. Keep in mind that the Dallas pick is a 
conditional conditional: If the pick is a top 10 selection, then 
it'll transfer over to 2024 as an unprotected first-round pick. 
The Stars are currently four points ahead of the Rangers in 
the league-wide standings and have a 98.4% chance of 
making the playoffs. 
The Blues get a 2024 fourth-round pick that becomes a third-
round pick if the Rangers make the playoffs. That feels like 
the "tax" for salary retention. St. Louis fans will note that 
Armstrong gave up a 2023 second-round pick for the Detroit 
Red Wings to retain 50% of pending UFA defenseman Nick 
Leddy's salary last trade deadline. So that won't sit well with 
them. 
Sammy Blais is a popular former Blues forward whose 
inclusion in the deal is a roster slot swap with Mikkola -- both 
are pending UFAs. He'll throw a check. People will cheer. 
The Blues reacquiring Blais brings the Pavel Buchnevich 
trade full circle, as the Rangers traded the talented winger to 
St. Louis out of financial concerns for Blais and a second-
rounder in 2021. Unfortunately, the Blues are done in their 
season series against the Calgary Flames, so no Sammy 
Blais reunion with Milan Lucic. 
Which brings us to the impeccably named Hunter Skinner. 
The Blues weren't getting any young player off the Rangers' 
current roster. They weren't getting one of the team's top 
prospects like forward Brennan Othmann, defenseman Zac 
Jones or winger Will Cuylle. Instead they received a 21-year-
old defenseman taken No. 112 overall by the Rangers in 
2019 who has played for the Jacksonville Icemen of the 
ECHL and the AHL Hartford Wolfpack. 
Is he a prospect? Yes, he is, although not even among the 
Rangers' top three young defensemen. New York's blueline 
is stacked, so they're dealing from a position of strength. 
Maybe the Blues see something here that we don't, because 
this part of the trade is the most disappointing. He's a project 
that's shown some improvement but needs much more of it 
on the defensive side of the ice. As this point, his ceiling 
feels like the AHL. That's not great. 
But again, Armstrong was not dealing from a position of 
strength. Tarasenko had trade protection. As it turns out, 
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Ryan O'Reilly and Ivan Barbashev do not. The Blues could 
just be getting started for the trade deadline. Buckle up ... -- 
Greg Wyshynski 

Jan. 30: Canucks deal Horvat to Islanders 

The rumor and speculation is now over regarding Vancouver 
Canucks center Bo Horvat. The New York Islanders have 
traded forwards Anthony Beauvillier and Aatu Raty, along 
with a conditional first-round pick in the 2023 draft (top-12 
protected), in exchange for Vancouver's now-former captain. 
The Canucks are retaining 25% of Horvat's salary. 
In 49 games played this season, Horvat already has tied a 
career high in goals with 31. He also was named to the 
Pacific Division roster for the 2023 NHL All-Star Game this 
past weekend. His contract expires at the end of this season, 
at which point he'll hit unrestricted free agency. 
How did both GMs do in this swap? Here are our grades: 

New York Islanders: C 

Isles general manager Lou Lamoriello likes to keep things 
quiet. Remember when we heard about the Canucks and 
Islanders talking about J.T. Miller at the draft last summer? 
And how the Islanders opted not to do business with 
Vancouver partially because we had heard about those 
talks? 
Suffice it to say, the Horvat trade happened with nary a peep 
about the Islanders and Canucks being in conversation. Just 
the way Lou likes it. 
Lamoriello has never shied away from making a significant 
deal, no matter if his team is challenging for the Stanley Cup 
or desperately trying to bounce over the playoff bubble, like 
these Islanders. The significance of this deal isn't just for the 
second half of the season but potentially for years to come. 
"You have to give something to get something," Lamoriello 
said Monday. "But with the depth we have down the middle, 
we felt this was something that helped our hockey team. 
Today and tomorrow. This is a 27-year-old player." 
In the short term, Horvat immediately bolsters an offense that 
ranks 25th in the NHL at 2.85 goals per game. He has 31 
goals in 49 games, after scoring 31 goals in 70 games last 
season. He has 24 power-play goals over the past two 
seasons, which could be a boon to an Islanders unit that 
ranks 31st in the NHL in power-play conversion rate (15.5%). 
He wins 56% of his faceoffs, which will help New York as a 
middle-of-the-pack faceoff team (15th overall). 
He is many things that the current Islanders are not. 
But the reason the Islanders gave up what they did to make 
this move is, in theory, for the seasons beyond this one. 
Horvat told reporters that there have been no contract 
extension talks with the Islanders, saying, "We'll see if we 
can get something done." 
Lamoriello made it no secret that this was a trade made to 
keep Horvat with the Islanders after this season. 
"Whenever you make a transaction like this, you make it for 
a player that has character," he said. "That knows what a 
team gives up. And certainly feels comfortable in the 
organization he's in. All of that, he'll recognize quickly, and 
hopefully we'll get that done." 
Bringing Horvat back on a long-term deal is the whole 
ballgame here. The Islanders signed Mathew Barzal to an 
extension through 2030-31. He needs another elite forward 
to play with, either as a linemate or on the power play or as 

an anchor for another scoring line. The Islanders believe 
Horvat is that guy, and they appear willing to pay him the 
average annual salary that'll fall between Anders Lee's $7 
million in average annual value and Barzal's $9.15 million in 
AAV. 
It's possible Horvat decides to test the free-agent waters. 
Heck, it's possible Lamoriello understands that, sees the 
Islanders as something less than a playoff team and cuts his 
losses with a Horvat reflip ahead of the March 3 deadline to 
another contender. It's Lou. Everything's on the table. 
(The 25% salary retention could come in really handy if there 
was a second Horvat trade, as the Isles could pick up 
another 25% of his salary to swing the doors open to a 
number of capped-out contenders looking to make a deal.) 
But let's be real: Lamoriello has been doing this for a long, 
long time -- like, since the late 1980s. He is a big trade guy 
but not a gambler. He is making this trade with some 
confidence that Horvat is playing next to Belmont Park for 
the next several seasons or he isn't making it. 

Watch NHL games on ESPN networks 

Barzal, Horvat, Lee, Brock Nelson, Ryan Pulock, Adam 
Pelech, Noah Dobson and, hopefully, Ilya Sorokin (who is an 
unrestricted free agent in 2024): That's a good, but not great, 
core to build around. 
It's possible that in Horvat and Barzal, the Islanders have two 
outstanding supporting players in search of a star to orbit 
around. It's possible that Horvat is peaking and that an eight-
year extension's cap hit will look mighty different within five 
years. Adding another player 28 years or older (Horvat's 28th 
birthday is April 5) to this roster doesn't seem ideal. 
As for the return to Vancouver, it was time for the Isles to 
stop waiting on Beauvillier. Raty has been projected by some 
to be a third-line center; and besides, Barzal and Horvat 
would have two center spots locked down if the latter re-
signs. The hardest thing to surrender was the draft pick, 
although the Islanders do have some control over when the 
Canucks receive it. It's top-12 lottery protected, but if it ends 
up being No. 12 overall in 2023, the Islanders could send it 
over now rather than risk a higher pick in 2024. 
Lamoriello, of course, probably doesn't see the Islanders as 
a lottery team this season or next. He clearly still believes 
that the Islanders are the team that went to the Eastern 
Conference finals twice in pandemic-impacted seasons, 
rather than the one that had a .512 points percentage last 
season and a .529 points percentage this season. And he 
believes, rightly or wrongly, that Bo Horvat is someone who 
can help the Islanders confirm his intuition. 
If nothing else, this closes an odd loop in Lamoriello's trade 
history. On June 30, 2013, the New Jersey Devils acquired 
goalie Cory Schneider from the Canucks for the ninth overall 
pick in the draft. That pick ended up being Horvat, who is 
now with the same franchise that still employs Schneider. 
Lou always gets his man, eventually. 

Vancouver Canucks: B 

The inkling that the Canucks were going to soon be out of 
the Bo Horvat business came a few weeks ago. President of 
hockey operations Jim Rutherford talked about how his team 
had a contract offer tabled for the captain since last summer 
but that the math on the net contract had significantly 
changed thanks to Horvat's (conveniently timed) career-high 
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goal-scoring season. Even if they wanted to up their ante for 
Horvat, the franchise's decision to hand out new deals to 
forwards J.T. Miller and Brock Boeser made that 
economically unfeasible. 
Horvat was a pending unrestricted free agent, and his team 
wasn't going to bring him back -- and the rest of the NHL 
knew this. 
That established, the Canucks acquired a top-six NHL 
forward, a top-five prospect in a team's system and a first-
round pick that is lottery protected in 2023 (for obvious 
reasons) but not for 2024. On paper, that's the kind of return 
one expects for a center with Horvat's numbers, age and 
situation. For example, Claude Giroux went for Owen Tippett 
as well as first- and third-round picks at the previous trade 
deadline, and Giroux is eight years older than Horvat. 
But trades aren't made in a vacuum. There are names 
attached to those categories. Beauvillier is a bit of a 
diminished prospect at this point in his career. After a 
breakout campaign in the pandemic-shortened 2020-21 
season (1.2 goals per 60 minutes), he regressed last 
season, and he hasn't played out of that funk in 2022-23, 
during which he has just 20 points in 49 games. Beauvillier is 
25 years old and under contract through the 2023-24 season 
at a manageable $4.15 million annual cap hit, even if it's now 
a bit high for his production level. 
At best, the Canucks have acquired a winger who needed a 
change in scenery to recapture his game. At worst, this is 
who Beauvillier is going to be: a winger who shows flashes of 
upside but never consistency -- unless we're talking about 

being a defensive liability, for which he has unfortunately 
been very consistent in his career. Still, he is a player the 
Canucks could move along in another transaction. He has 
some value. 
Raty, 20, had two goals in 12 games with the Islanders this 
season. Selected at No. 52 in the 2021 draft, he was 
considered among the top five prospects in the Islanders' 
system, which tells you more about the Islanders' system 
than it does Raty. He has good ice vision, and he showed 
offensive flash playing in SM-liiga in 2021-22, putting up 
point-per-game numbers. He has yet to show that in North 
America, but again, Raty is 20 years old with a dozen NHL 
games to his credit. It all adds up to an intriguing prospect 
acquired in a package for a player who was leaving anyway. 
The Canucks retained 25% of Horvat's cap hit. That's a bit 
surprising but necessary to make this particular deal work. 
The reason this trade is a solid B for the Canucks is that they 
are, for lack of a better term, fading the Islanders. The first-
round pick is lottery protected for this draft. Assuming the 
Horvat trade doesn't turn this season around -- and New 
York currently has a 12% chance of qualifying for the 
playoffs -- that first-rounder could kick over to 2024, should 
the Islanders choose. Islanders GM Lamoriello is wagering 
Horvat signs long term and that the roster he has built is one 
that's going to be a contender. The Canucks are wagering 
the Isles won't make the playoffs and that the struggles with 
this roster will continue in 2023-24. Which bet are you 
backing? -- Greg Wyshynski

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hurricanes acquire Shayne Gostisbehere from Coyotes for third-round pick 

The Arizona Coyotes have traded offensive defenceman 
Shayne Gostisbehere to the Carolina Hurricanes for a third-
round pick in 2026. 
Gostisbehere has rejuvenated his career over two seasons 
in the desert, scoring nine goals and 29 points in 50 games 
this season — after potting 51 points in 82 games the year 
prior.  

Originally traded to the Coyotes by the Flyers in a salary-
dump move — the Flyers had to attach a second-round pick 
to Gostisbehere for Arizona to take him — Gostisbehere now 
will be able to provide a playoff team with some more puck 
movement from the back end. 
Gostisbehere, 29, is a nine-year NHL veteran who will be an 
unrestricted free agent this summer.
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NHL trade deadline rumors, tracker: Senators win Chychrun sweepstakes, Jonathan Quick 
era ends in Los Angeles 

Here's a rundown of all of the deals and rumors leading up to 
Friday's trade deadline 

By Chris Bengel 

The 2022-23 NHL season is coming down the home stretch 
with the trade deadline set for Friday, March 3 at 3 p.m. ET. 
The league has already seen some big names moved prior 
to the deadline with Vladimir Tarasenko landing with the New 
York Rangers, Bo Horvat heading to the New York Islanders 
and Ryan O'Reilly being sent to the Toronto Maple Leafs. 
But that's not all. Stars like Patrick Kane, Jakob Chychrun 
and Erik Karlsson could be on the move prior to Friday's 
deadline. 
For all of the latest moves around the NHL, follow along with 
our NHL trade deadline rumors and tracker below. 

March 1: Senators win Jakob Chychrun sweepstakes with 
modest bid 

The Arizona Coyotes have had Jakob Chychrun sitting on 
the trade block for well over a year now, and they have finally 
dealt him to the Ottawa Senators in a major deal just two 
days before the deadline. 
In exchange for Chychrun, the Coyotes received: 

 2023 conditional first-round pick 
 2024 conditional second-round pick 
 2026 second-round pick 

Chychrun is a legitimate top-pairing defenseman with a very 
reasonable $4.6 million cap hit, and the Senators just got him 
for an incredibly modest price. At one point there were talks 
of the Coyotes wanting multiple first round picks and top-
notch prospects in exchange for Chychrun, but the market 
for defensemen has dried up over the last week. 
While this return may be somewhat disappointing for the 
Coyotes, they now have a glut of draft picks in the next few 
years. If Arizona plays its cards right, it would ice a very 
competitive team in a few seasons. 

March 1: Red Wings deal defenseman Filip Hronek to 
Canucks 

The Detroit Red Wings have sent 25-year-old defenseman 
Filip Hronek and a 2023 fourth-round pick to the Vancouver 
Canucks in exchange for a 2023 conditional first-round pick 
and a 2023 second-round pick. 
Hronek is a strong offensive defenseman, and he is having 
the best season of his career. Hronek is already tied for his 
career high in goals, and he is on track to set a new career 
high in assists too. Hronek should give Vancouver more 
offensive help from the blue line, but it does limit the team 
from a salary cap perspective moving forward. 
The Red Wings were able to get some quality assets back 
for Hronek, and it'll be interesting to see what they do with 

them. Detroit could use the picks to draft more highly-touted 
prospects, or it could flip them for a player who can help the 
team in the immediate future. 

March 1: Hurricanes land defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere 
from Coyotes 

The Carolina Hurricanes have added some more offensive 
firepower to their blue line. On Wednesday, the Hurricanes 
acquired defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere from the 
Arizona Coyotes in exchange for a 2026 third-round pick. 
The 29-year-old is a rental as he's set to become an 
unrestricted free agent this summer.  
Gostisbehere has spent the past two seasons with the 
Coyotes after the team acquired him from the Philadelphia 
Flyers in the 2021 offseason. The left-handed shooting 
defenseman has recorded 10 goals and 21 assists in 52 
games as a member of the Coyotes this season. 
Gostisbehere adds some necessary offense among 
Carolina's top four defensemen group. Over the course of his 
nine-year NHL career, he's tallied 84 career goals, including 
four double-digit goal campaigns. The Hurricanes were 
already one of the league's higher-scoring teams with 3.36 
goals per game, and now they've added more of an offensive 
touch on the back end alongside Brent Burns. 

March 1: Avalanche acquire center Lars Eller from Capitals 

Colorado has been in need of center depth, and Eller will fill 
that role as the team tries to repeat as Stanley Cup 
Champions. In return, for Eller the Capitals will receive a 
2025 second-round pick, the teams announced on 
Wednesday. 
Eller has spent that last seven seasons with the Capitals, 
and he came up clutch in the 2018 Stanley Cup Final. In the 
decisive Game 5, Eller scored the game-winning goal for 
Washington with just 7:37 remaining in the third period. 
Eller will bring a strong defensive pedigree and playoff 
experience to an Avalanche team hurting for center depth 
right now. Colorado lost Nazem Kadri to the Calgary Flames 
in free agency last summer, and since then the center 
position has been a bit of a weakness outside of Nathan 
MacKinnon. Eller will give the Avs a quality depth option 
there. 

March 1: Kings trade Jonathan Quick to Blue Jackets for 
Vladislav Gavrikov, Joonas Korpisalo 

It's the end of an era in Los Angeles. The Kings have traded 
goalie Jonathan Quick, a 2023 first-round pick and a 2023 
third-round pick to the Columbus Blue Jackets in exchange 
for defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov and goalie Joonas 
Korpisalo. 
Daily Faceoff's Frank Seravalli reported that Quick was 
"unhappy" when he was informed of the trade.  
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 Quick has spent all 16 of his NHL seasons with the 
Kings and won two Stanley Cups with the franchise. 

 Throughout his career, the 37-year old has tallied a 
370-275-82 record, a 2.46 goals-against-average, 
and a .911 save percentage.  

 Quick also won the Conn Smythe Trophy in 2012 as 
the playoff MVP during the Kings' Stanley Cup run. 

Clearly, the Kings were attempting to pair a younger 
goaltender with Pheonix Copley. Korpisalo, 28, has a 11-11-
3 record to go along with a 3.17 goals-against-average and a 
.911 save percentage in 28 games this season as he's split 
time with Elvis Merzlikins in Columbus. 
In Gavrikov, the Kings beef up their blue line and provides a 
very necessary left-handed shot on a team full of right-
handed shooting defensemen. Both Gavrikov and Korpisalo 
will be unrestricted free agents this summer. 

Feb. 28: Predators trade Mattias Ekholm to Oilers for 
package of picks, players 

The Predators dealt veteran defenseman Mattias Ekholm 
and a 2024 sixth-round pick to the Oilers in exchange for a 
2023 first-round pick, a 2024 fourth-round pick, prospect 
Reid Schaefer and defenseman Tyson Barrie. 
Edmonton was in need of a big defenseman who could play 
the puck well, and that is exactly what Ekholm brings to the 
table. The Oilers have had trouble keeping the puck out of 
their own net this season, but Ekholm will help stop the 
bleeding. With Ekholm now in the mix, Edmonton looks more 
like a serious Stanley Cup contender in the Western 
Conference. 
The Predators continue their fire sale by trading Ekholm, and 
getting the 2023 first-round pick and Schaefer were the real 
prizes. When he takes over as Nashville's general manager 
on July 1, Barry Trotz will have a lot of draft capital with 
which to work. 

Feb. 28: Maple Leafs add defenseman Luke Schenn from 
the Canucks 

In his quest to acquire every NHL defenseman, Maple Leafs 
general manager Kyle Dubas has added Luke Schenn from 
the Vancouver Canucks in exchange for a 2023 third-round 
pick. 
Schenn is a big-bodied defenseman who provides a physical 
presence, but he has had a rough 2022-23 season in 
Vancouver. Maybe playing on a better team in Toronto will 
help him turn things around, but the Maple Leafs may also 
have something else cooking here. 
After acquiring Schenn, Toronto now has nine defensemen 
on its NHL roster. With such a major logjam at the position, 
it's hard to imagine the team not making another move to 
bolster its forward group. 

Feb. 28: Islanders acquire Pierre Engvall from Maple Leafs 

The Maple Leafs have been incredibly active, and one the 
moves sent forward Pierre Engvall to the New York Islanders 
in exchange for a 2024 third-round pick. 
Engvall, now in his fourth NHL season, gives the Isles a 
strong defensive forward. Considering the Islanders' 
struggles at that end of the ice this year, Engvall should help 
them address a need, and he can make some plays at the 

offensive end as well. In 58 games this season, Engvall has 
12 goals and 21 points. 
By trading Engvall, Toronto frees up another $2.25 million in 
salary cap space with the trade deadline just three days 
away. 

Feb. 28: Maple Leafs, Capitals swap defensemen 

The Toronto Maple Leafs have traded defenseman Rasmus 
Sandin to the Washington Capitals in exchange for 
defenseman Erik Gustafsson and a 2023 first-round pick. 
The first-round pick going to Toronto is the one Washington 
got from the Boston Bruins in the Dmitry Orlov trade just last 
week. 
This deal makes some sense for both sides. The Maple 
Leafs give up a developing player for Gustafsson, who is in 
the midst of an excellent year and can help the team 
generate offense from the blue line, as well as a first-round 
pick. We'll see how long Toronto holds onto that first-rounder 
as they try to make more moves ahead of the deadline. 
Washington turned Orlov and Gustafsson, two veteran 
defensemen on expiring contracts, into the 22-year-old 
Sandin. It's an excellent deal for a team looking to rebuild on 
the fly because Sandin has taken a big step forward in his 
development this year. There's a chance Sandin becomes a 
vital piece of the Capitals' blue line for a long time to come. 

Feb. 28: Wild acquire forward Marcus Johansson from 
Capitals 

The Minnesota Wild announced that they have acquired 
Marcus Johansson from the Capitals in exchange for a 2024 
third-round pick. In 60 games with Washington this season, 
Johansson has tallied 28 points (13 goals and 15 assists). 
The Wild are in need of supplementary scoring as the 
playoffs approach, and Johansson should give them some of 
that, but they may still need to make a bigger splash to move 
the needle atop the Western Conference. 
This marks a return to Minnesota for the journeyman 
Johansson. He played for the Wild in the 2020-21 season 
and recorded six goals and eight assists in 36 games played. 

Feb. 28: Blackhawks trade Patrick Kane to Rangers in 
exchange for draft picks 

After weeks of speculation, Patrick Kane has now been 
traded to the New York Rangers. In exchange for Kane, the 
Blackhawks will receive a 2023 conditional second-round 
pick and a 2023 fourth-round pick. If the Rangers reach the 
Eastern Conference Finals, the conditional second-round 
pick becomes a first-round pick in 2024 or 2025. 
Kane is in the midst of a disappointing season by his 
standards, but that could easily be attributed to the lack of 
talent around him in Chicago. In his last four games of the 
Blackhawks, Kane showed what he was capable of by 
scoring seven goals and tallying 10 points. 
In just a few weeks, the Rangers have added all kinds of 
offensive firepower on the wings. New York traded for 
Vladimir Tarasenko on Feb. 9, and now Kane joins the mix 
as the Rangers push for a Stanley Cup in a competitive 
Eastern Conference. 
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Feb. 28: Hurricanes acquire winger Jesse Puljujarvi from 
Oilers 

After missing out on Timo Meier, the Carolina Hurricanes 
were still trying to upgrade their forward group. They 
acquired Puljujarvi in exchange for forward prospect Patrik 
Puistola on Tuesday. 
Puljujarvi may not be the kind of player who will light the 
scoreboard on fire, but he has always posted strong five-on-
five numbers, and he should fit right in with the Hurricanes as 
a bottom-six winger. Perhaps more importantly, Puljujarvi 
only comes with a $3 million cap hit, so Carolina still has 
plenty of room to make a big move ahead of the deadline. 
This trade allows the Oilers to create some more salary cap 
space while rumors swirl that they are in the market for a top-
four defenseman. If Edmonton is going to acquire someone 
like Jacob Chychrun or Mattias Ekholm, it needed to move 
money out, and it did just that with this deal. 

Feb. 28: Oilers in talks to acquire a top-four defenseman 

When you have Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl at the 
top of the lineup, goal-scoring will take care of itself. With the 
trade deadline looming, the Oilers are trying to upgrade their 
blue line. According to TSN's Darren Dreger, Edmonton has 
expressed interest in Arizona's Jacob Chychrun, Nashville's 
Mattias Ekholm, and Columbus' Vladislav Gavrikov. 
The Edmonton Oilers and Arizona Coyotes were progressing 
on Jake Chychrun trade negotiations yesterday. Things 
cooled late afternoon. Holland also talking with CBJ and 
Nashville on Gavrikov and Ekholm. Plan is to resume talks 
with all 3 today. 

— Darren Dreger (@DarrenDreger) February 28, 2023 

The Oilers rank first in the NHL with 232 goals scored, but 
they rank 22nd with 204 goals allowed. If Edmonton wants to 
contend for a Stanley Cup, it has to do a better job keeping 
the puck out its own net, and acquiring a top-pairing 
defenseman would go a long way toward accomplishing that 
goal. 

Feb. 28: Rangers have things 'in motion' to acquire Patrick 
Kane as early as Tuesday evening 

It seems like Kane to the Rangers is a foregone conclusion 
at this point, and the Rangers are just waiting to accrue 
enough salary cap space to make the trade happen. 
According to Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman, the Rangers 
could potentially finalize the deal after 5 p.m. ET on Tuesday. 
Kane hasn't played since Feb. 22, and he has been away 
from the Blackhawks as he waits for a deal to happen. In 
recent days, the Rangers have made a series of moves, 
including trading young forward Vitali Kravtsov to the 
Vancouver Canucks, to create just enough space for Kane's 
arrival. 

Feb. 28: Rangers still clearing cap space with hopes of 
acquiring Patrick Kane 

On Saturday, Chicago Blackhawks star Patrick Kane left the 
team's California road trip and returned to Chicago, 
according to ESPN's Emily Kaplan. Kane won't suit up for the 
Blackhawks leading up to Friday's trade deadline. 
As I reported on ABC pregame.. 
 
There’s mutual interest between Patrick Kane & New York 

Rangers, + momentum. As long as NY clears cap space & 
finds 3rd party broker, expectation is it gets done. 
 
With Kane yielding NMC power, Chicago takes whatever 
return Rangers willing to give. 
Kaplan also reported that there is mutual interest between 
Kane and the New York Rangers. The Rangers spent the 
weekend attempting to clear the necessary cap space to get 
a potential deal for Kane done: 

 New York traded 2018 first-round pick Vitali 
Kravtsov to the Vancouver Canucks in a salary 
dump to get the ball rolling. 

 They also assigned defenseman Braden Schneider 
to their AHL affiliate, the Hartford Wolf Pack, on 
Sunday, which could signify that Schneider would 
be part of a trade for Kane.  

Feb. 27: Maple Leafs acquire Sam Lafferty, Jake McCabe 
from Blackhawks 

The Toronto Maple Leafs haven't made it out of the opening 
round of the playoffs in each of the past six seasons. Their 
front office is doing everything that they can to make sure 
that the team is set up for a deep postseason run this time 
around. On Monday, the Maple Leafs acquired forward Sam 
Lafferty and defenseman Jake McCabe from the Chicago 
Blackhawks. 

 In addition to Lafferty and McCabe, Toronto 
received a 2024 fifth-round pick and a 2025 fifth-
round pick in the deal 

 Chicago received forwards Joey Anderson and 
Pavel Gogolev, a 2025 first-round pick, and a 2026 
second-round pick. 

Lafferty has 21 points (10 goals, 11 assists) in 51 games this 
season and is signed through the 2023-24 campaign. 
Meanwhile, McCabe has tallied 20 points (two points, 18 
assists) and is in just the second season of a four-year, $16 
million contract.  

Feb. 26: Devils land Timo Meier in massive deal 

Timo Meier was one of the biggest prizes available on the 
trade market leading up to Friday's deadline. On Sunday, the 
New Jersey Devils acquired the talented winger in a huge 
trade with the San Jose Sharks. 

 The Sharks shipped Meier, forward Timur 
Ibragimov, defensemen Scott Harrington and 
Santeri Hatakka, goaltender Zachary Emond and a 
2023 fifth-round pick to the Devils. 

 The Devils sent a 2023 first-round pick, a 
conditional 2024 first-round pick, forwards Fabian 
Zetterlund and Andreas Johnsson and defensemen 
Shakir Mukhamadullin and Nikita Okhotyuk to the 
Sharks. 

 As a part of the deal, the Sharks are retaining 50 
percent of Meier's $6 million cap hit. 

Meier is set to become an unrestricted free agent this 
summer and the Devils don't have any type of contract 
extension in place as of right now. The 26-year-old star 
currently has 31 goals and 21 assists in 57 games this 
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season for the Sharks. Meier had spent all seven years of his 
NHL career in San Jose prior to the trade. 

Feb. 26: Lightning add Tanner Jeannot 

The Tampa Bay Lightning have been to three consecutive 
Stanley Cup Finals, so being active at the trade deadline isn't 
a big surprise. On Sunday, the Lightning acquired forward 
Tanner Jeannot from the Nashville Predators in exchange 
for: 

 Defenseman Cal Foote. 
 A 2025 first round pick (top-10 protected). 
 A 2024 second-round pick. 
 A 2023 third-round pick. 
 A 2023 fourth-round pick. 
 A 2023 fifth-round pick.  

Jeannot, 25, is in the final season of a two-year contract and 
can become a restricted free agent this summer. He has 62 
career points (34 goals & 28 assists) in 152 career regular 
season games as a member of the Predators.  

Feb. 25: Jets acquire Nino Niederreiter from Predators 

The Nashville Predators moved one of their veteran pieces in 
the form of winger Nino Niederreiter to the Winnipeg Jets in 
exchange for a 2024 second-round pick. Niederreiter is 
signed through the 2023-24 season, so he isn't a rental for 
the Jets. Niederreiter has tallied 28 points (18 goals, 10 
assists) in 56 games this season. 

The Jets are battling at the top of the Central Division and 
adding a player of Niederreiter's caliber should really give a 
boost to Winnipeg's forward group.  

Feb. 23: Bruins beef up blue line with addition of Dmitry 
Orlov 

The Boston Bruins have been an absolute juggernaut this 
season. They made their defensive unit even stronger by 
acquiring defenseman Dmitry Orlov and forward Garnet 
Hathaway from the Washington Capitals in a three-team 
deal. In exchange for Orlov and Hathaway, the Bruins sent 
the following to the Capitals: 

 A 2023 first-round pick. 
 A 2025 second-round pick.  
 A 2024 third-round pick. 
 Forward Craig Smith. 

The Capitals will also retain 50 percent of Orlov's $5.1 million 
cap hit. In addition, the Minnesota Wild will also retain 25 
percent of Orlov's contract and sent the rights of Andrei 
Svetlakov to the Bruins for a 2023 fifth-round pick. 
Orlov, 31, is in the final year of a six-year, $30.6 million deal 
and is set to become an unrestricted free agent in the 
offseason. He's tallied 19 points (three goals, 16 assists) in 
43 games for the Capitals this season. Orlov will join an 
already stacked Boston blue line that includes the likes of 
Charlie McAvoy, Hampus Lindholm and Matt Grzelcyk.  
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Jack Eichel Goals Doom Hurricanes in Loss to Golden Knights 

Jack Eichel buried two second-period goals en route to the 
Golden Knights’ 3-2 win over the Hurricanes. 
By Brett Finger 

After the dust settled after a couple of notable pre-deadline 
trades for the Carolina Hurricanes, they were tasked with 
kicking off a brief road trip through the South West. 
That trip started with a date with the Western Conference-
leading Vegas Golden Knights on Wednesday night. Like 
Carolina, Vegas entered the game on a good run, having 
collected seven wins in their previous ten outings. 
Vegas’ good fortunes continued against the visiting 
Hurricanes, who struggled through much of their offensive 
execution against a staunch Vegas defense. 
A slow opening frame came and went without a goal, despite 
Carolina pinning Vegas in their own zone for some extended 
periods. A late-period Martin Necas hooking penalty gave the 
Golden Knights the game’s first power play, but the 
Hurricanes held them without a shot on Frederik Andersen. 
Things opened up in the second period, but mostly for Vegas 
and Jack Eichel. Eichel extended a good stretch of offense 
by chipping in two second-period tallies, starting with a 
scorching laser beam of a wrist shot from the top of the 
circles at 5:11. 
Eichel scored again on a breakaway in the final minutes of 
the middle frame for Vegas’ second goal of the night, but in 
between those goals, Martin Necas had a highlight of his 
own. 
Necas took the puck from end-to-end to score a dazzling 
goal to tie the game up. Then, the Hurricanes appeared to 
have taken their first lead of the night. 

An early whistle robbed Andrei Svechnikov and the 
Hurricanes of a hugely important second goal, and it was just 
moments later that Eichel made it 2-1 for Vegas. 
The Golden Knights outshot the Hurricanes 11-6 in the 
second period and controlled much of the action, all of which 
was at 5-on-5. It was a rare night where Carolina struggled 
mightily to mount consecutive strong offensive shifts. 
That, however, changed at times in the third period. After 
going nearly half of the period without doing much to 
threaten Vegas’ slim lead, a few shifts turned the tides in 
their favor and set the table for Jordan Staal. 
Brent Burns rifled a point shot toward Aidan Hill, and the 
Vegas goalie had no chance to stop a high-slot deflection 
from Staal to tie the game at two. 
The tie game wasn’t meant to last, though. With just 3:41 to 
go in the third period, Reilly Smith cashed in a gorgeous feed 
from Mike Amadio to give Vegas their third one-goal lead of 
the night. 
Rod Brind’Amour burned his timeout and pulled Andersen for 
a sixth attacker ahead of an offensive zone faceoff with 1:59 
to go in the third. That timeout proved useless, though, as 
the Hurricanes immediately got flushed out of the Vegas 
zone and weren’t let back in for almost two minutes of in-
game time. 
It was an uncharacteristically sloppy game for the 
Hurricanes, who dropped their second straight game on the 
back end of a five-game winning streak. The New Jersey 
Devils are now just one point back of the division-leading 
Hurricanes after going to Denver and beating the Colorado 
Avalanche 7-5. 
The Hurricanes will go to Arizona, likely with former Coyote 
Shane Gostisbehere in the lineup, and take on the ‘Yotes on 
Friday before returning home on Sunday. 
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Hurricanes acquire dman Gostisbehere from Coyotes 

The Hurricanes continue to add ahead of Friday’s trade 
deadline. 
By Andrew Schnittker 
We have a trade to announce. For the second time in the 
past two days, the Hurricanes have added to their group 
ahead of Friday’s trade deadline. As first reported by Pierre 
LeBrun of The Athletic, the Hurricanes are bolstering their 
blue line by adding Arizona’s Shayne Gostisbehere.  
The Hurricanes won’t give up much to do this, and they won’t 
give up anything in the immediate future, as a 2026 third-
round pick is headed back to Arizona to bring “Ghost Bear” 
to Raleigh.  
This fulfills another item on Carolina’s pre-deadline shopping 
list, as the Hurricanes were reportedly looking for a left-shot 
defenseman who could run their second power-play unit.  
The offensive-minded Gostisbehere is certainly that. He’s got 
10 goals and 31 points this year, with three of those goals 
and 10 of those points coming on the power play.  
Gostisbehere, who spent the first seven seasons of his 
career in Philadelphia before spending the last two in 
Arizona, boasts 84 goals and 301 points in 515 games 
played, with 135 career power-play points.  
He adds another good shot to the Hurricanes’ roster, which 
now has three defensemen, one on each pairing, with 
double-digit goals (Brent Burns and Brady Skjei are the 
others).  
Gostisbehere, in addition to the second power-play unit, 
likely slots into the left side of the Hurricanes’ third defensive 
pairing next to Jalen Chatfield, sliding Calvin de Haan into 

the seventh defenseman spot and further boosting the 
team’s depth.  
Gostisbehere is in the final year of a seven-year contract with 
a $4.5-million cap hit; he’ll be a UFA this summer.  
The official press release from the team follows:  
RALEIGH, NC. - Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has acquired 
defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere from the Arizona Coyotes 
in exchange for Carolina’s third-round pick in the 2026 NHL 
Draft. 
“Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman,” 
said Waddell. “We think his offensive skill set and veteran 
presence will help bolster our blueline.” 
Gostisbehere, 29, has tallied 31 points (10g, 21a) in 52 NHL 
games with the Coyotes this season. The 5’11”, 180-pound 
defenseman has posted 301 points (84g, 217a) in 515 career 
NHL games with Arizona and Philadelphia. During his rookie 
season with the Flyers in 2015-16, Gostisbehere registered 
46 points (17g, 29a) and was named to the NHL All-Rookie 
Team. He also finished second that season in voting for the 
Calder Trophy, presented annually to the league’s rookie of 
the year. Gostisbehere played three seasons of NCAA 
hockey at Union College from 2011-14, winning a National 
Championship in 2014. The Pembroke Pines, Fla., native 
won gold with the United States at the 2013 IIHF World 
Junior Championship and skated for Team North America at 
the 2016 World Cup of Hockey. Gostisbehere was drafted by 
Philadelphia in the third round, 78th overall, of the 2012 NHL 
Draft. 

 
 

 

Hurricanes Acquire Shayne Gostisbehere From Coyotes 

The Arizona Coyotes have traded defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere to the Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 
third-round pick in the 2026 NHL draft. 
By Mike Stephens 
 
The Arizona Coyotes have traded defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere to the Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 
third-round pick in the 2026 NHL draft. 

At this rate, the actual trade deadline will be the quietest day 
of the week.  
The Arizona Coyotes continued the surge of pre-deadline 
moves on Wednesday, trading defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere to the Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 
third-round pick in the 2026 NHL draft.  
Gostisbehere is in the final year of his current contract, which 
carries a cap hit of $4.5 million.  

After a difficult end to his tenure in Philadelphia, 
Gostisbehere had clearly found a home in the desert over 
the past two years prior to today's trade. He racked up an 
impressive 51 points in 82 games last season before 
following it up with 10 goals and 21 assists for 31 points in 52 
games thus far this season, all while logging over 22 minutes 
of ice time per night.  
Gostisbehere still isn't the most defensively responsible 
blueliner around. Still, his proficiency in his own end has 
improved since his time as a Flyer, while his offensive 
contributions make him one of the best at his position.  
On a loaded Hurricanes blueline, Gostisbehere will have to 
fight for power-play time with current first-unit quarterback 
Brent Burns but should provide the club with suitable depth 
and scoring punch as they attempt to finally make a serious 
run in the playoffs.  
Stay tuned. More trades are on the horizon.  
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article272639824.html#storylink=mainstage_lead 

https://theathletic.com/4267038/2023/03/02/nhl-trade-deadline-ekholm-gavrikov-chychrun/ 
https://theathletic.com/4266982/2023/03/02/16-stats-bruins-jakob-chychrun/ 

https://theathletic.com/4266086/2023/03/01/shayne-gostisbehere-trade-hurricanes-coyotes/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2023/03/hurricanes-add-offense-on-d-trade-for-shayne-gostisbehere/ 

https://www.wralsportsfan.com/hurricanes-acquire-defenseman-shayne-gostisbehere-in-trade-with-coyotes/20743009/ 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-andrei-svechnikov-nick-schmaltz-clayton-keller-75048cfb5c1b459891d9f1b645869a8f 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-hurricanes-golden-knights-hockey-eichel-f1d422369936f787f5fadc2c8d15578f 
https://www.nhl.com/news/shayne-gostisbehere-traded-to-carolina-hurricanes-from-arizona-coyotes/c-341687084 

https://www.nhl.com/news/pluses-minuses-for-new-york-philadelphia-carolina-vegas/c-341674914 
https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-colorado-avalanche-minnesota-wild-move-up-rankings/c-341689400 

https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-vegas-golden-knights-game-recap/c-341377678 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-trip-west-starts-sour-with-loss-in-vegas/c-341679438 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/35623773/2023-nhl-trade-deadline-grades-every-big-deal 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/35763107/sources-coyotes-trading-shayne-gostisbehere-hurricanes 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/hurricanes-acquire-shayne-gostisbehere-from-coyotes-for-third-round-pick/ 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-trade-deadline-rumors-tracker-senators-win-chychrun-sweepstakes-jonathan-quick-era-ends-in-

los-angeles/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2023/3/2/23621636/jack-eichel-goals-doom-carolina-hurricanes-in-loss-vegas-golden-knights-necas-nhl-

trade-deadline 
https://www.canescountry.com/2023/3/1/23621120/hurricanes-acquire-dman-gostisbehere-from-coyotes 

https://thehockeynews.com/news/hurricanes-acquire-shayne-gostisbehere-from-coyotes 
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Hurricanes add puck-moving defenseman in pre-deadline trade with 
Arizona Coyotes 

 

Chip Alexander  

 

The Carolina Hurricanes made another deal on Wednesday. 

One day after the club acquired winger Jesse Puljujarvi from the 
Edmonton Oilers, the Canes pulled the trigger on a deal with the Arizona 
Coyotes, acquiring defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere for a 2026 third-
round draft pick, the teams confirmed Wednesday. 

The 29-year-old defender, a nine-year NHL veteran who spent his first 
seven years with the Philadelphia Flyers, has 10 goals and 21 assists in 
52 games with the Coyotes this season. He had 14 goals and 37 assists 
a year ago. 

“Shayne is a smooth-skating, puck-moving defenseman,” Canes 
president and general manager Don Waddell said in a statement. “We 
think his offensive skill set and veteran presence will help bolster our 
blueline.” 

Gostisbehere suffered an upper-body injury Jan. 24 against the Anaheim 
Ducks. He initially was expected to miss four to six weeks but returned 
Feb. 19 against Columbus. 

In his most productive season, with the Flyers in 2017-18, Gostisbehere 
racked up 13 goals and 52 assists, many on the power play. 

Gostisbehere, who has 515 games of NHL experience, will be an 
unrestricted free agent after the season. 

A native of Pembroke Pines, Florida, Gostisbehere was a third-round 
pick by the Flyers in the 2012 NHL draft and played three years of NCAA 
hockey at Union College before turning professional. 

The Hurricanes, who played in Las Vegas against the Golden Knights on 
Wednesday, face the Coyotes in a road game on Friday. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour, asked Wednesday about Puljujarvi after 
the Canes’ morning skate, said he was not sure when the Finnish 
forward would join the team. 

Brind’Amour said he knew little about Puljujarvi, saying, “Sometimes it’s 
better not to know too much about a guy, especially in a situation where 
he’s coming in fresh and we want to give him every opportunity to start 
over. 

“I know it didn’t go very well in his last stop (Edmonton). We’re giving him 
another opportunity. The hard part is coming into a new system and it 
takes time for guys get adjusted to all that, let alone the move and you’re 
changing your whole life overnight.” 

In more than 30 years at The N&O, Chip Alexander has covered the N.C. 
State, UNC, Duke and East Carolina beats, and now is in his 11th 
season on the Carolina Hurricanes beat. Alexander, who has won 
numerous writing awards at the state and national level, covered the 
Hurricanes’ move to North Carolina in 1997 and was a part of The N&O’s 
coverage of the Canes’ 2006 Stanley Cup run. 
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NHL Stadium Series success in Raleigh may open new (out)doors for 
Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Ethan Hyman  

 

Two weeks after the Stadium Series game at Carter-Finley Stadium lived 
up to everything both the Carolina Hurricanes and the NHL hoped it 
would be, the Hurricanes want to do it again, sooner than later. 

“An outdoor game every five years is what we’re talking about,” 
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell told The News & Observer. 
“The Draft and the All-Star Game are great, but we’d like to get back into 
that, where the league makes a commitment to us every five years or 
something like that.” 

Such a commitment could be predicated on the city, county, PNC Arena 
authority and N.C. State all allowing Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon to 
develop the 80 acres surrounding the arena, a project that is currently 
being discussed on a parallel track with the proposed renovations to the 
arena itself. 

NHL commissioner Gary Bettman has been a strong advocate for 
upgrades inside and outside the arena, and he’s dangled rewards in front 
of the Hurricanes before. In 2001, Bettman promised the Hurricanes an 
All-Star Game if the team met ticket-sales targets that spring. The 
successful campaign led directly to the 2011 All-Star Game at PNC, a 
rousing success that at the time cemented the Triangle’s status as a 
model non-traditional NHL market. 

The playoff drought that followed called that into question, until the 
team’s recent on-ice success and the Stadium Series game once again 
removed all doubt. 

“This is different,” Bettman told the N&O before the game. “This is 
bigger.” 

And that’s the direction the Hurricanes want to go in the future. 

“We’re the best outdoor game market, at Carter-Finley,” Dundon told the 
N&O. “I think that’s what we all learned from that. Do the All-Star Game 
in Miami or Las Vegas, where the players want to go. But there’s no 
other market that has people tailgating all day long and has a perfect 
stadium right in their parking lot. This is what we are. It’s the perfect 
product for this market.” 

The idea of bidding to host the NCAA’s Frozen Four — previously 
discussed and discarded — is also back on the agenda, although that 
may be of more interest to the Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance than the 
Hurricanes at this point. The hurdle in the past has been concerns about 
the revenue guaranteed to the NCAA and whether this market could 
recoup that expense if some of the smaller college teams that don’t bring 
as many traveling fans qualify. 

Still, not only was the NHL event a rousing success, the fact that a club 
college hockey game drew more than 20,000 fans to Carter-Finley 
opened some eyes. Since the three Triangle ACC schools aren’t likely to 
add Division I hockey anytime soon — the startup costs are 
astronomical, between facility construction, travel and the need to add 
men’s and women’s teams simultaneously for Title IX reasons — it’s 
easier to bring NCAA hockey to the Triangle for a weekend than it is on a 
permanent basis. 

And as the Stadium Series showed, this area loves a big event. The 
Frozen Four is that. 

“The conditions and the momentum have never been better to consider a 
Frozen Four bid,” GRSA executive director Scott Dupree wrote in an 
email. 

Dupree’s team is responsible for coordinating bids for NCAA events with 
host universities. The next bid cycle, covering 2026-2030, begins this 
summer with decisions being announced in the fall of 2024. Anaheim, 

Calif., in 1999, was the first non-college-hockey market to host the 
Frozen Four, and several NHL arenas in areas without Division I hockey 
teams have hosted since or will host soon, including Tampa (2012, 2016, 
2023), Philadelphia (2014) and Las Vegas (2026). 

Either way, indoors or outdoors, doors are open that weren’t before. 

“I got so many notes, including from the commissioner, about how it 
couldn’t have gone any better,” Waddell said. “We’re very, very pleased 
with not only how everything went but the amount of attention it got. It 
took over the city for a week to 10 days leading up to the game.” 

Never miss a Luke DeCock column. Sign up at tinyurl.com/lukeslatest to 
have them delivered directly to your email inbox as soon as they post. 

Sports columnist Luke DeCock joined The News & Observer in 2000 and 
has covered six Final Fours, the Summer Olympics, the Super Bowl and 
the Carolina Hurricanes’ Stanley Cup. He is the current president of the 
U.S. Basketball Writers Association, was the 2020 winner of the National 
Headliner Award as the country’s top sports columnist and has twice 
been named North Carolina Sportswriter of the Year. 
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NHL trade grades: Shayne Gostisbehere might have found a proper 
home with Hurricanes 

 

Sean Gentille: For the second day in a row, the Hurricanes made an 
addition that should’ve surprised absolutely nobody. On Tuesday, it was 
middle-six winger Jesse Puljujarvi, a defense-first winger and puck-
possession beast who may or may not be able to score. 

Wednesday brought Shayne Gostisbehere, a puck-moving, point-
producing defenseman who can quarterback the power play and, 
historically, bleeds scoring chances. Like with Puljujarvi, Rod 
Brind’Amour and Co. have found success with this type of player. If you 
doubt that, look towards John Tortorella’s doghouse. 

Tony DeAngelo — another offense-only defenseman who needs closely 
guarded minutes — flourished with the Canes, putting up 51 points in 64 
games before netting them three Flyers draft picks and immediately 
going in the tank. Tortorella recently said the Hurricanes, unlike 
Philadelphia, were able to “absorb … maybe some of his deficiencies 
defensively.” 

Coincidentally, Carolina will now try to do the same with a former Flyer 
(via Arizona). Gostisbehere makes sense on Carolina’s third pair. He 
typically plays on the right side despite being a left shot, which is an 
interesting wrinkle. What’s most important is that he gets easy minutes. 
The guess here is that he will. With the Coyotes, he was tied for 11th in 
the NHL in goals by a defenseman (10) and scored three of them on the 
power play. He’ll have less utility there for Carolina, given Brent Burns’ 
presence, but he’s still a solid option. 

Overall, spending a third-round pick on a productive player who they will 
almost certainly maximize? That’s a reasonable cost for Carolina, even 
though it feels like a fallback plan. It’s also strong work by the Coyotes, 
who squeezed second- and seventh-round picks out of the the Flyers for 
taking on Gostisbehere’s salary in July 2021. In 134 games with Arizona, 
he had 84 points. 

They didn’t retain a retention slot, either, which will likely be relevant over 
the next couple of days. The defensemen who have moved thus far have 
gone for reasonable prices, and a second-rounder would’ve been nice in 
return, but Gostisbehere’s AAV isn’t small ($4.5 million) and, again, that 
retention spot could be valuable. 

Hurricanes grade: B 

Coyotes grade: B 
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Shayna Goldman: The Hurricanes have a type: defensemen. Does 
Carolina really need another defender? Not really, but it doesn’t hurt to 
see if he can be an upgrade on Calvin de Haan (spoiler: he probably can 
be). 

Gostisbehere unquestionably has flaws. He’s not super strong in his own 
zone, plus his minutes and usage have to be managed. But what better 
team to support him than Carolina? This is a place where we’ve seen a 
few defenseman rebound — Brent Burns, most recently, and Brady Skjei, 
who was a bit of a reclamation project when he was acquired. This is a 
bit different from the Burns situation, but the point remains: the systems 
the Hurricanes run, and the depth on defense in front of him, should put 
him in a position to succeed. 

Really, Carolina doesn’t need him to be stout in his own end; they just 
need him not to be a liability. As long as he can manage that while 
bringing some offense from the blue line, this should be a fine deal. The 
Hurricanes have most of their picks over the next three years, plus a few 
extras. A 2026 third-rounder is something they can spare (even if it’s a 
more valuable pick than it would be in 2023, depending on how their 
window of contention goes). 

Is this the move the team needs to make? No, but they didn’t spend too 
many assets that’ll stop them from doing more, either. 

From the Coyotes’ perspective, they get a third-rounder without having to 
retain salary. That seems like a pretty big win. Any time this team doesn’t 
take back any salary, it seems like they’ve accomplished their goals. 

Hurricanes grade: B 

Coyotes grade: B+ 
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Coyotes trade Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes for 2026 third-round 
pick 

 

Michael Russo, Pierre LeBrun, Eric Duhatschek  

 

The Arizona Coyotes are trading defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere to 
the Carolina Hurricanes for a 2026 third-round draft pick, the teams 
announced Wednesday. Here’s what you need to know: 

Gostisbehere, 29, has 31 points (10 goals, 21 assists) in 52 games this 
season. 

He played his first seven seasons in Philadelphia before being traded to 
Arizona in 2021. 

Arizona is 21-30-9 this season, seventh place in the Central Division. 

Gostisbehere will likely debut with the Canes (39-11-8) against the 
Coyotes in Arizona on Friday, per the Hurricanes. 

The #Canes have acquired Shayne Gostisbehere from Arizona in 
exchange for a third-round pick in the 2026 NHL Draft. 

Full Details » https://t.co/cpXTVdG6si pic.twitter.com/iIQIrBtOrj 

— Carolina Hurricanes (@Canes) March 1, 2023 

Scouting report 

The Coyotes annually put a for-sale sign on their most valuable rentals, 
and this year, that was Gostisbehere, who — for all of his defensive 
inconsistencies — can carry and move the puck at a high level. Until he 
was injured Jan. 24, Gostisbehere was one of the top-scoring 
defensemen in the league. He returned Feb. 19 and has one goal and 
one assist in four games. — Duhatschek 

What the Canes gain in Gostisbehere 

In Gostisbehere, the Hurricanes get a significant upgrade to their blue 
line for a reasonable price. He’s been revitalized since joining the 
Coyotes after being a salary-cap dump by the Philadelphia Flyers. He 
can quarterback the power play, an area where the Hurricanes needed 
an upgrade, after losing Tony DeAngelo after last year and Dougie 
Hamilton the year before. Gostisbehere has a big shot, is a crafty puck 
distributor and has good vision. The downside is he can be taken 
advantage of around the net because of his size — 5-foot-11 and 180 
pounds — though his overall defensive game has greatly improved over 
time. — Duhatschek 

Evaluating the trade 

Unlike some players who have been held out of action to protect their 
trade-asset value, the Coyotes have been playing Gostisbehere, largely 
because he had to miss eight games between Jan. 24 and Feb. 19, 
recovering from an upper-body injury — and they wanted to prove to the 
league he’s healthy and ready for the stretch drive. With 10 goals on the 
season, Gostisbehere is tied for 11th in the league among defensemen 
with, among others, Rangers’ star Adam Fox. 

While all the fuss around Arizona’s blue line has focused on Jakob 
Chychrun and the package of players and draft choices he might 
potentially deliver in a trade, Gostisbehere quietly flew under the radar. 
On a Carolina team with championship aspirations, he could be a 
valuable missing piece. And the cost isn’t bad: Gostisbehere is on an 
expiring contract, originally signed with the Flyers, with a $4.5 million 
AAV. In short, it’s a smart strategic acquisition by the Hurricanes. — 
Duhatschek 
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Arizona Coyotes trade Jakob Chychrun to Ottawa Senators for draft 
picks 

 

JENNA ORTIZ   Arizona Republic 

 

It was a matter of time before the trade speculation surrounding Arizona 
Coyotes defenseman Jakob Chychrun ended.  

The Coyotes traded Chychrun to the Ottawa Senators for a conditional 
first-round draft pick in 2023, a conditional second-round selection in 
2024, and a second-round pick in 2026. 

“Jakob was a first-class act. He had expressed his interest to move on to 
a club that was a contender. We were trying to do that in a trade. We had 
immense respect for the player’s wishes and at the same time, we had to 
make sure it was the best for the club,” Coyotes general manager Bill 
Armstrong said. 

“In this particular case, when you have conversations with the player, you 
say, 'I understand your concerns, we’re doing the best that we can.' But 
Jakob was outstanding and we had good conversations the whole way 
through. He has a chance to go play in Ottawa and a chance to lead that 
team and help them get into the playoffs.”  

The team has been looking for a landing spot and a deal for Chychrun 
since last season and the Senators’ offer was the right time.  

“It took us a while to get the ask right and get into the market and 
understand it,” Armstrong said. “With Jakob last year, he came back, he 
played, he got injured. This year, he got through that and came into the 
lineup. There’s a little bit of a process in the schedule.”  

Chychrun previously confirmed at the team’s media day in September 
that he requested to be traded during the previous season.   
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The Coyotes approached Chychrun and asked if he wanted to remain as 
one of the core players the team would build around or if he wanted to 
explore other options. The defenseman chose the latter. 

“I think it’s kind of a mutual decision for me to get moved on to a situation 
where there is a chance to win and a team that is fighting for the Stanley 
Cup and for them to get really good assets. I understand how we both 
work and it could be mutually beneficial," Chychrun said at the time.  

The 24-year-old was drafted 16th overall by the Coyotes in 2016 and 
made his NHL debut that year. Over seven seasons, Chychrun had 
accumulated 373 games with the Coyotes. Chychrun had a breakout 
season in 2020-2021, leading all NHL defensemen in goals with 18 and 
finished 10th in Norris voting.   

Chychrun dealt with several injuries last season and was shut down in 
mid-March, but he totaled seven goals and 14 assists in 47 games prior. 
His wrist injury from the conclusion of the 2021 season returned this 
summer and he got both his wrist and ankle operated on during the 
offseason.  

Last season’s injuries were a concern for him coming into this season, 
but even after missing the first 15 games, he bounced back quickly. 
Chychrun tallied 28 points (7 goals, 21 assists) in 36 games and was 
second on the team in assists and second amongst defensemen in 
scoring. He was a healthy scratch in Saturday's game in St. Louis due to 
trade related reasons. 

Chychrun is in the fourth year of his six-year contract worth $27.6 million 
that he signed in 2018. 
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Arizona Coyotes trade Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes 

 

JENNA ORTIZ   Arizona Republic 

 

The Arizona Coyotes traded defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere to the 
Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 2026 third-round draft choice on 
Wednesday. 

Gostisbehere spent the last two seasons with the Coyotes and registered 
82 points (24 goals, 58 assists) in 134 games. He led all Coyotes 
defensemen with 31 points (10 goals, 21 assists) and was fourth on the 
team in scoring. He also had two shorthanded goals this season. 

“I think it was a win-win," Coyotes general manager Bill Armstrong said. 
"He got a lot better as a player and helped us win some games. He really 
had a great effect on the young guys by his work ethic and his 
professionalism. Now he has a chance to win a championship with 
Carolina so we’re very proud of him and wish him the best.”  

Gostisbehere and Jakob Chychrun, who was traded to the Ottawa 
Senators on Wednesday, logged the most minutes for all Coyotes 
defensemen. 

The Coyotes will host the Hurricanes on Friday at Mullett Arena. 
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Arizona Coyotes end back-to-back with loss to Stars 

 

DALLAS — Defenseman Miro Heiskanen ended a 19-game goal drought 
by scoring the winning goal early in the third period and Tyler Seguin had 

two goals and an assist as the Dallas Stars rallied from a two-goal first-
period deficit to beat the Arizona Coyotes 4-2 on Wednesday night. 

Roope Hintz also scored for the Stars, who will complete a back-to-back 
at Chicago on Thursday. Jake Oettinger made 18 saves. 

Clayton Keller and Barrett Hayton scored for the Coyotes, who finished a 
back-to-back after beating Chicago at home on Tuesday night. Connor 
Ingram stopped 37 shots. 

Heiskanen fired a wrist shot from the left point that trickled through 
Ingram at 4:38 of the third period for his first goal since Jan. 8. 

Seguin scored a power-play goal early in the second period and a 
shorthanded insurance goal with 3:48 to play. 

The Coyotes broke out to a 2-0 lead 14 minutes in with Juuso Valimaki 
assisting on both goals. Keller’s goal, his team-leading 25th of the 
season, came on the lone shot on goal on three first-period Arizona 
power plays when he faked a one-timer in the slot and sent a wrist shot 
past Oettinger – his teammate at Boston University in 2016-17. 

The Stars pulled even with goals in the last two minutes of the first period 
from Hintz and in the first two minutes of the second period from Seguin. 

LITTLE HELP, PLEASE 

The Coyotes traded two defensemen earlier Wednesday – Shayne 
Gostisbehere to Carolina and Jakob Chychrun to Ottawa – and made 
forward Nick Bjugstad a healthy scratch for trade-related reasons for the 
second consecutive game. They then lost forward Nick Schmaltz, second 
on the team with 42 points, midway through the second period when a 
slapshot by Dallas’ Jani Hakanpaa rode up Schmaltz’s stick and struck 
him near his left ear. 

NOTES 

Keller has a season-long six-game point streak. … Stars forward Mason 
Marchment took two first-period penalties giving him 78 penalty minutes 
this season, moving into the league’s top 10. … Dallas forward Evgenii 
Dadonov had an assist after recording a goal on Monday in his Stars 
debut following Sunday’s trade from Montreal. … Both of Valimaki’s 
multipoint games this season have come in the last nine games. 

UP NEXT 

Coyotes: Begin a four-game homestand on Friday night against the 
Carolina Hurricanes. 

Stars: Visit the Chicago Blackhawks on Thursday. They’ve split two 
previous games with the Blackhawks and are 2-4-0 this season closing 
back-to-backs. 
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Jakob Chychrun traded by Arizona Coyotes to Ottawa Senators 

 

BY ARIZONA SPORTS  

 

The Arizona Coyotes have traded defenseman Jakob Chychrun to the 
Ottawa Senators in exchange for a 2023 conditional first-round pick, 
2024 conditional second-round pick and an additional 2026 second-
round pick. 

Conditions: The ’23 1st-round pick is top-5 protected. If met, pick 
becomes ’24 1st-round unprotected. Additionally, should #Sens reach ’23 
ECF, the 2nd-round pick becomes ’24 1st-round top 10-protected. If that 
condition is met, the pick becomes ’25 1st-round unprotected. 2/2 

— Sens Communications (@Media_Sens) March 1, 2023 
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The deal comes down after a long road of Chychrun being involved in 
trade rumors and talks. Before the season, Chychrun told the media he 
had asked the team for a trade and was hoping Arizona would trade him 
to a contender. 

Chychrun brought in that heavy return and no shortage of interest as a 
skilled 24-year-old defenseman on a cost-controlled contract of $4.6 
million a year that runs through the 2024-25 season. 

The departure of Chychrun is the latest under the tenure of general 
manager Bill Armstrong to net the Coyotes a return of draft capital in 
exchange for a valuable player on the ice, leaving Arizona with only a few 
long-term pieces currently on the NHL roster as the rebuild continues. 

Lawson Crouse, Clayton Keller, Nick Schmaltz, Karel Vejmelka and the 
recently acquired Shea Weber are the only players under contract 
beyond next season. Weber was a recent addition on injured reserve, a 
piece that will help Arizona stay above the salary cap floor and brought 
back a fifth-round pick from the Las Vegas Knights. 

In the middle of last season, Armstrong admittingly had talks of trading 
Chychrun at the deadline but did not receive the right deal as the 
defenseman dealt with a few injuries. 

Chychrun had not made an appearance on the ice since Feb. 10, missing 
six straight games for “trade-related reasons.” 

“We had some meetings about it and said, ‘Hey, listen, as we’re going 
through the process, this is the last chip of a rebuild and we are going to 
get maximum value for you,'” Armstrong told Arizona Sports’ Bickley & 
Marotta on Feb. 21. 

“It’s important for us to get this right. He has been great about it. He 
upped his game, he’s played well, been a great teammate, unbelievable, 
very professional. He’s made this very easy on us.” 

Chychrun signed a six-year, $27 million contract before the 2019-20 
season and carries a $4.6 million cap hit this season. 

He has played in 373 games over his career, recording 60 goals and 110 
assists for 170 points. 

His best statistical season with the Coyotes came during the 2020-21 
campaign when he played 56 games yet set career highs in both goals 
(18) and assists (23) for 41 points. This was his first and only NHL All-
Star Game appearance. 

This year, Chychrun has seven goals and 21 assists in 36 games. 
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Arizona Coyotes trade D Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes, per report 

 

KELLAN OLSON  

 

The Arizona Coyotes are trading defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere to 
the Carolina Hurricanes in exchange for a 2026 third-round pick, the 
team announced Wednesday. 

“We appreciate everything that Shayne has done for the Coyotes the 
past two seasons,” general manager Bill Armstrong said in a statement. 
“He is the consummate professional and we wish him all the best in the 
future.” 

Gostisbehere arrived in Arizona two offseasons ago from the 
Philadelphia Flyers, where he had spent his first seven seasons in the 
NHL. Philadelphia attached a 2022 second-round and seventh-round 
pick to get off of the last two years of Gostisbehere’s salary, which is now 
an expiring contract worth $4.5 million. 

The veteran blue-liner provided a rebuilding Coyotes team with a reliable 
contributor in their group of defensemen. Gostisbehere played all 82 
games last year, and during each of his two seasons in Arizona, he was 
second on the team in average ice time per game. The leader of that 
category, Jakob Chrychrun, was moved on Wednesday too. 

Gostisbehere has 31 points, tied for the third-most on the Coyotes, with 
10 goals and 21 assists. 

The trade of Gostisbehere is the latest from Armstrong in dealing away 
key pieces of the team for draft picks as Arizona began its rebuild after 
the 2019-20 season. 

For the upcoming 2023 NHL Draft, the Coyotes have two extra third-
rounders and a bonus fifth-rounder as well. 2024 brings a pair of 
acquired second-round and third-round picks, plus a fourth-rounder, and 
2025 offers three extra second-round picks from trades and a third-
rounder. A few of these picks, such as the 2023 third-round pick, are 
conditional. 

The 2026 third-round pick from the Gostisbehere trade is the first 
selection Armstrong has brought in from that upcoming draft. 
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Arizona Coyotes use 4 different goalscorers to breeze past Blackhawks 

 

BY ASSOCIATED PRESS  

 

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — The Chicago Blackhawks knew star forward 
Patrick Kane was going to be traded, yet the reality of it hit hard. A 
letdown a few hours after the deal was almost inevitable. 

The Arizona Coyotes took advantage. 

Nick Schmaltz had a goal and an assist, Karel Vejmelka stopped 23 
shots and the Coyotes beat the Kane-less Blackhawks 4-1 on Tuesday 
night. 

“It’s been a hard couple of days,” Chicago defenseman Connor Murphy 
said. “I won’t lie. It affects guys a little emotionally and psychologically 
this time of year.” 

The Blackhawks came out flat in the second game of a back-to-back 
after Kane was traded to the New York Rangers in a three-way deal that 
included Arizona. 

After an uneven first five minutes, the Coyotes started swarming the 
Blackhawks, generating numerous good chances that led to first-period 
goals by Travis Boyd and Barrett Hayton. Jack McBain scored in the 
second to shake Arizona out of a lull and Vejmelka was sharp after 
allowing six goals in a loss to Calgary his last start. 

Andreas Athanasiou scored late in the third period and Alex Stalock 
allowed four goals on 33 shots for Chicago. 

“We made good plays offensively, but somewhere in the second period 
we started forcing a little bit,” Coyotes coach Andre Tourigny said. “But I 
thought the guys regrouped really well.” 

The Coyotes had turned into a defensive sieve since a nine-game point 
streak, allowing six goals each in a pair of losses. 

Arizona went on the offensive early against Chicago. Boyd scored 
midway through the first period, beating Stalock on a shot from the right 
circle that knuckled off Chicago defenseman Ian Mitchell’s stick. 

“I just kind of got a little lucky with a nice bounce, but it was hard work 
and it paid off,” Boyd said. 
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Hayton scored late in the first on a high redirect of Schmaltz’s shot that 
trickled through Stalock’s skates. 

The Blackhawks picked up the pressure in the second but Vejmelka was 
sharp, making tough saves on a series of Chicago rushes. 

McBain made it 3-0 late in the period when his one-timer from the slot 
popped straight up, bounced several times and trickled into the net. 

Schmaltz scored midway through the third, one-timing a pass from 
Clayton Keller, who circled around the back of the net to the right circle. 
Schmaltz has seven goals and six assists in his past nine games. 

“Our execution wasn’t there,” Chicago center Philipp Kurashev said. “We 
didn’t play with a lot of emotion and our compete wasn’t there as well.” 

FIGHT TIME 

McBain and Blackhawks defenseman Jarred Tinordi had a lengthy fight 
in the first period after McBain checked Mitchell hard behind the net. 

Tinordi went after McBain immediately after the hit and they dropped 
their gloves quickly, each landing heavy blows. Tinordi was called for a 
roughing penalty in addition to the fighting penalties for both. 

The brawl seemed to spark the Coyotes, who scored both their first-
period goals after the punches were thrown. 

“Bainer did a really good job there,” Tourigny said. “I think it was a 
momentum swing for us.” 

LOOSE PUCKS 

– Arizona D Jakob Chychrun and Nick Bjugstad were healthy scratches 
for trade-related reasons. 

– F Laurent Dauphin was recalled from Arizona’s AHL affiliate in Tucson. 

– D Vili Saarijarvi, part of the Kane trade, was not with the Blackhawks 
for Tuesday’s game. 

– Arizona’s seven-game home point streak (5-0-2) against Chicago is its 
longest against an NHL opponent since a 6-0-1 run against Washington 
from 2008–17. 

UP NEXT 

The Coyotes play the Stars in Dallas on Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. on 
ESPN 620 AM / 98.7 FM HD-2, the Arizona Sports app and 
ArizonaSports.com. 
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NHL trade grades: Jakob Chychrun fits nicely with Senators, and 
disappointment for Coyotes 

 

Shayna Goldman, Sean Gentille  

 

The trade 

Senators get: Defenseman Jakob Chychrun 

Coyotes get: 2023 conditional first-round pick, 2024 conditional second-
round pick (originally from Capitals) and 2026 second-round pick. 

Shayna Goldman: The long saga finally ends: after more than a year of 
speculation and Jakob Chychrun sitting out the last string of games, a 
trade has finally been made. 

Time wasn’t in Arizona’s favor here. The longer they waited, the more 
leverage they lost — and that became particularly true when the Kings 
finally pulled out of the race and instead added a defenseman from 

Columbus. So the return here is underwhelming. It’s a lot less than what 
the original ask was, which isn’t the most surprising. But it’s not much 
more than what Detroit literally just got for Filip Hronek, and this is for a 
player with more upside and a better contract situation. 

The fact that Arizona didn’t want to take salary back is what probably 
killed them here. Sure, there are ways to collect cap space without owing 
too much in salary (i.e.. the Shea Weber deal), but that’s not the only way 
to build a roster, even for a rebuilding team. There were definitely better 
offers out there, likely ones with a better return of future assets, too. But 
hinging the deal on not taking much (or in this case, any) salary back 
legitimately held management back from getting a fair return on their best 
trade asset. 

Chychrun may have had a rough season last year, but that seems to be 
the outlier in his career. The Senators are adding a legitimate top-pair 
defender who can be a difference-maker on both ends of the ice. He can 
suppress scoring chances, break the puck out with control and tilt the ice 
with his shot volume. This is going to be a game-changer for an up-and-
coming squad that really needed to make some changes on the blue line 
in order to take the next steps forward. Even if Ottawa falls short this 
season (and they’re not out of it yet), there’s a lot more hope moving 
forward because they just added the best available defenseman on the 
market. 

After years of collecting future assets, the Senators can afford to move 
draft picks for pieces of this caliber (and with Alex DeBrincat last 
summer). In both cases, Ottawa played their cards right and brought 
back a better return than they gave up. All the credit to management for 
playing this right and being patient; they found the perfect fit. 

Senators grade: A 

Coyotes grade: D 

Sean Gentille: So, this is how it ends. Chychrun’s epic journey, after 18-
ish months and God-only-knows how many different trade permutations, 
has landed him in Ottawa — the spot that made the most sense then, 
now and in the future. Fitting stuff. 

That was my first thought: Of course it was the Senators. It was always 
supposed to be the Senators. Chychrun fit almost too well with that core. 
Now, part of the challenge is that Chychrun fit well everywhere. He’s a 
true No. 1 defenseman, with a full toolkit and a cap hit that represents, 
conservatively, half of his actual value over his contract’s remaining two 
years. He skates. He moves the puck. He hits. He defends. He’s got a 
bazooka of a shot and two-side capability. And he’s still, somehow, just 
24 years old. 

Arizona GM Bill Armstrong knew exactly what he had, which is why so 
much time has passed since Chychrun’s trade request. Players with his 
skillset, productivity and contract rarely exist — and almost literally never 
hit the market. So, he named his price and he waited. And then he 
waited. And then he waited some more. Teams came and went, with the 
understanding always being that Armstrong wanted two first-round picks 
and another prime asset in return. 

Pierre Dorion, it would seem, is a better waiter than Armstrong. This is as 
close as a heist as a three-asset deal involving a first-round pick can get, 
and represents a monumental disappointment for the Coyotes fans, 
given the buildup behind it. Of Arizona’s reported ask from the Sens 
alone — young center Shane Pinto, top prospect Ridly Greig — they 
reeled in the first-round pick. Not both. Whether you view that as 
Armstrong softening his ask or finally blinking at the negotiation table, 
something happened. 

Now, Ottawa has a true No. 1 guy. Chychrun had rehabbed some of his 
value after a rough 2021-22 before leaving the lineup for bubble wrap. 
Maybe he’ll skate on a pair with Thomas Chabot, who deserves the help. 
Jake Sanderson and Artem Zub as a second pair looks pretty good, too. 
You can win relevant games with that group — and maybe more down 
the line, given that Ottawa’s young core of forwards continues to show 
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that it’s as good as advertised. And for the record, they’re not out of the 
playoff race just yet. 

Ottawa’s playoff chances jump from 5.6 percent to 8.8 percent after 
acquiring Jakob Chychrun. 🤔 

— dom 🕰 (@domluszczyszyn) March 1, 2023 

And more generally, what we’ve got here is another example of NHL 
GMs — for one reason or another — not valuing elite players quite as 
much as the world at large. The return on Chychrun seems low, just like 
the return on Timo Meier seemed low, just like the return on Mark Stone 
seemed low. It’s not an accident. It is, however, something to remember 
the next time a big fish hits the market. Asking for something and getting 
it? Two separate things. Just ask Bill Armstrong. 

Senators grade: A 

Coyotes grade: C  
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Senators acquire defenseman Jakob Chychrun from Coyotes: How this 
trade improves Ottawa 

 

Eric Duhatschek, Ian Mendes  

 

The Ottawa Senators acquired defenseman Jakob Chychrun from the 
Arizona Coyotes in exchange for a conditional 2023 first-round draft pick, 
a conditional second-round pick in 2024 (previously acquired by the 
Washington Capitals) and a 2026 second-round pick, the teams 
announced. Here’s what you need to know: 

Chychrun has remained out of the lineup since Feb. 10 while the Coyotes 
worked on a trade. 

Chychrun was the No. 16 pick of the Coyotes during the 2016 NHL Draft. 
He’s playing in his seventh season with Arizona. 

Through 36 games played this season, Chychrun has seven goals and 
21 assists. 

Conditions: The ’23 1st-round pick is top-5 protected. If met, pick 
becomes ’24 1st-round unprotected. Additionally, should #Sens reach ’23 
ECF, the 2nd-round pick becomes ’24 1st-round top 10-protected. If that 
condition is met, the pick becomes ’25 1st-round unprotected. 2/2 

— Ottawa Senators (@Senators) March 1, 2023 

Scouting report 

As a player, Chychrun’s primary asset is a hard heavy shot from the 
point. Two years ago, he led NHL defensemen in goal-scoring with 18 in 
the 56-game COVID-19-shortened season. Last year, his numbers fell 
way off, as ankle and wrist injuries limited him to 21 points in 47 games. 
He falls into the broad category of “offensive defenseman” because he 
can rack up the points, though he isn’t necessarily a gifted puck 
distributor, which may limit his usage and/or effectiveness as the 
quarterback of a team’s first power-play unit. 

On the plus side, in an era where the NHL trend is toward lighter, 
quicker, more mobile defensemen, Chychrun is simply a big, strong, 
physical presence. At 6-foot-2, 210 pounds, he won’t get pushed off too 
many pucks or otherwise outmuscled in close quarters on the boards or 
in front of the net. And while he is considered an above-average skater 
for a player his size, Chychrun’s decision-making is sometimes 
questioned. Doubts about his hockey sense were the reason he fell so 
precipitously in his draft year. 

Apart from the acquisition cost, the main reason Chychrun lingered so 
long on the trade market was concerns about his health. This past 
offseason, he had two surgeries: one to remove a bone spur from his 
ankle; a second to correct a lingering wrist problem that caused him to 
miss the final month of last season. It meant Chychrun missed the first 13 
games of the season and didn’t make his season debut until a Nov. 21 
date with Nashville. — Duhatschek 

Evaluating the trade 

Considering how long Chychrun lingered on the trade board — two full 
NHL trading deadline cycles and more — it is an underwhelming overall 
return for the Coyotes, who’d turned down overture after overture and 
offer after offer, hoping to drive the price up to stratospheric heights. 

In the end, they had to come down off their ask, presumably concluding 
that it was time to close the chapter on Chychrun and move on. The 
Coyotes started sitting him out back on Feb. 10 — that’s a long time for 
him to be stuck in limbo. 

But it’s worth remembering, the original impetus for the trade came from 
Chychrun himself. 

He wanted to go to a playoff contender, and the Coyotes aren’t that — 
and won’t be, for quite some time. They are in a rebuild that keeps 
getting pushed further down the road. The hope is the franchise 
eventually turns a corner when it’s in a new arena, probably no earlier 
than 2026. 

In the meantime, they are treading water and trying to maximize their 
best today assets for help in the future. 

Chychrun was that guy. He’s 24. He can anchor the point of a power 
play. He is cost-controlled, at a reasonable $4.6 million for this year and 
two more years down the road, at which point he will become an 
unrestricted free agent. 

For an Ottawa team that has been searching for high-end reinforcements 
on the blue line, he represents an immediate upgrade. And the reality is, 
after a disappointing start of the season, the Senators are playing better. 

They may not be a playoff team this year, but with Chychrun aboard, they 
should be closer next year. And far closer than Arizona will be any time 
soon. 

NHL trade grades: Jakob Chychrun fits nicely with Senators, and 
disappointment for Coyotes 

The Coyotes appeared to be close to dealing Chychrun to Edmonton 
only a few days ago, but those negotiations eventually unraveled, and 
the Oilers turned their attention to adding Mattias Ekholm from the 
Nashville Predators. 

Edmonton would have represented a far more attractive short-term 
destination for Chychrun because — well, they do have Connor McDavid 
and Leon Draisaitl, which puts any team into contending status. 

But in time, that Ottawa core will gradually mature, and the hierarchy in 
the Eastern Conference will shift. 

The Coyotes, meanwhile, added to their booty of draft choices. GM Bill 
Armstrong told me last month that more is better on that front, simply 
because you can’t hit on them all — no NHL team ever does — so the 
more picks, the more times you should theoretically get a couple right. 

All in all, today’s trade represents closure for Chychrun, a good outcome 
for Ottawa and — on the surface anyway — a less good result for the 
Coyotes, who had to settle for a ground-rule double when they thought 
for sure they could hit a home run with this trade. — Duhatschek 

How significant is this trade for Ottawa? 

It feels like the Senators have been chasing a mythical top-four 
defenseman for the better part of two years now. But the asking price has 
always been too high for Pierre Dorion’s taste. The fact that he was able 
to land Chychrun without parting with a premium prospect like Ridly 
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Greig, Shane Pinto or Mads Sogaard has to be viewed as a massive win 
for Ottawa. The Senators general manager simply out-waited his 
counterpart in Arizona and swooped in to grab Chychrun at the eleventh 
hour for what feels like a discounted price. 

Senators land Jakob Chychrun in trade that officially signals the end of 
the rebuild 

Giving up another first-round pick is certainly a gamble, but Dorion was 
wise enough to top-five protect that selection in case the Senators dip in 
the standings and end up holding the Connor Bedard lottery ticket. And 
the fact that Chychrun is under team control for at least another two 
seasons with a reasonable $4.6 million cap hit means that he’s not purely 
a rental player. — Mendes 

Where will Chychrun fit into the Senators lineup? 

This is going to be an interesting question to follow as Chychrun joins the 
Senators lineup. Chychrun is a natural left-shot defenseman, but the 
Senators already have Thomas Chabot, Jake Sanderson and Erik 
Brannstrom on the left side. Chychrun has some experience playing on 
the right side, so maybe that is where he starts in Ottawa’s lineup. 
Brannstrom has also played on the right side in the past, so there is a bit 
of flexibility on that front too. 

Considering Chychrun hasn’t played in a couple of weeks (because 
Arizona held him out of the lineup), the Senators might want to ease him 
into their lineup to start. But with the Senators needing to secure every 
possible point in their pursuit of a wild-card spot in the Eastern 
Conference, they’ll also need Chychrun to have an immediate impact on 
their roster. — Mendes 
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Coyotes trade Shayne Gostisbehere to Hurricanes for 2026 third-round 
pick 

 

Michael Russo, Pierre LeBrun, Eric Duhatschek  

 

The Arizona Coyotes are trading defenseman Shayne Gostisbehere to 
the Carolina Hurricanes for a 2026 third-round draft pick, the teams 
announced Wednesday. Here’s what you need to know: 

Gostisbehere, 29, has 31 points (10 goals, 21 assists) in 52 games this 
season. 

He played his first seven seasons in Philadelphia before being traded to 
Arizona in 2021. 

Arizona is 21-30-9 this season, seventh place in the Central Division. 

Gostisbehere will likely debut with the Canes (39-11-8) against the 
Coyotes in Arizona on Friday, per the Hurricanes. 

The #Canes have acquired Shayne Gostisbehere from Arizona in 
exchange for a third-round pick in the 2026 NHL Draft. 

Full Details » https://t.co/cpXTVdG6si pic.twitter.com/iIQIrBtOrj 

— Carolina Hurricanes (@Canes) March 1, 2023 

Scouting report 

The Coyotes annually put a for-sale sign on their most valuable rentals, 
and this year, that was Gostisbehere, who — for all of his defensive 
inconsistencies — can carry and move the puck at a high level. Until he 
was injured Jan. 24, Gostisbehere was one of the top-scoring 
defensemen in the league. He returned Feb. 19 and has one goal and 
one assist in four games. — Duhatschek 

What the Canes gain in Gostisbehere 

In Gostisbehere, the Hurricanes get a significant upgrade to their blue 
line for a reasonable price. He’s been revitalized since joining the 
Coyotes after being a salary-cap dump by the Philadelphia Flyers. He 
can quarterback the power play, an area where the Hurricanes needed 
an upgrade, after losing Tony DeAngelo after last year and Dougie 
Hamilton the year before. Gostisbehere has a big shot, is a crafty puck 
distributor and has good vision. The downside is he can be taken 
advantage of around the net because of his size — 5-foot-11 and 180 
pounds — though his overall defensive game has greatly improved over 
time. — Duhatschek 

Evaluating the trade 

Unlike some players who have been held out of action to protect their 
trade-asset value, the Coyotes have been playing Gostisbehere, largely 
because he had to miss eight games between Jan. 24 and Feb. 19, 
recovering from an upper-body injury — and they wanted to prove to the 
league he’s healthy and ready for the stretch drive. With 10 goals on the 
season, Gostisbehere is tied for 11th in the league among defensemen 
with, among others, Rangers’ star Adam Fox. 

While all the fuss around Arizona’s blue line has focused on Jakob 
Chychrun and the package of players and draft choices he might 
potentially deliver in a trade, Gostisbehere quietly flew under the radar. 
On a Carolina team with championship aspirations, he could be a 
valuable missing piece. And the cost isn’t bad: Gostisbehere is on an 
expiring contract, originally signed with the Flyers, with a $4.5 million 
AAV. In short, it’s a smart strategic acquisition by the Hurricanes. — 
Duhatschek 
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Lightning trade Vladislav Namestnikov to San Jose 

 

Eduardo A. Encina 

 

TAMPA — The Lightning’s second trade this week had less to do with 
parting ways with disappointing forward Vladislav Namestnikov and was 
more of a firm declaration that general manager Julien BriseBois was far 
from finished making moves as Friday’s 3 p.m. trade deadline draws 
nearer. 

BriseBois found a partner willing to take Namestnikov, and half of his 
salary, in the stripped-down Sharks, who already had traded top forward 
Timo Meier in what has been a wild trade season. The Lightning received 
26-year-old forward Michael Eyssimont, who for now will replace 
Namestnikov as the team’s 13th forward. 

With San Jose taking 50 percent of Namestnikov’s $2.5 million cap hit, 
the Lightning have about $1.27 million of cap space, according to 
CapFriendly.com. Before the Lightning acquired forward Tanner Jeannot 
on Sunday, in a trade with Nashville for defenseman Cal Foote and five 
draft picks, they had just around $719,000 of space, less than the 
$750,000 league minimum. 

Namestnikov struggled in his return to the Lightning after signing a one-
year deal in the offseason, netting just six goals and 15 points in 57 
games. The 30-year-old former Tampa Bay first-round pick (2011) was 
well-liked in the locker room and a fan favorite, but he couldn’t duplicate 
the success that make him attractive to the Lightning after averaging 16 
goals and 37 points over his previous six seasons. 

And after shifting between the bottom two lines, Namestnikov became 
the odd man out once the Lightning acquired Jeannot to play on the third 
line with Ross Colton and Nick Paul. 
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In Eyssimont, the Lightning get a gritty bottom-six forward who had also 
struggled to find his place. The 26-year-old had three goals and five 
assists in 20 games with the Sharks after San Jose claimed him off 
waivers from Winnipeg on Jan. 6. 

He was benched in the second period of San Jose’s loss to Montreal on 
Tuesday night after taking a minor penalty in his third straight game and 
four of his last six. 

Eyssimont, who carries a $750,000 cap hit, is an arbitration-eligible 
restricted free agent after this season. So the team can keep him under 
control for another year if they make a $787,500 qualifying offer in the 
offseason. 
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Desperate times for the Lightning? Maybe 

 

Kristie Ackert 

 

TAMPA — The Penguins come into Amalie Arena on Thursday night to 
fight for their playoff lives. With 22 games left in their regular season, 
they are clinging to the second wild-card spot in the Eastern Conference, 
with five teams nipping at their heels. 

The Lightning are comfortably sitting in the third spot in the Atlantic 
Division. Perhaps too comfortably. Tampa Bay, loser of three of its last 
four games, has to find a way to match desperation with urgency, “will 
and want,” and soon. 

“We seem to face this every single year,” coach Jon Cooper said. “So 
when teams look at the standings … they’re desperate. And clearly we’re 
not playing with the same desperation our opponents are. It’s a 
competitive league, and the margin of winning and losing is so fine. 
Desperation and will and want, that’s a big part of it. 

“It’s not to say our guys don’t have that, I want to make that clear. We put 
ourselves in a pretty good position, but this last week and a half is not 
what we’re used to.” 

The Penguins embarrassed the Lightning 7-3 on Sunday in Pittsburgh. 
The Sabres had more urgency last Thursday in Tampa Bay’s 6-5 
overtime loss. And against the Red Wings on Saturday, the Lightning 
were lucky to pull out a 3-0 win, getting a tremendous performance from 
goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

On Tuesday night, the Lightning looked deflated after the Panthers 
scored three goals in the first period and didn’t match their intensity until 
the third period in a 4-1 loss. 

Lightning right wing Nikita Kucherov heads off the ice as the Panthers 
celebrate their first goal Tuesday night. 

Lightning right wing Nikita Kucherov heads off the ice as the Panthers 
celebrate their first goal Tuesday night. [ DIRK SHADD | Times ] 

“We’re getting outplayed by just, whether it’s just small pockets of the 
game or what have you,” Cooper said. “The Pittsburgh game, we just had 
a dreadful five minutes or whatever it was (at the end of the second 
period). We got outplayed in the Detroit game, and I thought much of the 
Buffalo game until the third period, we were getting outplayed. 

“Our formula hasn’t changed. Our game plan hasn’t changed. So it’s 
probably something inside us, and we’ve just got to figure that out.” 

After the loss to the Panthers, there was a lot of talk about execution and 
accountability. 

Captain Steven Stamkos and left wing Nick Paul echoed their coach, 
saying it was a moment in the season when the players needed to look at 
themselves in the mirror and get sorted. The core of this Lightning group 
has been to three straight Stanley Cup finals. It knows what the team 
needs to do once it gets to the playoffs. 

But there are 22 regular-season games remaining on the Lightning’s 
schedule, and opponents will get only hungrier. The Lightning have to 
start countering them with experience, talent and execution. 

“These teams come down the stretch of the season and they are at the 
point that every play is life or death,” defenseman Ian Cole said. “Every 
puck out of your zone, and every puck into their zone, every turnover and 
every icing can be game over. So I think we just need to build that 
desperation into our game. 

“And I think that it’s hard to manufacture that maybe earlier in the season 
when you’ve had as much success as this team has had, but we’re 
getting down to the end of the season now. We need to get that mentality 
going that every play matters.” 
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Ylonen scores winner in third, Canadiens beat Sharks 3-1 

 

Max Miller  

 

Jesse Ylonen scored the go-ahead goal with 10 minutes remaining and 
the Montreal Canadiens beat the San Jose Sharks 3-1 on Tuesday night. 

Kaiden Guhle and Christian Dvorak also scored for the Canadiens, and 
Jake Allen made 38 saves for his 14th win. 

San Jose defenseman Jacob MacDonald scored his first goal of the 
season and first for the Sharks. Kaapo Kahkonen stopped 29 shots in his 
13th loss. 

MacDonald scored 1:43 into the first period. Sharks forward Nico Sturm 
caused a turnover in front of the Montreal net, allowing MacDonald to 
sneak in and tuck home the puck. 

At 8:07 of the third, Guhle wound up and took a big slap shot for his third 
goal of the season. The defenseman beat Kahkonen through the legs, 
tying it 1-all. 

Less than two minutes later, Canadiens forward Rem Pitlick broke in, 
creating a 2-on-0, and fed Ylonen at the mouth of the net for his second 
goal of the season at 9:59. 

Dvorak, who also assisted on Ylonen’s goal, added an empty-netter with 
five seconds left for his 10th goal this season. 

Injury update 

Sharks defenseman Radim Simek played his first game since getting 
injured on Dec. 31. 

Roster moves 

Sharks forwards Andreas Johnsson and Fabian Zetterlund made their 
San Jose debuts after being acquired in a trade that sent Timo Meier to 
the New Jersey Devils. 

The Sharks also acquired defenseman Henry Thrun from the Anaheim 
Ducks for a third-round pick in the 2024 draft. 

Up next 

Canadiens: Visit the Los Angeles Kings on Thursday. 
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Stu Cowan: Winning more valuable than tanking for the Canadiens 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 

 

Yes, the more games the Canadiens lose between now and the end of 
the season, the better their odds will be to win the NHL draft lottery and 
then be able to select generational talent Connor Bedard, who has 54-
60-114 totals in 45 games this season with the WHL’s Regina Pats. 

opening envelope 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

But even if the Canadiens finish last in the overall NHL standings — like 
they did last season — their odds of winning the draft lottery are only 
18.5 per cent. That means there’s an 81.5 per cent chance they wouldn’t 
get the No. 1 pick. 

Last season, the odds worked for the Canadiens and they won the draft 
lottery and then selected Juraj Slafkovsky with the No. 1 pick. But since 
the draft lottery started in 1995, the last-place team has only won the No. 
1 pick 11 out of 28 times — which works out to 39 per cent. The last-
place team has won the draft lottery the last two years — the Buffalo 
Sabres selected Owen Power with the No. 1 pick in 2021 — so the odds 
of that happening three years in a row aren’t great. 

For those who think getting the No. 1 pick and a generational player like 
Bedard means a Stanley Cup championship is around the corner, 
consider that the Edmonton Oilers selected Connor McDavid with the first 
pick at the 2015 draft and have only won three playoff rounds since then 
while missing the postseason three times. The Oilers finished 28th out of 
30 teams during the 2014-15 season before winning the draft lottery and 
getting McDavid. 

The Oilers had the No. 1 pick at the draft three years in a row — Taylor 
Hall in 2010, Ryan Nugent-Hopkins in 2011 and Nail Yakupov in 2012 — 
but their last Stanley Cup championship was in 1990. 

The Canadiens were in 25th place in the overall NHL standings after 
Tuesday night’s 3-1 win over the Sharks in San Jose. If they stay in that 
position, their odds of winning the draft lottery will be 6 per cent. The 
Canadiens also have two first-round picks this year after acquiring one 
from the Florida Panthers in the Ben Chiarot trade last season. 

Competing hard in games and creating a winning environment is more 
important to the Canadiens’ rebuilding process at this point than tanking 
and learning to accept losing — especially with so many young players 
on the roster. With a 26-30-4 record and 56 points, the Canadiens 
already have one more point than they did at the end of last season — 
when they finished 22-49-11 — with 22 games still remaining on the 
schedule. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs finished last in the overall standings in 2015-
16, won the draft lottery and selected Auston Matthews. They haven’t 
won a single playoff series since then, while the Canadiens have won 
four playoff series over that time and advanced to the Stanley Cup final in 
2021 after eliminating the Maple Leafs in the first round. 

“I think we’ve taken great strides (this season) in what we’re trying to 
build,” Canadiens head coach Martin St. Louis told reporters in San Jose 
after practice Monday. “I think we’re a hockey team that’s way more 
organized. I think we’ve touched many different parts of our game 

throughout the season. It takes time. You can’t just build it all at once. It’s 
too much information for the players. You got to go in chapters, so to 
speak. I feel we’re well advanced in terms of where we are with our 
season and how organized we’re becoming.” 

Work ethic has been a key to the Canadiens’ recent success with 10 
injured players out of the lineup. Since the all-star break, they have a 6-3-
0 record — including a 6-2 win over McDavid’s Oilers. 

“The work ethic to me is the bare minimum,” St. Louis said. “You got to 
work collectively, you got to work smart. It’s easier to work smart 
collectively when you’re organized and on the same page. I think as 
coaches that’s your day-to-day challenge is to keep (the players) 
accountable to how we want to play. If work ethic is an issue, you have 
no chance. To me it’s the bare minimum.” 

St. Louis has been getting much more than the bare minimum from his 
players. 

“I think they’re having a lot of fun,” he told reporters in San Jose after 
Tuesday’s game. “You guys walk in the halls, you can feel it. You can 
hear the music playing and stuff. I don’t know from the stands if you’re 
able to catch some glimpses of the bench, guys are having fun on the 
bench. They’re engaged, they’re playing hard for one another. 

“By no means we are perfect out there,” the coach added. “We make 
mistakes, but guys are tapping each other on the pads and the next line 
up is trying to pick the team up or keep doing what we’re doing. It’s a 
really good vibe and that’s what you want and that’s what we’re trying to 
build.” 

Tanking only builds a loser’s mentality. 
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Habs take care of business in third period to defeat San Jose Sharks 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

 

It took a while for the Canadiens to solve San Jose goaltender Kaapo 
Kahkonen, but Montreal scored twice in a 1:53 span midway through the 
third period and went on to defeat the Sharks 3-1 Tuesday night at the 
SAP Center. 

Kahkonen, who made 28 saves to shut out the Canadiens 4-0 at the Bell 
Centre on Nov. 29, made another 28 saves before rookie defenceman 
Kaiden Guhle ended his shutout string at 8:07. Jesse Ylonen gave the 
Canadiens their first lead at 9:59. Christian Dvorak completed the scoring 
with an empty-net goal. 

opening envelope 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

“I didn’t like our first two periods,” coach Martin St. Louis said. “We didn’t 
execute and I thought we left a lot on the table. We needed the third 
period to be our best and it was.” 

Kahkonen was overshadowed by Montreal goaltender Jake Allen, who 
gave up a goal after his teammates let him down early in the first period, 
but finished with 38 saves for the fourth win in his last five starts. 

Guhle was making his first appearance since he suffered a knee injury in 
Florida on Dec. 29 and he didn’t show any signs of rust as he played a 
solid game at both ends of the ice. He logged 18:27 of ice time, had three 
shots on goal, one hit and one blocked shot. 
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Ylonen scored the winner on the tail end of a 2-on-1  break, taking a pass 
from Rem Pitlick. Ylonen was a step behind, but wasn’t surprised to get 
the pass. 

“Rem’s a talented player and I was ready for the pass,” Ylonen said. “He 
made it easy.” 

Denis Gurianov, who was acquired from the Dallas Stars in return for 
Evgenii Dadonov, made his Canadiens debut and made a good first 
impression on St. Louis. 

“He came as advertised,” the coach said. “He’s fast, has a good shot and 
isn’t afraid to go to the net. I also noticed that he has good habits when 
he doesn’t have the puck.” 

Gurianov played on the top line wth Nick Suzuki and Josh Anderson and 
had a team-high six shots on goal. 

Allen said he wasn’t surprised by the newcomer. 

“I played against him when I was in St. Louis and he scored some big 
goals against me,” Allen said. “He is an excellent player. Maybe things 
weren’t going so well for him this season, but he’s still dangerous on the 
ice. I think he can have success with us thanks to Marty’s approach.” 

Which is about having fun. 

“On the bench, the guys are having fun and are engaged,” St. Louis said. 
“They work hard for each other. We’re not perfect, but we encourage 
each other when we make mistakes. The feeling is good and that’s what 
we want.” 

The Canadiens had a strong start and outshot the Sharks 12-4 over the 
first 10 minutes but San Jose took advantage of some sloppy defence to 
take a 1-0 lead on its first shot. 

Justin Barron and Rafaël Harvey-Pinard each failed to clear the puck 
from in front of the net and it wound up on the stick of Jacob MacDonald, 
who scored from the slot at 1:43. It was MacDonald’s first goals in 45 
games this season. The 30-year-old has three goals in 88 career NHL 
games. 

San Jose was the first stop on a four-game road trip. The Canadiens are 
in Los Angeles Thursday, play in Anaheim Friday, and finish with a late 
afternoon game Sunday in Las Vegas. 
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How swirling forces of the NHL trade market impact Canadiens’ deadline 
outlook 

 

Arpon Basu  

 

It is difficult to imagine how Canadiens general manager Kent Hughes 
was digesting the flurry of activity across the NHL of late. 

Sitting around, twiddling his thumbs and cursing his phone is one image 
that comes to mind. 

But when the Los Angeles Kings acquired Columbus Blue Jackets 
defenceman Vladislav Gavrikov and goaltender Joonas Korpisalo very 
late Tuesday night, just as his Canadiens were completing a 3-1 win in 
San Jose, there was perhaps another thought that might have jumped to 
mind for Hughes. 

In that moment, while one of the teams that might have been interested 
in acquiring Joel Edmundson had just filled their need for a shutdown 
defenceman elsewhere, it also meant that another one of the shutdown 
defenceman on the market had just been taken off that market. Same 

goes for the Edmonton Oilers, who filled their need for the same type of 
player earlier Tuesday by acquiring Mattias Ekholm from the Nashville 
Predators. 

So, two teams the Canadiens might have been talking to are no longer 
available, but so are two defencemen who play the same role as 
Edmundson. 

The forces of supply and demand always dictate activity this time of year. 
The supply dwindling would normally help a selling team, but that’s only 
beneficial if the demand is there as well. According to an NHL source, 
there are at least two teams that were still monitoring the Edmundson 
situation as of Wednesday afternoon. 

Of course, Edmundson is not the only defenceman still available. Looking 
at The Athletic’s NHL trade board, the prize jewel remains Arizona 
Coyotes defenceman Jakob Chychrun. (Editor’s note: This story was 
written prior to the Senators acquiring Chychrun). But there’s also Carson 
Soucy of the Seattle Kraken, Dante Fabbro of the Predators and, to a 
lesser extent, Dmitry Kulikov of the Anaheim Ducks who could fill a 
similar role for a team. Of those, only Chychrun, Soucy and Edmundson 
play the left side, though Kulikov is also a left shot. 

News is picking up (again) and @TheAthleticNHL's trade blog has 
thoughts and analysis all the moves … https://t.co/AwODmreBF2 

— Josh Cooper (@JoshuaCooper) March 1, 2023 

There is also the elephant in the room, which is Edmundson’s health. He 
was borderline to play in San Jose on Tuesday before it was decided to 
pull the plug at the morning skate. The fact he is even on this California 
trip to begin with would suggest the Canadiens are doing their best to 
show he is very close to full health. But the reality is he will become much 
easier to move if three things happen: 1) he plays Thursday night in Los 
Angeles, 2) some other more reliable options are removed from the 
market and 3) those options are not traded to the teams that are still 
looking at Edmundson as an option. 

The fact is if Edmundson were healthy, his track record as a playoff-style 
defenceman and as a leader would have made him a highly sought-after 
player, perhaps on the same level as Ben Chiarot a year ago. Analytics 
and the eye test are not necessarily kind to Edmundson, but those more 
intangible qualities of his are still valued, even in the modern game. The 
fact there is still demand, though muted, for his services at this stage is a 
reflection of that. 

On another front, there were two market-shifting moments Tuesday and 
Wednesday that further hurt any hope the Canadiens had of trading 
Sean Monahan prior to Friday’s deadline. 

As Marc Antoine Godin pointed out in his piece from San Jose on 
Tuesday night, the league-wide memo sent out by the NHL warning of 
greater scrutiny on trades for injured players they intend to stash on LTIR 
until the playoffs has a definite impact on any potential Monahan trade, 
seeing as his own health status remains in doubt. 

Now, just because the Canadiens haven’t released any medical update 
on Monahan in weeks doesn’t mean they are not sharing information with 
potentially interested teams. 

When the Minnesota Wild traded a fifth-round draft pick to the Blue 
Jackets for the injured Gustav Nyquist, this was not something the Wild 
needed to fear because they have the cap space to leave enough room 
for half of Nyquist’s cap hit before the playoffs. But Blue Jackets GM 
Jarmo Kekalainen admitted Wednesday that the memo — which he 
suggested were new rules even though they are not at all new, only the 
standard of enforcement might be new — depressed the market for 
Nyquist and even took some teams out of the mix. 

“It changed it a bit because now you have to be able to activate them 
before the regular season’s over, so the teams that maybe within the old 
rules were thinking about putting on LTIR and then not activating him 
until the playoffs were out,” Kekalainen told reporters. “So that narrowed 
the market quite a bit. But we did the best we could.” 
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And on Wednesday morning, one of the teams that had been linked to 
Monahan basically all season, the Colorado Avalanche, traded a 2025 
second-round pick for Washington Capitals centre Lars Eller, who has 16 
points in 60 games this season, or one fewer point than Monahan had in 
25 games with the Canadiens this season. 

So, the Avalanche are out, and if another team can’t absorb the roughly 
$3.2 million of Monahan’s remaining cap hit after the Canadiens retain 
half of it and leave it open until the end of the regular season, the 
Canadiens are now far less likely to be able to trade him. 
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Canadiens’ big brother David Savard watches over Kaiden Guhle and 
young defencemen 

 

Marc Antoine Godin  

 

SAN JOSE, Calif. — In the Santa Cruz Mountains that border the city of 
San Jose to the southwest, people were stopping their cars along the 
road to make snowballs. The peaks here are snow-capped like never 
before, and Californians needed to experience this winter like no other. 

Down in Japantown, a bar was playing Christmas carols to highlight the 
historic cold that is gripping the area. 

There are weird and abnormal things happening right now, and when you 
look at how their season is progressing, the same can be said for the 
Canadiens. 

It’s not the fact they managed to beat the woeful Sharks 3-1 on Tuesday 
that is strange. Perhaps the fact that Kaiden Guhle returned to play a few 
days before the “minimum of eight weeks” that the Canadiens had 
projected on Jan. 6 is a little more so, at least if we consider all the 
criticism of the medical team this season. 

But the strangest thing is that since Jan. 6, the Canadiens have posted a 
.548 points percentage. They were on a .423 pace before that. A .548 
average isn’t enough to get a team into the playoffs, but it was enough to 
extinguish any chance of having decent odds of landing the No. 1 pick in 
the NHL draft. 

Guhle was smiling as he spoke Tuesday morning of the atmosphere in 
the press box when he watched games with his army of injured 
teammates, excited to see the Canadiens stay so competitive despite 
having to integrate several new players. And that is what is most striking 
during this stretch, that the performance of the team has improved with 
so many important players out of the lineup. 

Guhle has finally returned to play and reconnect with a group that is 
counting on several young players, and a few castoffs too, and who 
overall are having a lot more fun than we could have anticipated at the 
start of what was shaping up to be a long season. 

Guhle nous gâte 

Goodie from Guhle#GoHabsGo pic.twitter.com/uZhjrIHhOT 

— Canadiens Montréal (@CanadiensMTL) March 1, 2023 

“They’re all bought in, they really are, especially the guys that probably 
didn’t expect to maybe be here playing this much with all the injuries at 
the start of the year,” goaltender Jake Allen said, impressed by the 
maturity of the young players. 

After the morning skate, it was determined that Joel Edmundson was not 
yet ready to return to action Tuesday, which keeps his status very 
uncertain with the trade deadline around the corner on Friday. But for all 
that has been said about Edmundson’s leadership and the fact that he is 

a kind of big brother with the Canadiens, we must note the fact that David 
Savard’s impact on the young defencemen has been at least as 
important this season. In fact, Edmundson’s absence made his 
contribution even more evident. 

“I think you’ve got to give a guy like Savvy a lot of credit,” Allen added. “I 
think this year, he holds his group together, he really does. He eats crazy 
hard minutes. He doesn’t get accolades, he doesn’t get rewards, but he 
keeps his group together, keeps them light, keeps them loose. And 
without him this year, I think it could be a different story. 

“I think he’s a huge piece of this puzzle.” 

When Guhle tied the game in the third period with a powerful slap shot, 
Savard jumped into his arms and looked even happier for his young 
teammate than Guhle was himself. 

“It’s nice when you’ve got guys like that in your corner,” Guhle said. “He 
was great with me all game. He just told me to keep it simple, and I gave 
him a couple of pretty brutal passes and he was first to say, ‘it’s all right.’ 
So he’s been great, it was awesome to have him on my side.” 

As he often did before his injury, the 21-year-old rookie faced the Sharks’ 
top players along with Savard. Guhle sucked wind at times and obviously 
was not completely in sync after being out for two months, but Savard’s 
presence was comforting. 

Despite missing 13 games due to injury, Savard is still the defenseman 
who has played the most minutes this season. He was the most used 
short handed and he has the averaged the most minutes at even 
strength.  No unfavorable advanced statistic could paint a negative 
picture on how he is seen internally. 

“Savvy is an unbelievable player,” coach Martin St. Louis said in the 
morning. “And I know people might say that he doesn’t have enough foot 
speed, but you’ve got to be cautious how you measure speed, because 
his brain works at a very, very high level. Savvy understands where the 
game is going, always got great angles. He’s aware of where his 
teammates are, but also where the other team is. 

“He’s been so valuable for the team, more importantly the young 
defencemen that we have. He’s just an extension of the coaching staff, 
and he’s in the trenches with them. He’s been great.” 

The fact that Savard is a right-shot and that natural right-handers are a 
rare commodity on the blue line surely helps the Canadiens’ brain trust 
put aside any thoughts of trading him in the coming days, especially 
since he would probably not have as high a value on the market as the 
one the team sees in him. 

On the other hand, Savard’s impact on and off the ice must have helped 
the Canadiens to determine they can part with Edmundson right now, 
provided they obtain a decent return despite the precarious state of his 
health. 

If the Canadiens believe they can do well without Edmundson, it’s 
because they have Mike Matheson on the left side, of course, but also 
because they have young defencemen who have gained confidence 
under the guidance of someone like Savard. 

What Gustav Nyquist’s trade means for Sean Monahan 

The NHL sent a memo to its 32 teams Tuesday morning warning them 
that it would “closely scrutinize” a team trading for an injured player and 
placing him on long-term injured reserve with the goal of adding other 
players with that available money, and then bringing that injured player 
back for the playoffs. 

Which of course makes us think of Sean Monahan. 

Later in the day on Tuesday, the Minnesota Wild acquired 33-year-old 
winger Gustav Nyquist, who has a good chance of remaining on injured 
reserve for the rest of the regular season, and the Wild only gave up a 
fifth-round pick to the Columbus Blue Jackets in return. 

Wasn’t this exactly what the NHL warned against doing? 
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No. In fact, the Wild have plenty of room under the salary cap and the 
NHL won’t be “scrutinizing” Bill Guerin if, at 3 p.m. ET on Friday, the Wild 
had the cap space to add Nyquist to their roster. So it shouldn’t be seen 
as potential cap circumvention; the Wild acquired a player at a low cost 
who is likely to help them later and who, had he been healthy right now, 
would certainly have cost much more. 

Now, how many competitive teams would be in a position to do the same 
with Monahan, who is making $6,375 million this season? The Blue 
Jackets retained half of Nyquist’s $5.5 million salary to land this fifth-
round pick, and it would be surprising if the Canadiens agreed to use one 
of their two remaining salary-retention slots until June 30 for a similar 
return. 

The length of Monahan’s absence is still unknown, but even if he were to 
miss the rest of the regular season, the league warning will dampen the 
spirits of teams that may have had LTIR dreams with Monahan. Unless a 
team decides to send Montreal a bad contract to take a chance on him, 
the only playoff contender that would have enough cap space to add 
Monahan would be the Detroit Red Wings. The options for monetizing 
him in any way have narrowed substantially. 

Under the circumstances, Kent Hughes must be wondering if any option 
is really worth pursuing right now, or if it would be better to keep 
Monahan around and see if he can be useful to the Canadiens later. 
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NHL trade board 2022-23: Who are the top remaining targets after a 
flurry of activity early in deadline week? 

 

Michael Russo, Pierre LeBrun, Eric Duhatschek  

 

A flurry of NHL trades early in deadline week has wreaked havoc on The 
Athletic’s trade board, which in the latest update Wednesday morning, 
lost: 

No. 1 Patrick Kane (traded to the Rangers) 

No. 2 Vladislav Gavrikov (Kings) 

No. 4 Mattias Ekholm (Oilers) 

No. 8 Luke Schenn (Maple Leafs) 

No. 15 Lars Eller (Avalanche) 

No. 17 Nick Jensen (re-signed) 

No. 25 Joonas Korpisalo (Kings) 

Other key names, such as Timo Meier, Bo Horvat, Ryan O’Reilly and 
Vladimir Tarasenko, disappeared from the board in earlier trade action. 

Which top targets remain? Who are the new names emerging? 

Note: Players are ranked in order of who’s generating the most buzz, 
taking into account the potential impact of the player and the probability 
he’d be traded. Analysis is from The Athletic’s Eric Duhatschek, Pierre 
LeBrun and Michael Russo. 

This list is a living document, with regular updates to rankings and 
analysis, based on the latest rumblings and the market’s ebbs and flows, 
so bookmark it and check back. 

1. Jakob Chychrun, Coyotes 

Previously: 3 

Tick, tick, tick. It’s been seven games now that Chychrun has been out of 
Arizona’s lineup and still no trade despite reports of interest from teams 
like Los Angeles, Columbus and Edmonton. Coyotes general manager 
Bill Armstrong has a hefty price in mind as to what it would take to 
acquire Chychrun. After all, Chychrun has two years left at a friendly $4.6 
million annual average value, and the 24-year-old has 0.77 points per 
game. If he’s not traded, this could be one awkward situation because he 
wants out and they’re willing to oblige and no one wants this never-
ending story to head into the summer. Chychrun’s father, former NHLer 
Jeff Chychrun, was on “The Athletic Hockey Show” on Feb. 1 and said, 
“Everybody knows that there’s a trade probably looming.” He added, 
“Truth be told, my opinion as the father, I’d really love to see him have 
the opportunity to finally play on a playoff contender. … He’s really 
blessed to play in Arizona, but it would be really nice for him to play on a 
club with an opportunity for him to showcase what he can do at prime 
time. … His relationship with the coaching staff, with Bill Armstrong, is 
really good, to everybody’s credit. They all understand what’s going on. 
They’ve just asked him to go out and perform, and I think he’s done a 
great job doing that. I think it really speaks to my son’s professionalism. 
… When you go public like that, you really have to back it up, and I think 
he’s done that and then some.” — Russo, Feb. 27 

All trade deadline news … right here on @TheAthleticNHL's live blog. 
https://t.co/AwODmrf9uA 

— Josh Cooper (@JoshuaCooper) February 27, 2023 

2. James van Riemsdyk, Flyers 

Previously: 5 

The Flyers are going nowhere, meaning JVR’s going somewhere. He can 
produce, but he’s in a significant slump just at the time lots of teams in 
need of scoring are paying attention. He has two goals and three assists 
in his past 17 games. With the market thinning, the Wild are among the 
potential suitors. They had tepid interest a few weeks ago but now seem 
to be paying attention. The Wild aren’t willing to give up a significant 
asset for JvR even though their scoring needs are well publicized and he 
lives in the Twin Cities in the offseason. Teams appear sheepish due to 
an early-season injury and the fact he only has two power-play goals this 
season. — Russo, Feb. 27 

The clock is ticking. The trade deadline looms.@charlieo_conn isn't 
expecting a particularly eventful trade deadline for the Flyers. 

So who might be moved as contenders jockey for depth? He answers 
mailbag questions:https://t.co/8M2h17MBUg 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) February 27, 2023 

3. Nick Schmaltz, Arizona 

Previously: 6 

As the big names at center have trickled off the trade board, the fallback 
positions are becoming more intriguing. Probably nowhere is that more 
evident than with Schmaltz. He is a 27-year-old center who missed the 
early part of the season recovering from surgery, but he has 39 points in 
43 games this year. Instructively, that’s the same points-per-game 
average (0.91) produced by Timo Meier this season — and places him 
ahead of such luminaries as Martin Necas, Andrei Svechnikov, Mat 
Barzal, Elias Lindholm, Anze Kopitar and Mark Scheifele. The problem 
with Schmaltz is making the dollars work. Not only does he have a 
relatively high cap hit ($5.85 million), but his contract has three years to 
run after this one. Complicating matters further is the deal is also 
backloaded, so Schmaltz’s highest earning years are still to come. This 
year, in real dollars, the Coyotes are paying Schmaltz $4.5 million. Next 
year, it jumps to $7.5 million, then $8.45 million, then $8.5 million. It 
explains why Arizona might be prepared to trade away its second-best 
forward. Trying to find a fit might be difficult, though. Of the teams looking 
for center-ice depth, Colorado and Dallas may not have the cap space to 
make it work, but Carolina might. — Duhatschek, Feb. 27 

4. John Klingberg, Ducks 
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Previously: 7 

The Ducks are a mess defensively, and Klingberg has contributed more 
than his share to the mess. Klingberg missed two games last week with a 
lower-body injury, but he returned on Saturday and scored a goal, his 
eighth of the season, against the Hurricanes — a reminder that even with 
some defensive deficiencies in his game, he can be a productive player, 
with managed minutes. Klingberg signed a one-year, $7 million show-me 
contract in the summer, which turns him into an unrestricted free agent 
again following the season, and Anaheim is willing to take some dollars 
back to make him more financially viable to a contender looking to boost 
offense from the defense. Assuming Edmonton’s pursuit of Erik Karlsson 
can’t be managed ahead of the deadline, Klingberg would be a logical 
fallback position. They inquired about him in the summer. The biggest 
question now isn’t whether Klingberg will move on but what kind of return 
can the Ducks reasonably expect for him. A first-round pick, which didn’t 
seem out of the question in October, seems unlikely. — Duhatschek, 
Feb. 27 

Klingberg and kulikov out for trade related reasons 

— lisa dillman (@reallisa) March 1, 2023 

5. Max Domi, Blackhawks 

Previously: 9 

Domi has been a rare bright spot on a lost year in Chicago. With three 
weeks to go until the trade deadline, he was tied with Patrick Kane for the 
team’s scoring lead. Domi’s been a hockey vagabond, playing for three 
teams the past three years. As a rental from Columbus to Carolina last 
year, he produced modest results: six points in 14 playoff games. He 
signed a one-year, $3 million prove-it contract with the Blackhawks, 
where he’s had a chance to play top-line minutes with Kane. The most 
likely scenario for Domi: The Blackhawks get what they can for him as a 
rental and then circle back and sign him to a longer-term extension next 
summer. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

Patrick Kane on the Tarasenko trade: "It's not like the happiest I've been 
to hear about a trade." 

The latest on Kane in our Blackhawks trade 
tracker:https://t.co/MS6z1kk3je 

— Mark Lazerus (@MarkLazerus) February 10, 2023 

6. Brock Boeser, Canucks 

Previously: 10 

Teams keep poking around on Boeser and are exploring it more 
realistically — trying to see how they could make it work. He still has 
another two years on his contract after this season at a $6.65 million 
average annual value, so it’s possible the only way he gets dealt is if 
Vancouver retains money and they find a third-party broker. The Wild 
have talked to Vancouver and agent Ben Hankinson about Boeser, and 
Boeser would welcome a return to his home state if he’s going to be 
dealt. But as of now, as much as the Wild could desperately use another 
scorer, they feel they can’t make it work cap-wise, even if the Canucks 
ate half the contract and took Jordan Greenway’s $3 million a year 
contract. That’s because Minnesota already has to shed money this 
summer to conduct its offseason business. — Russo, Feb. 27 

Who says no? The VIPs suggested hundreds of fun #Canucks trade 
proposals on J.T. Miller, Brock Boeser, Luke Schenn and more. 

So what would be workable? @harmandayal2 and I broke it down. 

via @TheAthleticNHL: https://t.co/dyypHb8AmI 

— Thomas Drance (@ThomasDrance) February 27, 2023 

7. Nick Bjugstad, Coyotes 

Previously: 11 

Bjugstad is one of only four Coyotes players in double digits in goal 
scoring, which may be partly attributed to his usage on a talent-thin team. 
He is 30 now and signed a one-year, $900,000 contract with Arizona as 
an unrestricted free agent last summer, trying to get a career undermined 
by injury back on track. He’s a 6-foot-6 behemoth playing reasonable 
minutes (16:46 per night), and besides Chychrun, is one of only two 
players with positive ratings on the team — and it’s by a statistically 
significant margin. More good news: After missing long stretches of the 
past handful of years because of a variety of issues — including a sports 
hernia surgery and then a spinal surgery to repair a herniated disc — 
Bjugstad has played every game thus far this season, so his health 
issues seem to be thing of the past. He’d be a motivated depth addition 
for any team wanting to add size at the deadline. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

Patrick Kane on Broadway? Or playing next to Connor McDavid? And 
where do Jakob Chychrun and Timo Meier land? 

This week, we asked our NHL experts for their bold predictions ahead of 
the March 3 trade deadline.https://t.co/YkH04CFzFN 

— The Athletic (@TheAthletic) February 25, 2023 

8. Adam Henrique, Ducks 

Previously: 12 

Henrique has been a Duck mainstay since coming over from the New 
Jersey Devils in the Sami Vatanen trade. Though he came up as a 
center, he’s played mostly the wing with the Ducks, usually alongside 
Trevor Zegras and Troy Terry before Terry got hurt. He was flying under 
the radar as a useful trade-deadline piece until recently because his 
contract doesn’t run out until the end of next season and carries a 
significant cap charge, at $5.85 million. Henrique was available on 
waivers back in February of 2021 and, unsurprisingly, there were no 
takers. He was amid one of the only real down times in his career and 
that prohibitive contract scared teams off. But if Anaheim were to retain 
half of that deal, then any contender could have Henrique for this year 
and next at what would amount to a modest salary commitment for a 
player who is solid, experienced, versatile and well-regarded by his 
peers. However, a lower-body injury, which leaves him week-to-week, 
could dampen interest at the deadline. If he’s in play, teams will want 
details about his recovery timeline. — Duhatschek, Feb. 22 

9. Carson Soucy, Kraken 

Previously: 13 

Soucy is 28, a 6-foot-5 210-pound behemoth, who is on an expiring 
contract for a modest $2.75 million and will be an unrestricted free agent 
this summer. He shoots left but can play both sides. Given that he’s from 
Viking, Alberta, he has been linked to both the Oilers and the Flames. My 
colleague Dom Luszczyszyn did a nice job of summarizing what Soucy’s 
value would be to a contender, noting: “Soucy is everything general 
managers claim to be looking for at this time of year: a tough but mobile 
defensive defender with size. … He just doesn’t play tough minutes, (but) 
what makes Soucy an attractive commodity is that year after year, 
opposing players have a very tough time scoring while he’s on the ice. 
Soucy consistently allows fewer chances than his teammates, but his 
impact on actual goals against is even larger. Over four years that has 
meaning and in 3,254 minutes his teams have allowed 0.49 fewer goals 
against per 60 with him on the ice compared to off. It’s one of the highest 
marks in the league.” If he’s in play, he could be the fallback fix in 
Edmonton, given that landing Erik Karlsson seems to be less likely with 
every passing day. — Duhatschek, Feb. 27 

10. Kevin Hayes, Flyers 

Previously: 14 

After Bo Horvat and Ryan O’Reilly were traded and Jonathan Toews took 
himself out of the running for a trade by issuing a statement that he’s 
focused primarily on dealing with the effects of long COVID, suddenly the 
market for center-ice depth thinned quickly. That is why Hayes is 
suddenly starting to attract attention. Philadelphia’s No. 2 scorer this 
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season after Travis Konecny is having a productive offensive season, 
even if coach John Tortorella has made him a healthy scratch. Hayes’ 
complication is a familiar one: too much money for teams tight to the cap 
unless Philadelphia eats a some of the contract. The problem is, it’s a 
$7.142 million average annual value for not just this year but three years 
beyond this one. That’s a roadblock unless the Flyers are prepared to 
take a contract back. But Hayes would have value to Colorado and 
Dallas, for starters — two teams looking for help down the middle. — 
Duhatschek, Feb. 22 

Some quick Rumblings which will get dated in a hurry! Patrick Kane’s 
decision, the Capitals’ next moves plus more deadline intel ⤵ 

via @TheAthletic https://t.co/3WgBvXPfNd 

— Pierre LeBrun (@PierreVLeBrun) February 24, 2023 

11. Shayne Gostisbehere, Coyotes 

Previously: 16 

The Coyotes annually put a for-sale sign of their most valuable rentals, 
and this year, that’s Gostisbehere, who — for all of his defensive 
inconsistencies — can both carry and move the puck at a high level. 
Gostisbehere missed eight games between Jan. 24 and Feb. 19, 
recovering from an upper-body injury, but he’s played the past three and 
provided a short-handed goal against Nashville on Sunday. That’s 10 
goals for the season for Gostisbehere, tied for 11th in the league among 
defensemen with, among others, the Rangers’ Adam Fox. While some 
teams are keeping players out of the lineup for asset protection, the fact 
that Gostisbehere is playing now is a signal from Arizona to the rest of 
the league that he has fully recovered. He could be a viable add for any 
team seeking a power-play quarterback who can find the lanes with 
pinpoint passing. He is on an expiring contract, originally signed with 
Philadelphia, that pays him $4.5 million. — Duhatschek, Feb. 27 

12. Conor Sheary, Capitals 

Previously: 18 

Way back at the start of his career, Sheary had two productive playoffs 
as a useful support player on behalf of the Penguins. He’s 30, earns a 
modest $1.5 million and is on an expiring contract, so he wouldn’t be an 
overly pricey addition as a depth forward. He’s currently averaging just 
under half a point per game, in part because he’s in the midst of a 10-
game drought in which he hasn’t registered a point. But for what he’d 
cost, and the sort of veteran gravitas he could provide, with Washington 
in full sell mode, he will almost certainly be on the move somewhere. 
Minnesota, maybe? — Duhatschek, Feb. 27 

13. Matt Dumba, Wild 

Previously: 19 

Last month, the veteran defenseman talked with The Athletic about how 
hard it was to play knowing he could be traded and that this was going to 
be his final season with the Wild regardless. Hours later, Dumba played a 
horrible game against the Capitals and paid the piper by sitting the next 
two games. Rumors ran rampant that Dumba was on the verge of being 
traded, but the reality was that coach Dean Evason was punishing 
Dumba for performance. Evason had general manager Bill Guerin’s 
blessing, which was an interesting decision when he was actively trying 
to trade Dumba, and it may have made things more complicated. Guerin 
didn’t care, telling The Athletic on the “Straight From the Source” podcast 
Thursday, “People are at our games watching, so we’re not fooling 
anybody. There’s a track record there … for Matt Dumba playing some 
really good hockey. You don’t just become a bad player overnight. He’s 
still a good hockey player.” Dumba is now playing his best hockey of the 
season, the Wild’s defense has been impeccable and Guerin has 
indicated Dumba will remain after the deadline and play out the rest of 
the year. — Russo, Feb. 27 

Updated #mnwild trade tracker: How Guerin plans to be active in a thin 
market, plus Dumba likely staying, more deadline updates 

From @JoeSmithNHL and me https://t.co/c6giFFBbpi 

— Michael Russo (@RussoHockey) February 27, 2023 

14. Joel Edmundson, Canadiens 

Previously: 20 

Not every team that’s searching for trade-deadline reinforcements is 
necessarily just looking for a rental, which is where Edmundson might 
come in. He has this year and next year left on a contract at a 
manageable AAV of $3.5 million. Edmundson played 22 games in the 
Blues’ 2019 run to the Cup and Montreal’s 2021 run to the final. The 
Canadiens have had a little cottage industry these past few years of 
sending defensemen out the door to teams looking for blue-line help – 
Ben Chiarot to Florida and Brett Kulak to Edmonton last year – and they 
could do the same with Edmundson. At age 29, on a reasonable 
contract, he’d have some value. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

15. Dante Fabbro, Predators 

Previously: 21 

The Predators are making moves on and off the ice, with general 
manager David Poile announcing that he’s stepping down at the end of 
June to make way for former coach Barry Trotz, who will be the team’s 
new GM going forward. In the meantime, Poile is trying to clear the deck 
as much as possible. And while Mattias Ekholm is the more desirable 
piece, the most cost-effective add might be Fabbro, a 24-year-old right-
shot defenseman who earns $2.4 million and is on an expiring contract, 
heading into a restricted-free-agent year with arbitration rights. Fabbro 
might be a good fit in San Jose, where he could play for David Quinn, his 
former coach at Boston University. — Duhatschek, Feb. 27 

David Poile leaving was necessary, writes @joerexrode. It's the right 
move. 

But is Barry Trotz the right answer to replace him?https://t.co/83R6xnjcJi 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) February 27, 2023 

16. Cam Talbot, Senators 

Previously: 22 

Three wins in a row left the Senators within striking distance of the final 
wild-card spot in the Eastern Conference and may give them pause 
about what to do next with Talbot. Is it worth their while to move out a 
player on an expiring contract who’s had a so-so season but is coming 
off a strong start Monday in the first of the Senators’ back-to-back wins 
over Detroit? Maybe not. With Anton Forsberg out for the season, the 
Senators are getting a chance to evaluate Mads Sogaard who, so far, 
has shown remarkable poise. On Wednesday, Sogaard was named the 
NHL’s rookie of the month for February after posting a 4-0-1 record, with 
a 2.33 goals-against average and a .922 save percentage. Talbot 
probably doesn’t figure in Ottawa’s future next year, once Forsberg 
returns. On the other hand, if he doesn’t return much in a possible trade 
— and he probably wouldn’t — Talbot’s greatest short-term value may lie 
in simply playing out the year with the Senators, as part of a tandem with 
— and a mentor to — Sogaard. — Duhatschek, March 1 

This Red Wings- Senators series could account for a 22-percentage 
point swing in the Red Wings playoff hopes. It could affect their trade 
deadline plans. @ian_mendes and I broke it down: 
https://t.co/w58TQqagwg 

— Max Bultman (@m_bultman) February 27, 2023 

17. Dmitry Kulikov, Ducks 

Previously: 23 

Kulikov might be the fallback position for any team that strikes out on 
Vladislav Gavrikov. Anaheim is Kulikov’s fifth team in four years, but he’s 
a sturdy (6 feet 1, 201 pounds), experienced stay-at-home defender who 
is third in terms of time on ice for the Ducks. In short, just the sort of 
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depth player whom just about any contender could use. His cap charge is 
a reasonable $2.2 million, and he has a limited no-trade clause. Ducks 
general manager Pat Verbeek was shipping out everything that moved at 
last year’s deadline. There’s no reason to think he won’t do the same this 
year, given how poorly Anaheim has played. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

18. Jordan Greenway, Wild 

Previously: 24 

The irony of Matt Boldy’s seven-year extension last month is it likely 
wrote Greenway’s exit papers out of Minnesota — and Boldy and 
Greenway are good friends and have the same agent. The Wild are 
actively shopping Greenway, whether the move is for now or this 
summer. He has had a disappointing season, with two goals and four 
assists in 43 games (no points in the past 21 games), has two years left 
on his contract at $3 million and in January overslept, missed a game 
against St. Louis and put the Wild in a horrible spot with no extra healthy 
forwards on the roster. Due to in-game injuries, the Wild at one point had 
nine forwards playing in a second game in 24 hours. But there’s no doubt 
the Wild would be selling low and will be hoping other teams see a 6-
foot-6, 25-year-old power forward who averaged 27 points the past four 
seasons and was part of the productive GREEF line — not an 
underachieving player in the midst of a poor season. — Russo, Feb. 27 

19. Tyler Bertuzzi, Red Wings 

Previously: Not ranked 

The first priority for the Red Wings was always to try to get Bertuzzi, a 
pending unrestricted free agent, signed to a contract extension. That 
hasn’t happened yet and may not by Friday. The Red Wings are in the 
thick of a playoff race, so it’s hard to imagine that they would move out a 
27-year-old hard-nosed winger who will drive to the net and last season 
produced 62 points in 68 games, second-best on the team. Bertuzzi saw 
limited action in the first half of this season — he broke one hand back on 
Oct. 15 and then shortly after returning to the lineup after missing 13 
games, broke the other hand and didn’t return to action until the second 
week of January. But his edgy style is suited to playoff hockey. Bertuzzi 
earns a reasonable $4.75 million in the final year of his deal and then 
becomes UFA. — Duhatschek, March 1 

20. James Reimer, Sharks 

Previously: Not ranked 

The goalie market may be heating up, with a number of teams in the 
Western Conference trying to shore up a position. Reimer becomes a 
decent fallback position for anyone needing insurance and not 
necessarily a starter. He’s 34, earning $2.25 million and has 462 games 
of NHL experience under his belt. That might make him a steadying 
influence on a team that needs steady play between the pipes. — 
Duhatschek, March 1 

21. Derek Grant, Ducks 

Previously: Not ranked 

Grant went from Anaheim to Philly as a rental at the 2020 deadline and 
then signed back with the Ducks, where he’s carved out a niche as a 
feisty fourth-line penalty-killing center. He missed time with a lower-body 
injury earlier this season but is back playing now. He is 32, on an expiring 
contract at a modest $1.5 million, and at 52.2 percent, is Anaheim’s most 
effective center in the faceoff circle. After Lars Eller came off the trade 
board Wednesday, Grant could provide reasonable forward depth at a 
modest price. — Duhatschek, March 1 

22. Kailer Yamamoto, Oilers 

Previously: Not ranked 

If the Oilers make a secondary move to add an offensive right-shot 
defenseman — someone like a John Klingberg, with salary retained by 
Anaheim and maybe further offloaded to a third party — they’d have to 
clear out more salary. At $3.1 million for this season and next before he 

becomes a restricted free agent, Yamamoto could be that roster 
casualty. Thus far, he has not lived up to his draft pedigree — a first-
round pick in 2017, selected 22nd overall. He is small and feisty but 
doesn’t really fit into the Oilers’ top six once Evander Kane returns from 
injury. A fresh start might be just what the 24-year-old right winger needs. 
— Duhatschek, March 1 

23. Nick Bonino, Sharks 

Previously: Not ranked 

Bonino played 55 playoff games over a two-year span with Pittsburgh in 
2016 and 2017 and altogether has 105 career playoff games on his NHL 
resume. That postseason pedigree could count for something on any 
team that determined it was short on playoff experience. At 34, he’s not 
the player he once was, but on the plus side, he can play all three 
forward positions, is on a relatively modest contract ($2.05 million, 
expiring this year) and has 19 points in 58 games for the Sharks as a 
bottom-six forward. — Duhatschek, March 1 

24. Tyson Barrie, Predators 

Previously: Not ranked 

Barrie’s status is fascinating. He was flipped to the rebuilding Predators 
to make the cap dollars work on the Oilers’ acquisition of Mattias Ekholm, 
but he seems almost redundant in Nashville, given that Roman Josi also 
plays the right side and anchors the team’s No. 1 power play. Barrie had 
a quietly effective year with the Oilers, playing third-pair minutes at five-
on-five and quarterbacking the team’s excellent power play. He earns 
$4.5 million and has a year left on his contract after this. The feeling is 
Nashville could flip him, either in the summer or at next year’s trade 
deadline, but there is nothing to prevent the Predators from moving on 
from him between now and Friday if they get a reasonable offer. In a 
perfect world, he would land in Calgary, adding further fuel to any future 
Battles of Alberta that may occur. — Duhatschek, March 1 

25. Jonathan Quick, Blue Jackets 

Previously: Not ranked 

Quick was in the middle of an awful season with the Kings, which is why 
L.A. moved on from him Tuesday night, swapping him to the Blue 
Jackets to make the salary-cap numbers balance in the Joonas 
Korpisalo-Vladislav Gavrikov trade. There is no denying that his ability to 
rise to the occasion in playoffs past has historically been great — and 
that’s not limited to his play back in the 2012 and 2014 Stanley Cup 
championships. Quick was a key contributing factor in the Kings’ pushing 
the Oilers to the limit in last season’s opening-playoff round. The problem 
is that pesky $5.8 million cap charge on an expiring contract. Even with 
50 percent retained, it would be a big salary number to add for a team 
simply looking for goaltending depth. It’s not an impossible contract to 
move, but there would have to be an ally for Quick in any organization 
investigating his availability for it to be convinced that he could find his 
old form in the final six weeks of the season. — Duhatschek, March 1 

The Athletic’s NHL trade board at a glance 

(Editor’s note: This is not an exhaustive list of players who could be 
traded before the deadline. These are the players we’re hearing the most 
buzz about right now.) 

Previously ranked: Andreas Athanasiou, Ivan Barbashev, Anthony 
Duclair, Mattias Ekholm, Lars Eller, Vladislav Gavrikov, Alex Goligoski, 
Bo Horvat, Nick Jensen, Patrick Kane, Joonas Korpisalo, Sam Lafferty, 
Jake McCabe, Timo Meier, Sean Monahan, Gustav Nyquist, Ryan 
O’Reilly, Dmitry Orlov, Jesse Puljujarvi, Nick Ritchie, Jack Roslovic, Luke 
Schenn, Kevin Shattenkirk, Vladimir Tarasenko, Jonathan Toews, Karel 
Vejmelka. 
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Analyzing the NHL trade deadline board: Numbers behind the names 
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Dom Luszczyszyn  

 

The Athletic updated its trade board Monday ahead of what will still likely 
be a very busy week. Most of the big names are already off the board 
(and six more came off after a very busy Tuesday), but there are still 
some difference-makers available. 

I already wrote about the biggest names, under-the-radar targets and red 
flags to avoid — but it’s still important to touch on all the names available 
in some way. 

My colleagues Eric Duhatschek, Pierre LeBrun and Michael Russo 
already provided some expert analysis in the original trade board that 
you should definitely catch up on. This is meant to be an accessory to 
that: a one-stop shop for player cards plus an analytically-inclined, bite-
sized note for each player available. 

Before we get to that, here are two big, sortable tables that show each 
player’s value this season and their projected value going forward. 

1. Jakob Chychrun, Coyotes 

Read more: Biggest names 

The biggest difference-maker on the board and a true No. 1 defenseman. 
Chychrun has a massive shot that he’s not afraid to use, but his main 
selling point is his ability to move the puck and drive play at both ends of 
the ice in tough minutes. He’s the complete package and worth the high 
cost of acquisition. 

2. James van Riemsdyk, Flyers 

James van Riemsdyk isn’t a perfect player, but he gets results. He can 
put up 20 goals and 40 points while being a responsible player at five-on-
five. This year he leads all Flyers with a 52 percent expected goals rate 
and is near the top with 53 percent of the goals. The Flyers are a much 
better team with van Riemsdyk on the ice and though he has a reputation 
for poor defense, his impacts there are routinely positive. His salary isn’t 
ideal, but with double retention, he can be an incredibly useful 
complementary scorer in a middle six. 

3. Nick Schmaltz, Coyotes 

Nick Schmaltz is a surprising name on the trade board, given his value. 
He’s a two-win player; a bonafide top-six forward who can score at a 
near-point-per-game pace and drive play. For three straight seasons, 
he’s posted extremely strong impacts on expected and actual goals and 
is excellent at generating high-danger chances. Schmaltz would be a 
great add for teams looking to attack more off the rush — that’s where he 
thrives and his 75 percent carry-in rate is one of the league’s best. Three 
more years of term at a reasonable price makes him an extremely 
attractive commodity. 

4. John Klingberg, Ducks 

Read more: Players to avoid 

I don’t think I’ve ever seen a defensive impact that low. Maybe John 
Klingberg can help as a third-pairing puck-mover, but expecting more in a 
top-four role is dicey. Klingberg has allowed a controlled entry on 71 
percent of his targets, one of the worst marks in the league. 

5. Max Domi, Blackhawks 

Read more: Players to avoid 

Unless Domi can be really insulated on a sheltered scoring line he feels 
like a bad fit for any serious contender. His aversion to defense is 
antithetical to playoff-style hockey and his offensive efficiency isn’t quite 
strong enough to warrant top-six status. A recent hot stretch with 13 
points in his last six games does give room for pause on the latter front 
— but Domi’s 49 points in 59 games don’t tell the whole story. 

6. Brock Boeser, Canucks 

Once one of the prized possessions of the Canucks core, Brock Boeser 
has been in decline for three straight seasons, going from a surefire first-
liner to an average third-liner. Boeser can still produce in the right setting, 
but his famed shot hasn’t earned him many five-on-five goals lately and 
he’s become a serious liability defensively. The Canucks — a very bad 
defensive team — see their expected goals against increase by half a 
goal with Boeser on the ice. Also worth noting: Boeser is a complete 
passenger in transition with an incredibly low 36 percent controlled entry 
rate. League average is closer to 51 percent and he ranks second last on 
the Canucks. 

7. Nick Bjugstad, Coyotes 

Read more: Under the radar 

A nifty acquisition for what likely won’t be a very high price. Nick Bjugstad 
has had strong defensive impacts for four straight years and has more 
than held his own this year in a very big role. Would be an excellent 
fourth-line addition, especially for teams looking for size down the middle. 

8. Adam Henrique, Ducks 

Adam Henrique is currently injured, which puts a damper on things, but 
he’s been a consistent second-line scorer for much of his career. He’s 
versatile, playing center and wing, and has a strong ability to create 
chances and finish them. Teams looking for goals can do a lot worse, 
though he’ll need to be put on a line with someone who can get him the 
puck. Henrique has one of the league’s lowest zone entry rates and is a 
below-average passer and forechecker. 

9. Carson Soucy, Kraken 

Read more: Under the radar 

Still hard to believe Carson Soucy would be traded considering Seattle’s 
spot in the playoff race, but he’s an attractive get with his ability to 
suppress goals against. Even if his game doesn’t translate to a top-four 
role, he’s a big and mean defender who has proven he can win sheltered 
minutes. Soucy is one of the league’s best at defending the rush. 

10. Kevin Hayes, Flyers 

Kudos to the Flyers if they can cash in on Kevin Hayes’ bounce-back in 
production by getting out of his contract. Hayes is playing at a 66-point 
pace, but that has a lot to do with a regular shift on the top power play 
(60 percent of the minutes) where he’s scoring on 25 percent of his shots 
(his career average is half of that). He’s still a productive second-line 
scorer, but that’s hardly worth $7.14 million for three more seasons given 
how poor he is defensively. The Flyers have been outscored at five-on-
five with Hayes on the ice in every single season he’s been on the team. 

11. Lars Eller, Capitals 

Teams can do a lot worse than Lars Eller if they’re looking for a pure 
defensive specialist in the bottom six. His impacts in that role remain 
strong enough that he can be an asset there — just don’t expect much of 
any offense. Eller’s 1.03 points-per-60 at five-on-five this year is a career-
low and while he may regress to his previous form, his age suggests 
that’s unlikely. 

12. Shayne Gostisbehere, Coyotes 

We’ve learned two things over the last two seasons with Shayne 
Gostisbehere: He can still score, and please keep him away from the top 
pair. Gostisbehere didn’t come to Arizona with a sterling defensive 
reputation, and for good reason given what he’s done since as one of 
their top options. He’s bled chances and goals against, showing why the 
Flyers were hesitant to use him in heavy minutes near the end of his 
tenure there. Give him shelter and he can be a useful puck-mover that 
can quarterback a power play. Expect more and teams will likely be 
disappointed. 

13. Conor Sheary, Capitals 
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There was a time when Conor Sheary was an unstoppable stud next to 
Sidney Crosby. Since then, he’s rounded out into a serviceable middle-
six guy; a plug-and-play type with some offensive flash who’s good at 
getting pucks up ice. He’s small, but could be useful as a third-line 
scorer. 

14. Matt Dumba, Wild 

It’s been a long time since Matt Dumba was an offensive dynamo racking 
up goals. Lately, he’s been an important cog on Minnesota’s vaunted 
shutdown pair with Jonas Brodin and is excellent at limiting zone entries, 
but the last two years have seen Dumba’s offensive output really dry up. 
He’s fallen out of favor for good reason given his contract and could 
definitely use a change of scenery. Dumba is still a top-four defender, but 
not a very strong one. 

15. Joel Edmundson, Canadiens 

Read more: Players to avoid 

Injuries have turned Joel Edmundson into a shade of the player he once 
was. He was a beast during the 2021 playoffs, but it’s hard to love 
anything he’s done since. In a vacuum he’s a decent flier as a 
reclamation project given his past — it just doesn’t feel like that’s actually 
how he’ll be valued on the market. 

16. Dante Fabbro, Predators 

He’s a surprising name on the list, but Dante Fabbro has clearly fallen 
out of favor this season and has seen his ice time drop precipitously from 
his last two seasons. Fabbro’s numbers over the last few years need to 
be taken with a grain of salt given his sheltered usage, but they still point 
to a solid defensive player with varying degrees of offensive efficiency. 
Some years he’s great, some average, some awful. Who knows in that 
regard, but at the very least his defensive value has stayed consistent. 
That’s worth something, even if he only ends up being a third-pair guy 
rather than the top-four option many expected of him once. 

17. Cam Talbot, Senators 

A perfectly cromulent netminder, one who is performing exactly as 
expected this season. Cam Talbot has bounced back nicely after a trying 
2021-22 season, though any prospective team trading for him should do 
it with a backup role in mind. He’s not a starter anymore. 

18. Dmitry Kulikov, Ducks 

Read more: Players to avoid 

Dmitry Kulikov was a useful defenseman as early as last year, but there 
have been no signs of that this season. Last year’s effort makes him 
attractive in the right role, but that feels like an outlier in a long career as 
a negative-value player. His usage with the Ducks was obviously far too 
extreme and maybe he’d be OK as a sheltered third-pairing option — it 
just probably isn’t worth the risk. 

19. Jordan Greenway, Wild 

In 43 games this year, Jordan Greenway has just two goals and six 
points. Yikes. Considering his defensive impact remains strong, he’s still 
creating chances, has an individual points percentage of 29 percent and 
has an on-ice shooting percentage three points below his last two 
seasons. He feels like a decent buy-low bet. Worst-case scenario he’s a 
good defensive fourth-liner. Best case he’s a useful middle-six 
contributor. 

Data via Evolving Hockey 
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ESPN / NHL trade tiers: Best forwards, defensemen, goalies on the 
move 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

For the record, the 2023 NHL trade deadline is still scheduled for Friday, 
March 3, even if most of the league has decided to get their holiday 
shopping done early. 

According to CapFriendly, the average number of trades made in the 14 
days leading to the trade deadline was 17.6 over the past 10 seasons. In 
2022-23, there were 27 trades made in that time period as of Tuesday. 

Those trades included most of the biggest names that were expected to 
move before the deadline: Patrick Kane (traded to the New York 
Rangers), Timo Meier (New Jersey Devils), Ryan O'Reilly (Toronto Maple 
Leafs), Mattias Ekholm (Edmonton Oilers) and Dmitry Orlov (Boston 
Bruins) among them. Go back even further, and you'll find trades for 
Vladimir Tarasenko (Rangers) and Bo Horvat (New York Islanders). 

With so many trades and so little salary cap space, what's left for Friday's 
deadline? 

Plenty, actually. Significant names still need new homes. Contenders still 
need to fill lineup holes. Rebuilding teams still want to amass picks and 
prospects. And given the "third party" trade creativity we've seen this 
season -- with "broker" teams picking up draft picks in exchange for 
retaining salary on a traded player -- there's a chance for more big moves 
under the cap before the deadline. 

Here are the trade tiers for the 2023 NHL trade deadline, such as they 
are at this moment. 

Elite trade target 

Jakob Chychrun, D, Arizona Coyotes 

The 24-year-old defenseman hasn't played since Feb. 10 for "trade-
related reasons," a justification that has entered into the hockey lexicon 
this season. He requested a trade out of Arizona last season. The clamor 
around his availability this deadline makes it seem like that wish might 
finally be granted. 

There's a robust market for Chychrun's services, because of his age, size 
(6-2) and the overall quality of his game -- including offensive upside that 
could be realized on a better roster. Most of all, his contract: He's signed 
through 2024-25 with a $4.6 million annual cap hit. 

GM Bill Armstrong has been seeking two first-round picks, although that 
could materialize as a first-round pick and a blue-chip prospect who's the 
equivalent of one. That's the starting point in the package coming back to 
the Coyotes -- there will have to be more. 

Another part of the asking price: The Coyotes are not looking to take on 
any additional salary beyond what's due Chychrun, something that 
reportedly stalled out talks with the Los Angeles Kings earlier this month. 
They also don't want to retain any of Chychrun's contract. According to 
an NHL source, the Boston Bruins were in talks with Arizona about 
acquiring Chychrun before making their trade for Washington Capitals 
defenseman Dmitry Orlov, but the Coyotes balked at the notion of 
retaining part of Chychrun's contract. 

What makes the Chychrun derby exciting is that it's not relegated to 
contenders. Teams that are outside of the playoffs like the Buffalo 
Sabres and St. Louis Blues could also make their pitches to acquire this 
foundational player as a longer-term play. 

Top pending free agent tier 

Matt Dumba, D, Minnesota Wild 

James van Riemsdyk, LW, Philadelphia Flyers 

There are a few players in these tiers whose inclusion falls under the 
"could be traded if an offer bowls his general manager over as if he were 
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struck by the boulder from 'Raiders of the Lost Ark.'" Dumba is one of 
those players. 

The 28-year-old Wild defenseman is an unrestricted free agent this 
offseason. While he hasn't had the best season in Minnesota, his play 
has trended up recently. "If somebody comes through and offers us a 
boatload for him, we'll think about it," Wild GM Bill Guerin said. "I would 
probably bet that he's here through the end of the year, but I can't make 
that promise." 

James van Riemsdyk is in his 14th NHL season and has 23 points in 40 
games for the Flyers ahead of unrestricted free agency. He's still a player 
with a great net-front presence who could be an asset on the power play 
for a contending team. But Philly would have to find a way to slice into his 
$7 million cap hit in order to make a trade work. 

Top players with term tier 

Brock Boeser, RW, Vancouver Canucks 

Kevin Hayes, C, Philadelphia Flyers 

J.T. Miller, C, Vancouver Canucks 

Colton Parayko, D, St. Louis Blues 

Nick Schmaltz, C/RW, Arizona Coyotes 

This tier seems to change every few hours, given the amount of tire-
kicking that's happening leading up to March 3. 

The Canucks have explored trading Boeser in recent weeks, as the 26-
year-old winger has two more seasons left at a $6.65 million annual cap 
hit beyond this one. Miller, 29, is "week to week" with an injury; his status 
with the Canucks seemingly changes week-to-week as well. His seven-
year contract extension ($8 million AAV) begins next season, with a full 
no-movement clause that kicks in with it. The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
reported this week that the Penguins and Canucks had been engaged in 
trade talks regarding Miller, who grew up in the suburbs of Pittsburgh. 

The Blues have opted to move players out at the trade deadline. 
Parayko, 29, has a no-trade clause and is in the first season of an eight-
year contract that carries a $6.5 million annual cap hit. While he has 
struggled this season, he could be a first-pairing defenseman for any 
team -- and the Blues could amass more picks and players to transform 
their roster in the offseason. 

Flyers GM Chuck Fletcher was asked on Tuesday about trading Hayes, 
and said the potential for such a move was there, saying that he's 
expressed to teams that "we're open to ideas and willing to listen to a lot 
of different types of scenarios." The Flyers want to get younger. Hayes, 
30, has a 12-team no-trade clause. 

Schmaltz, 27, doesn't have the profile of these other names. What he 
does have: a contract that runs through 2025-26 with a $5.85 million 
annual cap hit, as well as 98 points in his past 106 games. There's a 
reason GM Bill Armstrong sees him as a core player. Acquiring him 
wouldn't come cheaply. 

Check back this summer tier 

Thatcher Demko, G, Vancouver Canucks 

Christian Dvorak, C, Montreal Canadiens 

John Gibson, G, Anaheim Ducks 

Erik Karlsson, D, San Jose Sharks 

Torey Krug, D, St. Louis Blues 

Travis Sanheim, D, Philadelphia Flyers 

Ivan Provorov, D, Philadelphia Flyers 

It's a tribute to Karlsson's 77 points in 60 games that his name featured 
prominently in the trade market, as his $11.5 million cap hit through 
2026-27 and full no-movement clause had some claiming it was an 

unmovable contract. If he does move, it's likely not at the trade deadline: 
Karlsson recently said he hasn't been asked to waive his NMC and "it'd 
be weird" if GM Mike Grier asked him so close to the deadline. "We've 
had plenty of time for that if that was the case," Karlsson said this week. 

Demko just returned to the Canucks' lineup this week. While trading a 
goalie of Demko's quality might seem deleterious to Vancouver's future 
success, there's been speculation the Canucks could move the 27-year-
old for a sizable return. He has a $5 million annual cap hit and is signed 
through 2025-26. 

The Flyers are sellers, according to GM Chuck Fletcher, and that could 
include two 26-year-old defensemen. Sanheim is 26, and has an eight-
year contract extension kicking in this summer -- one that carries a $6.25 
million AAV and a no-trade clause. Provorov has two more years left on 
his deal, at $6.75 million AAV. The Flyers could be compelled to move 
both ahead of significant salary increases: Sanheim makes $8.125 
million in total salary next season while Provorov's salary jumps to $8.5 
million. 

Krug, 31, is signed through 2026-27 with a $6.5 million annual cap hit 
and a no-trade clause. He has been limited to 41 games due to injury, 
and is a minus-28. 

Given where the cap is this deadline, a player like Dvorak isn't at the top 
of the acquisition list. But with two years at $4.45 million per year left 
after this one, there might be a better market for the 27-year-old this 
summer. 

Finally, there's John Gibson. The 29-year-old is signed through 2026-27. 
He finished ninth in the ESPN positional rankings, so he's got some 
respect out there. But it's not a contract that would move at the deadline, 
especially given his 10-team trade protection. 

Help up front tier 

Andreas Athanasiou, LW/RW, Chicago Blackhawks 

Nick Bonino, C, San Jose Sharks 

Jason Dickinson, C, Chicago Blackhawks 

Max Domi, C, Chicago Blackhawks 

Mikael Granlund, F, Nashville Predators 

Adam Henrique, C, Anaheim Ducks 

Kevin Labanc, C, San Jose Sharks 

Sam Reinhart, RW, Florida Panthers 

Jack Roslovic, C, Columbus Blue Jackets 

The NHL sent a memo to teams on Tuesday warning that the league will 
investigate trades that involve injured players and the acquiring team 
keeping them on long-term injured reserve until the playoffs. It hasn't 
chilled the market, as injured Gustav Nyquist was traded to the Wild on 
Tuesday. That could be good news for Adam Henrique. 

Two of the more interesting names here are Granlund and Reinhart. The 
former could be part of a larger housecleaning in Nashville. He's 31 and 
can play center or wing, carrying a $5 million AAV through 2025. It's been 
a down year for him, but he could bolster a forward group. Reinhart falls 
into that "if the Panthers were overwhelmed by an offer" category. He's 
got 45 points in 61 games and is signed through next season at a $6.5 
million cap hit. 

Roslovic has 34 points in 57 games, but his future with the Jackets is a 
bit unclear. Domi is bound to generate interest from contending teams, 
but there's a chance he could be part of the rebuild in Chicago as well. 

Help on the back end tier 

Tyson Barrie, D, Nashville Predators 

Tony DeAngelo, D, Philadelphia Flyers 
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Shayne Gostisbehere, D, Arizona Coyotes 

Dante Fabbro, D, Nashville Predators 

Radko Gudas, D, Florida Panthers 

Dmitry Kulikov, D, Anaheim Ducks 

Marco Scandella, D, St. Louis Blues 

Kevin Shattenkirk, D, Anaheim Ducks 

Carson Soucy, D, Seattle Kraken 

Among the puck-moving defensemen, there are some options. Barrie, 
31, just joined this list yesterday, as the Predators acquired him in the 
Mattias Ekholm trade. While his power-play numbers aren't going to be 
what they were feeding pucks to Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, 
he's a capable quarterback. His even-strength play often leaves one 
wanting more, however. 

Gostisbehere, 29, is in the final year of his contract ($4.5 million AAV). 
He couldn't keep it rolling after a hot start -- Gostisbehere has four points 
in his past 16 games -- but he has 30 points in 51 games this season. 
Shattenkirk, 34, has a $3.9 million cap hit and a modified no-trade 
clause. The 13-year veteran won a Stanley Cup with Tampa Bay in 2020. 

DeAngelo is the most productive of this trio with 34 points in 56 games, 
and is signed for an additional season at $5 million AAV. He has been a 
healthy scratch and was called out by coach John Tortorella for his 
defense this season. 

On the "defensive defenseman" side, Kulikov ($2.25 million AAV) has a 
modified no-trade clause before hitting unrestricted free agency this 
summer. Scandella has another year at $3.275 million against the cap, a 
modified no-trade clause and has played only three games this season 
due to injuries. The Panthers have gotten calls on Gudas but would likely 
move the pending UFA only for a commensurate NHL player, given that 
they're in the playoff hunt. 

There's been heavy speculation that Dante Fabbro could end up in San 
Jose, with his former college coach David Quinn. Soucy is a pending 
unrestricted free agent with a $2.75 million cap hit whom the Kraken 
could make available. 

Help in the way back tier 

Jonathan Quick, G, Columbus Blue Jackets 

James Reimer, G, San Jose Sharks 

Anthony Stolarz, G, Anaheim Ducks 

Cam Talbot, G, Ottawa Senators 

Karel Vejmelka, G, Arizona Coyotes 

There were four NHL-level goalies traded near the 2022 deadline, 
including Marc-Andre Fleury being sent to the Minnesota Wild. The 2023 
trade season could yield fewer goalie moves, given how many 
contending teams are set in the crease. 

One of the few teams that might have needed a goalie -- the Los Angeles 
Kings -- acquired one on Wednesday by trading for Joonas Korpisalo of 
the Blue Jackets (and sending Jonathan Quick to Columbus). 

Speculation is that the Blue Jackets will now attempt to move Quick on to 
another contending team before the deadline. He's an unrestricted free 
agent after this season. 

The other rentals here are Reimer, Stolarz and most notably Talbot, who 
just returned from injury for the Senators. Vejmelka is signed through 
2024-25 at a $2.725 million annual cap hit. He's the best of the bunch 
(10th in goals saved above expected in the NHL) but wouldn't come 
cheaply. 

Washington Capitals reset tier 

Lars Eller, C 

Nicolas Aube-Kubel, RW 

Conor Sheary, LW/RW 

Trevor van Riemsdyk, D 

Needless to say, this tier was much more robust as of Tuesday morning. 
But the Capitals continued their pending unrestricted free agent 
"everything must go!" routine by sending Erik Gustafsson to the Maple 
Leafs and Marcus Johansson to the Wild. 

(This was the fifth time that Johansson has been traded since 2017 and 
the second time he's been traded by the Capitals. It's entirely possible 
that "Johansson" is Swedish for "Stempniak.") 

GM Brian MacLellan still has other players to move, provided he doesn't 
hammer out contract extensions with some of them. 

Eller is the most interesting one from a contender's standpoint. The 33-
year-old veteran's offense took a tumble this season, but he's a good 
bottom-six center who's very familiar with the playoff grind. The Capitals 
could retain something on his $3.5 million cap hit. Sheary ($1.5 million) 
has 30 points in 62 games, along with two Stanley Cup rings from his 
Penguins days. "TVR" could bolster a team's penalty kill while also 
pitching in at 5-on-5. 

Bargain Beauties tier 

Justin Braun, D, Philadelphia Flyers 

Patrick Brown, C, Philadelphia Flyers 

Nick Bjugstad, C, Arizona Coyotes 

Nick Seeler, D, Philadelphia Flyers 

Austin Watson, LW/RW, Ottawa Senators 

A few Flyers make this tier. Brown ($750,000 AAV) is a solid defensive 
forward who could round out a fourth line. Seeler makes $775,000 
against the cap through next season, and brings physicality in his 14:35 
per game in average ice time. He's been one of the bright spots 
analytically for the Flyers, leading them in wins above replacement (2.1). 
Braun ($1 million AAV) brings experience and toughness. 

Watson ($1.5 million AAV) is a UFA next summer and could be a gritty, 
penalty-killing addition to someone's bottom six. Bjugstad has 23 points 
in 59 games with the Coyotes, and the journeyman pending UFA makes 
only $900,000 against the cap. 

Value drop tier 

Max Comtois, LW, Anaheim Ducks 

Jonathan Drouin, C/LW, Montreal Canadiens 

Jordan Greenway, LW, Minnesota Wild 

Conor Garland, RW, Vancouver Canucks 

John Klingberg, D, Anaheim Ducks 

Joel Edmundson, D, Montreal Canadiens 

Our last group is a collection of players whose value has dropped this 
season for one reason or another. 

This tier was basically created for Klingberg. He was once counted 
among the better offensive defensemen in the NHL, and had 47 points in 
74 games with Dallas last season. But when a big-money multiyear 
contract didn't materialize in the offseason, Klingberg signed a one-year, 
$7 million contract with the Ducks. His season has been underwhelming 
in traditional stats (24 points in 50 games) and advanced metrics (minus-
6.1 goals scored above replacement). Can the Ducks find a taker, 
considering he also has a 10-team no-trade list? 
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Comtois is a pending RFA who hasn't been able to find a defined role in 
Anaheim. Drouin's inability to stay in the lineup and his cap hit ($5.5 
million) mean he's likely headed to a career course correction as an 
unrestricted free agent. Greenway's production dip in the first season of a 
new three-year deal ($3 million AAV) has made him available from the 
Wild. Garland's points per 60 minutes rate has declined for two straight 
seasons, and he's in the second campaign of a five-year contract with a 
$4.95 million cap hit. Edmundson can be a solid defender, but injuries 
have limited him and his appeal this season -- plus, he's signed through 
next season at a $3.5 million annual cap hit. 

As you can see, there are still plenty of players who could be moved 
before the trade deadline ... despite so many having moved already. 
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Sportsnet.ca / ‘It’s disappointing’: Maple Leafs’ stars fail to show up 
against motivated Oilers 

 

Luke Fox  

 

EDMONTON – After watching their general manager leave it all out there 
this week, the Toronto Maple Leafs’ hockey players could have chosen to 
do the same. 

Instead, they took the option. 

Lacking bite and directness, slinking out of their systems and summoning 
nary a notable moment from their top-end talent, the players Kyle Dubas 
tried to give a boost fell flat in a 5-2 loss to the Edmonton Oilers 
Wednesday. 

“We just didn’t play with any purpose or intelligence,” said Sheldon 
Keefe, visibly perturbed. “It’s just disappointing. 

“I thought the new guys played fine here today. It’s the guys that we 
regularly count on that weren’t good enough.” 

Connor McDavid scored two goals.  

Zach Hyman posted two points. 

Auston Matthews registered all of two shots. John Tavares the same. 

Morgan Rielly had two giveaways. 

William Nylander’s seven-game point streak was snuffed out by a dash-3 
performance.  

And Justin Holl — throwing hits like his job with Toronto depends on it — 
lost an unlikely fight to Ryan Nugent-Hopkins, of all people, in garbage 
time. 

Not one Leaf finished in the plus column in this, the club’s most lopsided 
loss since the all-star break, when they were defeated by the Boston 
Bruins by the same margin. 

Depth forward Sam Lafferty and shutdown defenceman Jake McCabe 
both committed penalties in their Leafs debut, and although they 
performed fine, clearly there is more practice time needed. 

Thing is, the scoreboard could’ve grown even more crooked had Toronto 
not tightened up in the third period and got the benefit of a call or two. 

“The way we were playing, we might have given up 10 if we stayed like 
that,” Keefe said. “Just way too many clear paths to the net for them 
tonight.” 

David Kämpf didn’t celebrate the lone 5-on-5 goal for the Leafs because 
it may have been the result of an offside rush that went unchallenged. 

Starter Ilya Samsonov — who made some nice saves — actually allowed 
seven pucks into his net. The goaltender caught no-goal breaks in the 
form of a quick whistle and a McDavid interference penalty.  

“Our opponent tonight was very focused and very committed to play 
together to win the game,” Keefe said, crediting the Oilers on World 
Compliment Day. 

The coach pointed to McDavid’s opening 5-on-4 strike at the 3:46 mark 
as the turning point. It was all uphill from there. 

“The way we started the penalty kill against the No. 1 power-play in the 
history of the NHL — we get our first exit, give it right back to ’em. Like, 
we’re not serious about winning when that’s the case,” Keefe said. 

“Those are our regular penalty-killers, our top people. That’s how we 
started the game, and didn’t get much better from there.” 

The team that needed — and wanted — the two points more locked them 
up swiftly and efficiently. 

The Oilers had lost six of their past eight and are entrenched in a playoff 
battle. They’re well within striking distance of the Pacific Division title and 
tumbling distance from the wild card or worse. 

In other words, the regular season still matters in Alberta the way Keefe 
wishes it did in Ontario.  

The Maple Leafs arrived in town high off a three-game win streak and a 
three-trade Tuesday and a three-hour Bruce Springsteen concert. 

Then McDavid & Co. promptly dictated terms like their boss, owning the 
neutral zone and reaching 52 goals and 118 points before the deadline. 

Matthews: “He’s obviously a freak.” 

Nylander: “It's crazy. He’s scoring more than ever this year, and the 
assists still keep coming. He's just dialing it up even more.” 

Keefe: “The stats, the video, whatever it is, they just scream that he's on 
another level, that no one is anywhere close to at this point.” 

The team whose stars showed up won the game, as is so often the 
hockey way. 

“But it’s not a reflection of who we are, what we are as a team,” Keefe 
insisted. 

On the bright side, the Maple Leafs get a chance to show what they 
really are 24 hours from now, in Calgary. 

Joseph Woll will play.  

Hopefully, a few others will join him. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Once the Leafs played their way out of the game, Keefe began tinkering 
with a third line of Kerfoot–O’Reilly–Lafferty, bumping Calle Järnkrok up 
to the second unit with John Tavares and William Nylander. 

That is a third line that Keefe has been wanting to try out for a while. 

• Something tells me the Molson Cup is not the one McDavid is after… 

• A rested Jack Campbell — Edmonton’s UFA splash — was not given 
the net in a big game against his former team. That says all you need 
know about the state of the crease in Oil Country. 

Campbell’s past four outings have all been losses. He has surrendered 
four or more goals in each of those. 

• Zach Hyman scored 21 goals and 41 points in his most productive 
season for Toronto. Hanging a two-point effort on the team that wouldn’t 
sign him, Hyman already has 29 goals and 71 points for Edmonton this 
season — with 20 games to go. 

Hyman rates 15th overall in league scoring, tied with the likes of all-stars 
Nathan MacKinnon, Kirill Kaprizov, and Mikko Rantanen. 
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• Having won a Stanley Cup with brother Brayden, Ryan O’Reilly smiles 
wide when asked for his take on the Luke Schenn trade: “It's nice to have 
the Human Eraser here… Big piece.” 

Schenn’s old No. 2 was given to Jake McCabe between this week’s 
trades and he was slated to wear No. 22. 

McCabe awoke to a text message from Schenn Wednesday asking how 
locked in he was to wearing No. 2.  

McCabe graciously made the switch: “It’s cool that he gets it back.” 

“That number, on that jersey, means so much to me. Really grateful that 
Jake was willing to make the change. It started 15 years ago for me and 
extremely excited to be back wearing the Maple Leaf,” Schenn told Carlo 
Colaiacovo.  

“Any other team, I wouldn’t care about my jersey number, but on this 
team it’s special to me.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Ekholm’s strong defensive presence noticeable in debut 
as Oilers take down Maple Leafs 

 

Mark Spector  

 

EDMONTON — Mattias Ekholm has seen the circus before.  

But he’s never been allowed to enjoy it like he did on Wednesday, as the 
Edmonton Oilers' newest addition watched Connor McDavid notch his 
fifth consecutive two-goal game in a 5-2 win over the Toronto Maple 
Leafs.  

What was he thinking while McDavid was doing his thing? A thing that 
hasn’t been accomplished since Alex Mogilny some 30 years ago?  

“It's kind of nice to see that he doesn't just do it to you,” the big Swede 
said with a smile. “Just to see him do it in person, it’s pretty cool. I mean, 
it's like nobody else.”  

With Ekholm eating up almost 21 minutes on the blue-line, Edmonton’s 
D-corps looked unlike anything we’ve seen in this building this season. 
They were a calm, stout and defensively sound unit, never in doubt of 
dropping a point in a game they dominated for most of 60 minutes — and 
all the minutes that mattered.  

“He showed exactly what he is going to bring to this team tonight,” 
McDavid said of Ekholm. “Just stable. A really, really good, solid 
defender back there.”  

If it was Edmonton’s defensive posture that Ekholm was brought in to 
help straighten out, then for one night at least, the Oilers stood up tall 
against one of the NHL’s best offensive clubs. Toronto had just 22 shots 
and one goal at five-on-five, as Edmonton led 5-1 after two and gave up 
only a powerplay goal in the third.  

"Our team has been hitting its stride post-Christmas,” said head coach 
Jay Woodcroft. “We had to make some hard decisions that drive culture, 
and we've seen some strong results. We've lost three of the last 20 in 
regulation.”  

Since Christmas the Oilers have gone 15-6-6, best in the Western 
Conference. Most importantly, in those 27 games they’ve allowed two 
goals or less 13 times.  

“They defended hard, played us hard,” said Toronto’s John Tavares, the 
exact quote Woodcroft would want to read coming out of the opposition's 
locker room. “We weren’t at the level that we needed to be.”  

The team with the NHL’s most powerful offence, Edmonton is going to 
win 80 per cent of games in which they allow two or less.  

Which is where Ekholm comes in.  

“I take a lot of pride in the defensive side of the game. I think that's where 
I'm at my best,” he said. “So knowing that if I do my job to 100 per cent, 
there's a high probability that the outcome of the game is going to be 
really good.”  

The 32-year-old got to town at 1:30 p.m., and logged 20:50 of ice time — 
just 30 seconds on the powerplay. Playing mostly with Evan Bouchard — 
the pair was plus-2 — Ekholm’s presence simply eases the role of every 
other defenceman, making the group of seven look better as a whole and 
individually.  

“When the batting order is set a certain way,” explained Woodcroft, 
“everybody looks good. I thought we got good minutes from everybody 
who played tonight — on the back end and up front. But it was nice to 
add someone of Ekholm’s quality to the lineup.”  

In front of a full house split equally among Oilers and Leafs fans, 
Edmonton actually deposited seven pucks past Leafs goalie Ilya 
Samsonov. One was called back on a minor penalty, and another on an 
early whistle — and clear referee’s error — that cost Warren Foegele his 
12th of the season.  

And it was Samsonov, not Stuart Skinner, who was tasked with stopping 
three others that had fans with their arms in the air, expecting the red 
light to go on. Skinner was as good as he had to be, and you can’t 
sneeze at allowing only two to a team with the weapons that Toronto has.  

But this game was Edmonton’s from the anthems to the post-game beers 
— a 5-2 game that easily could have been seven or eight to two.  

Of course, McDavid drove the bus. It’s not often he won’t come up large 
on the big stage — a nationally televised game against the mighty Maple 
Leafs. And on this night he simply logged goals 51 and 52 on the season, 
then added an assist for point number 118 in game No. 62.  

Another two-goal night — his fifth in a row. Ho hum.  

“Sometimes it just goes in,” he shrugged. “I felt like I was playing good 
hockey before and it just wasn’t going in for me. You kind of get a bounce 
and it seems to go in for you. It is a funny game that way.”  

Meanwhile, this marked the 100th game behind the bench for Woodcroft. 
His record after the century milestone: 59-30-11, for a .645 points 
percentage that is fifth best in NHL over that span of time. 
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Sportsnet.ca / What the Senators get in coveted defenceman Jakob 
Chychrun 

 

Jason Bukala and Rory Boylen  

 

Why trading Chychrun to Senators ended up being best option for 
Coyotes 

Elliotte Friedman joins Caroline Cameron on Hockey Central to discuss 
the Ottawa Senators' trading three draft picks, including a conditional 
first-rounder, to the Arizona Coyotes for Jakob Chychrun, and much 
more. 

Though it will be an uphill battle to chase down the five points and leap 
over the three teams necessary to reach the East's second wild-card 
spot, the Ottawa Senators nevertheless were buyers Wednesday 
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evening, shooting their shot and acquiring one of the best -- and 
youngest -- defencemen on the market. 

Jakob Chychrun, on the trade board for at least a year and a half, was 
finally dealt out of Arizona, and immediately firms up what's looking like 
an exciting core of Ottawa blueliners. Chychrun hasn't played since Feb. 
10 due to trade-related reasons, but now will be a big part in their run this 
season and the team's future from here. 

"A defenceman we've coveted, Jakob is big and plays imposing," Sens 
GM Pierre Dorion said in a statement. "He possesses a quality skill set; 
he defends hard and is highly skilled. He uses his heavy shot with 
accuracy and is effective at creating offence as a threat at the offensive 
blue line." 

The price was entirely worth it, too. 

The Coyotes had reportedly been after a package of two first-round picks 
or equal value for Chychrun, but in the end, will settle for one first and 
two seconds. Ottawa also took the full $4.6 million of Chychrun's cap hit, 
which not every other suitor was willing to do, but is entirely affordable for 
to the Senators. 

As the East's big teams have made monumental moves in the past few 
days, Ottawa made a big statement in acquiring Chychrun, and position 
themselves to be an up-and-coming factor in the conference. 

To get an idea of just how transformative Chychrun could be to the 
Senators, we turn to our scout Jason Bukala. 

SCOUT'S ANALYSIS 

Ottawa Receives 

• Jakob Chychrun 

The Senators have been looking to add to their defence corps for 
months, and land a potential top-pairing blueliner in this trade with 
Arizona. 

Jakob Chychrun turns 25 at the end of March. The 6-foot-2, 210-pound 
left-shot defender is signed through 2024-25 with a $4.6 million cap hit. 

Chychrun is a mobile, two-way defenceman who can be used in a variety 
of situations. The bulk of his minutes come at even strength and the 
power-play. He is capable of killing penalties if required, too. 

On the power play he is proficient at finding “quiet ice” and presenting 
himself as an option coming through the slot, or working plays through 
back door seams. When he gets pucks in the middle of the ice, or walks 
off the half wall, he has a quick and accurate release to the net. 

Chychrun is best defined as an “area” defender who has good jump to 
space in small areas. He relies on containing opponents to the outside 
more than being physically punishing. I describe him as a “bumper” who 
will sneak up on people occasionally and lay a big hit. He had 43 hits and 
56 blocks in 36 games with the Coyotes this season. 

Here’s a look at Chychrun’s stats in Arizona this season: 

Arizona Receives 

• Conditional 2023 first-rounder 

• Conditional 2024 second-rounder 

• Second-round pick in 2026 

There’s a 50-contract limit for all organizations in the NHL. The Coyotes 
will eventually have to make some difficult decisions managing their 
assets as they mature. 

Having said that, the more chances they get to hit on draft picks who 
become impact NHL players, the better their odds. 

Here’s a look at the Coyotes' draft grid for the next three cycles: 

Image via CapFriendly 

If all goes well in the desert, the Coyotes could be moving into a new 
building someday and have a very entertaining team to assist with filling 
the seats. 

Conclusion 

I’m not privy to insider information. I have no idea what was offered to 
Arizona over the last several months when they were speaking to teams 
about trading Jakob Chychrun. 

Bill Armstrong is a savvy NHL executive. I’m sure this is what he felt was 
the best offer for Chychrun.  

I do know this: The Ottawa Senators have filled out their top four 
defencemen for the foreseeable future following this trade. The Sens now 
have Thomas Chabot, Jakob Chychrun, Artem Zub, and Jake Sanderson 
as a solid core to lean on and build around moving forward. 

The Senators are a better team as they wake up on Thursday morning, 
one day before the trade deadline, with still over $15 million dollars in 
available cap space. 
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Sportsnet.ca / What the Canucks get in surprising trade for Filip Hronek 

 

Jason Bukala and Rory Boylen  

 

If you're a Vancouver Canucks fan hanging on faint hope for a start-it-
again rebuild, do not gaze upon their latest deal. 

The Canucks used the first-round pick acquired in the Bo Horvat 
transaction to acquire Filip Hronek, a fine young 25-year-old defenceman 
from the Detroit Red Wings with another year left on his contract before 
becoming an RFA. 

There is nothing wrong with Hronek the player. As you'll see in our 
scout's breakdown below, he's having a good year and projects as a 
helpful defenceman going forward. 

But it will be asked: is he what these Canucks needed right now? 

The trouble, if you want to call it that, is seeing how Vancouver is going 
to improve itself enough for a near-term turnaround. Hronek makes $4.4 
million against the cap, meaning the Canucks already have $83.6 million 
committed to next year's roster. That very well could be over the salary 
cap already (buyouts or further trades could fix that). 

Meantime, in this trade, they've forfeited possibly two top-40 picks in 
what's regarded as a very deep draft. 

In acquiring Anthony Beauvillier, Aatu Raty, Vitali Kravtsov and flipping a 
mid-first-rounder for Hronek, the Canucks have clearly (and not for the 
first time) signalled their desire to get this thing back on the rails sooner 
than later. They have their own first-round picks from here, but only one 
second-rounder in the next three years. This will not be a deliberate build 
up through the draft. 

A couple other selling teams in St. Louis and Washington might be more 
believable bounce-back candidates in the near future, and even they 
have decided to lean into acquiring draft capital for now. The Canucks, it 
seems, are going to try and hustle along. 

Asset management will be a topic of discussion in Vancouver once again 
this week. Because while they took a step back from the draft and into 
acquiring a mid-20s defenceman with a little term left on his contract, we 
have to acknowledge that the Canucks gave up a first- and second-
rounder for Hronek, while the Ottawa Senators gave up a first-rounder 
and two seconds for Jakob Chychrun. 
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Management's goal is to get back to contending for the playoffs in a year 
or two. Is that possible? And how much will Hronek help with that goal? 
For that, we turn to our scout, Jason Bukala. 

SCOUT'S ANALYSIS 

Vancouver Receives 

• Filip Hronek 

• 2023 fourth-round pick 

Hronek is a solid NHL defender. He’s mobile. He has the brain to be 
used in all situations. He also has some push back (97 hits) and 
willingness to get in the lane to block shots (54). His year over year 
offence has spiked. This is the top point-per-game scoring average he 
has had in his career (.63). He leans middle pairing defenceman and is 
best defined as a two-way/mid-range transitional blueliner. 

Hronek is only 25 years old and will be an RFA when his current contract 
runs out at the conclusion of next season. His qualifying offer to retain his 
rights at that time will be $5.28 million. 

The Canucks also receive a fourth-round pick in the upcoming draft. 

Here’s a look at Vancouver’s draft board following this trade with Detroit: 

The first-round pick Vancouver gives up is the one they received in the 
Bo Horvat trade. The conditions on it are as follows: 

The pick becomes an unprotected 2024 first-rounder if it’s in the top (12) 
this season. With the current standing of the Islanders, there is a chance 
this pick could fall between 13–16 this season. 

If the draft happened today, the second-round pick would slot at 38th 
overall. 

Conclusion 

The Red Wings did very well in this deal. They potentially added two 
picks in the top 40 of the very deep 2023 draft class. 

Hronek is a nice addition for the Canucks because he improves their 
defence corps. I have to be honest, and transparent, however. When I 
string together the Bo Horvat transaction and this trade with Detroit, this 
is how it looks to me: 

To Vancouver: Filip Hronek, Anthony Beauvillier, Aatu Raty, 2023 fourth-
round pick (DET) 

Cost: Bo Horvat, 2023 first-round pick, 2023 second-round pick 

Or, breaking it down a different way... 

The Canucks acquired Raty, Beauvillier and the Islanders conditional first 
for Bo Horvat. (The players and the pick immediately become assets to 
the Canucks). Vancouver then spent one of the assets (the conditional 
first) and another asset (the second) to acquire Hronek and a fourth-
round pick. 

It comes down to asset management. In my experience our staff would 
have written Hronek on the board in our conference room and then ask 
ourselves a simple question: 

Does our team look better in three years with Filip Hronek and a fourth-
round prospect, or are we better in three years with two picks in the top 
40 of this draft, with one possibly being a top 16 selection? 

Professional scouting isn’t an exact science. There is an absolute 
possibility that I could be completely off-base with my conclusion. But, as 
one of my colleagues suggested, Filip Hronek’s NHL comparable is 
Brandon Montour of the Florida Panthers. I like Hronek, and I think 
Beauvillier is a nice middle six addition. Aatu Raty’s trajectory is still to be 
determined, and the fourth-round selection will obviously have to take 
time to work itself through the system. 

For context, here is a look at Montour’s stats in Florida: 

When I observe the reality that Horvat, a potential top (16) pick in this 
draft and, as it sits right now (pick 38) in this draft – is what it cost the 
Canucks for those assets – I’m more than a little bit concerned about the 
return. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Thoughts on Maple Leafs' trades and how the pieces 
could fit together 

 

Justin Bourne 

 

As of March 1 – two days before the NHL trade deadline – the Toronto 
Maple Leafs have brought in six new players and four draft picks to their 
fold, shipping out two others alongside six picks.  

I don’t think they’re done. 

Below are my thoughts on their moves over the past two days, and what I 
think comes next for the Leafs. 

TRADE PARTNER: CHICAGO 

In: Jake McCabe, Sam Lafferty, a 2024 conditional fifth-round pick, a 
2025 conditional fifth-round pick 

Out: 2025 conditional first rounder, 2026 second rounder, Joey 
Anderson, Pavel Gogolev 

Quick take: While it’s impossible to know how these guys will play, it’s a 
tremendous deal for the Leafs. You get McCabe with two additional 
seasons (so three playoff runs), 50 per cent retained salary, making him 
a $2 million players who’s playing nearly 20 minutes a night and 
performing well this season. He brings an edge the Leafs lacked. Lafferty 
is cheap, has term, brings pace and edge. The fact that the Leafs 
brought back two picks with this package so they aren’t fully without any 
going forward is an under-discussed detail, too. 

Their 2025 (top 10 protected) first and 2026 second weren’t going to help 
them for like five years. Huge win of a trade. 

TRADE PARTNER: WASHINGTON 

In: Erik Gustafsson, 2023 first-rounder (via Boston) 

Out: Rasmus Sandin 

Quick take: Sandin was a few things to the Leafs -- a guy who was going 
to be their seventh defenceman in the playoffs they didn’t fully trust, and 
a disgruntled player because of that distrust and because of contract 
issues at the start of the year. I didn’t see any way he’d fetch a first 
rounder, even a late one, so that’s a nice return for the Leafs. Gustafsson 
probably isn’t in Toronto's top six to start the playoffs, but he’s on pace 
for 50 points, has a 60-point season in his past, and was playing some 
22 minutes per game for the Capitals. He can play. 

TRADE PARTNER: NY ISLANDERS 

In: 2024 third round pick 

Out: Pierre Engvall 

Quick take: I get why the Leafs wanted to change their mix by shipping 
out Engvall: they’ve been after more “killer instinct” and those words ain’t 
Pierre. They wanted to move out salary to make room for Matt Murray’s 
return and for juggling in general. And, hey, having room for Matthew 
Knies to play – and the money to pay him – is nice too. 

That said: crummy return. Engvall skates like the wind, shoots it hard, is 
strong, drives play, kills penalties, is in his third year of a 15-plus goal 
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scoring pace, and is just 26 years old. This is presumably the best return 
that was out there, but other teams missed out by not offering something 
better to get him (say, a second-rounder). 

TRADE PARTNER: VANCOUVER CANUCKS 

In: Luke Schenn 

Out: 2023 third round pick 

One look at Tampa Bay’s forward group, with snarly competitors like the 
Nick Paul, Ross Colton, Anthony Cirelli, the fourth line of Maroon-
Bellemare-Perry, Killorn, the newly acquired Tanner Jeannot, and on and 
on … you can see why the Leafs valued someone who’ll compete like 
hell. Maybe a third-rounder this year is on the high side for Schenn, but 
he was valued by numerous teams. 

So, what’s next for the Leafs? 

My gut says they’re not done, and that they’re going to bring in a goalie 
who makes them more comfortable than Murray. The man just can’t stay 
healthy, and you simply cannot go all, all, all-in like the Leafs have, watch 
Ilya Samsonov get injured, and hand this roster to Joseph Woll who’s 
played six NHL games total. Whether Murray is good or not isn’t even the 
question, you just can’t trust his availability. 

Regarding the question of whether a current NHL back-up is even going 
to be better than Woll…have some respect for how hard the position is to 
play, let alone the human element. The pressure and scrutiny of this 
year’s Leafs playoffs is not exactly a learning environment, and after 
watching turnovers in big playoff moments fairly recently from 
inexperienced guys (see: Alex Galchenyuk, Travis Dermott), I can’t 
fathom leaving the goaltending position to a guy who’s played 17 
professional games total this season. 

So yes: I think they get another goalie. 

As for their mix now, could it look something like this in the post-season? 
Here's what I'd consider, with some thoughts on each position. 

Bunting-Matthews-Marner 

Tavares-O’Reilly-Nylander 

Kerfoot-Kampf-Jarnkrok 

Knies-Acciari-Lafferty 

Aston-Reese 

We’ve yet to see the Leafs go Matthews-Tavares-O’Reilly-Kampf down 
the gut as their four centres, and that’s a very realistic option come 
playoffs, given the Lightning have an excellent third line (Colton-Paul-
Jeannot). I’ve started Knies on the fourth line as it keeps pressure lighter, 
and he has physical support. He’s also a big body who can skate, which 
makes that one heck of a fourth line. 

Let us know in the comments what you’d like to see here. There are a ton 
of options, which you like to have in a post-season when things change 
every day. 

As for organizing the D, phew, this is a challenge: 

Rielly – Brodie 

McCabe-Holl 

Giordano-Liljegren 

Gustafsson-Schenn 

Timmins 

I list it with Liljegren in the lineup, but, last year the Leafs anticipated the 
first playoff game or two to be heavy and nasty and competitive to set the 
tone, which is why they dressed Wayne Simmonds and Kyle Clifford on 
their fourth line (that, um, didn’t go as planned). They also dressed 
Liljegren, then decided it was too much for him at the time, and he came 

out again. I think it could go the opposite for him this year, where you 
start Schenn to handle the initial banging and chirping and all that in the 
first round, but go to Liljegren as things calm down. 

Honestly I find their pairs very hard to make. Rielly needs defensive 
stability in a partner, and nobody provides that like Brodie. McCabe isn’t 
Jake Muzzin, but Muzzin-Holl was very good for the Leafs once upon a 
time, and this could be a version of that. At the end of games I think 
you’re seeing a lot of Brodie, Giordano, McCabe, then maybe Holl and 
Liljegren. 

Let us know below how you think the pairs work best. 

In all, the Leafs still don’t feel done with this group. That’s nine defenders 
they likely won’t stick with and a goalie situation that seems untenable. 
They may have some wiggle room to add if they move something where 
they’ve got a surplus. 

It’s been a week to remember for Leafs fans, and it ain’t over yet. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Opportunity knocks: With Barrie gone, Oilers' Bouchard 
gets big shot on power play 

 

Mark Spector  

 

How will Oilers look with Bouchard trying to fill Barrie's shoes on the 
power play? 

Gene Principe and Mark Spector discuss how the Edmonton Oilers will 
fair without Tyson Barrie on the power play and what will be expected of 
Evan Bouchard in his place, along with what they gain from Mattias 
Ekholm. 

EDMONTON — We like to think we’re prepared in life.  

Mature enough and financially ready for kids. Equipped with the requisite 
experience to handle that new job.  

But as my friend’s grandmother always said, “You plan, God laughs.”  

Evan Bouchard was muddling through an up-and-down sophomore 
season with the Edmonton Oilers, quarterbacking a second power-play 
unit that barely got any minutes and, frankly, was not expected to 
produce. Then, he would awake Wednesday morning with an entirely 
new set of responsibilities.  

With Tyson Barrie being traded to Nashville in the deal that sees Mattias 
Ekholm join the Oilers, the Oakville, Ont. native Bouchard finds himself 
running the best power play in the National Hockey League, and an 
absolutely integral element of any success these Oilers are going to 
have.  

Oh, and kid? Your first game in the new role is on national TV against the 
Toronto Maple Leafs.  

“It's never exciting to see someone go, but it is a little bit of opportunity 
for me,” said Bouchard, a quiet 23-year-old who will play career NHL 
game No. 164 tonight. “Hopefully I can take it and run with it.”  

Since Barrie’s arrival in Edmonton for the 2020-21 season, the Oilers 
power play has been the best in the NHL at 28.4 per cent — nearly four 
percent ahead of the second-place Maple Leafs. This season they’re 
operating at a 31.9 per cent clip, a full six points better than second-place 
Los Angeles.  

Bouchard slips in behind the wheel of the Ferrari tonight and for the 
foreseeable future. It was a job that was always going to be his, just not 
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this soon, or at this point in what has been an inconsistent season that is 
so typical in the life of a young NHL defenceman.  

Standing at the intersection of preparation and opportunity, Bouchard 
knows if he can cover off the little things that Barrie was so good at, the 
time will come when he can put his stamp on this unit with one of the 
NHL’s better slapshots.  

“(Barrie) put guys in good spots. I think that's what he was really good at. 
He took the shots whenever they were available, (but) you know, he 
made the right play,” said Bouchard. He will “try not to change it too 
much. The power play is running with some incredible numbers with the 
guys that we have on the power play. It kind of makes it a lot easier for 
me.”  

With Connor McDavid on one flank, Leon Draisaitl cocked and loaded on 
the other, Ryan Nugent-Hopkins’ subtle influence from the bumper and 
Zach Hyman or Evander Kane at net front, the guy up top’s primary job is 
to be in position to bail out a forward who is being checked, and simply 
start the unit going downhill with an accurate pass to the right player at 
the right time.  

Every once in a while, when it becomes clear a few blasts from the point 
are needed to soften up a penalty-killing unit — like in Games 3 and 4 of 
the Conference Final last season — Bouchard’s shot is an upgrade.  

“Our power play is huge. I’m sure Bouch will go in there and do a great 
job,” said Darnell Nurse, who is next in line if needed. “It’s a great power 
play (that’s been) snapping it around for a long time. That said, there are 
some pretty important special pieces down low that can make the guy up 
top feel good.  

“(Bouchard) has got lots of experience doing it, and he’s a good player. 
I’m sure he can handle it.”  

Remember, you’re always the last man back when standing at the top of 
a power-play unit constantly leaning towards the opposition's goal. Barrie 
walked the blue line with a flare that reminded us (just a little bit) of 
Sergei Zubov, and he never had the happy hands — no matter how 
badly a puck was bouncing.  

The good news, Bouchard has run this unit before.  

“We've been unafraid … to change that element up, so it's not just 
throwing somebody to the wolves,” said head coach Jay Woodcroft. “He 
got a chance to understudy underneath a pretty good power-play 
quarterback. He has a lot of ability. Now it's his turn.  

“He's no longer the understudy.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators Trade Deadline Preview: Will Dorion reward his 
players with some additions? 

 

Wayne Scanlan  

 

Ottawa Senators players have done their part.  

They didn’t just beat – they hammered – the Detroit Red Wings on 
consecutive nights, 6-2, 6-1, like a lopsided tennis match, to run their 
record to 4-2-1 over Pierre Dorion’s anointed seven-game stretch of 
games.  

Ottawa has just one game remaining before Friday’s trade deadline.  

So now what? 

To think that the Senators GM is going to instantly switch into heavy buy 
mode on the basis of four wins over a ten-day stretch seems unrealistic. 
However, there’s a sense now that Dorion will feel obliged to add a piece 
or two to reward his players for stepping up in the games preceding the 
trade deadline, not to mention a winning trend this calendar year. The 
Senators are five points back of Pittsburgh for the second wild card spot 
in the east with 22 games left in their schedule. They are six back of the 
New York Islanders for WC1, with four games in hand on the Isles.  

To say they are in the “mix” is an understatement. The Sens are tied with 
Detroit at 66 points and just two behind Buffalo.   

Even before the Senators sweep of Detroit, veteran forward Derick 
Brassard was speaking out in favour of a buy-mode attitude.  

“I honestly think that we've earned the right – maybe for Pierre to add a 
player at the deadline," Brassard said. "I think this group, we're trying to 
get to the next step and we've progressed all year long.” 

Brassard looking for Senators' GM Dorion to add players at NHL trade 
deadline 

“We want to keep winning,” said veteran winger Austin Watson, following 
his epic two-goal performance Tuesday vs Detroit, punctuated by a 
second goal that ended with him gushing blood from a high stick. Not that 
it stopped him from raising his arms in salute at the bench as he exited to 
get stitches. Of course, he returned to action.  

“We’ve put ourselves in a spot where we can touch some of the teams 
ahead of us, and we’re right there,” Watson said. “It’s hard not to look at 
the standings and see where you are. And you know it’s tough when you 
know ownership changes are coming because - what are the rules? 
What are the parameters, you know? You’ve got unrestricted free agents 
going into the trade deadline – can you sign ‘em? It’s an interesting time.” 

It certainly is. All the more so after Ottawa’s resounding victories over the 
Red Wings in what was being billed as a ‘mini-playoff.’ The Sens came 
out of it looking like a team capable of playing physical, sound playoff-
style hockey.   

Will Dorion do something to try to help his team get to the playoffs? 

He has said he could be a buyer or seller at the deadline, and possibly 
both.  

Look for the Sens to make additions where they make sense – not 
necessarily rentals for a playoff push but players that could be part of the 
picture next season. And if an offer is too good to turn down, Ottawa 
could also be selling off an asset or two that other teams might covet for 
playoff depth.   

Financials 

Projected deadline day cap space: $20,920,483 

Salary cap committed to 2023-24: $62,749,047 

Draft picks next three drafts 

2023: Rd 1, Rd 4, Rd 5, Rd 6, Rd 7 (3) 

2024: Rd 1, Rd 2 (2), Rd 4(2), Rd 5, Rd 6 

2025: Rd 1, Rd 2, Rd 3, Rd 4, Rd 5, Rd 6, Rd 7 

Needs 

Ottawa’s sorest need continues to be an experienced, top-four 
defenceman. With Jake Sanderson and Thomas Chabot already 
established, they don’t need a flashy D-man, but someone big and strong 
defensively to box out the crease. Also another forward, probably a 
centre in the short term to add depth with Josh Norris out for the season.  

The goaltending situation is interesting. Veteran Cam Talbot was added 
in the off-season to provide experience alongside Anton Forsberg. Now, 
with Forsberg out for the season, do the Senators hang onto Talbot, and 
possibly re-sign him if he helps the Sens to a playoff spot? 
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Longer term, like most teams coming out of a rebuild and into the 
contending phase, the Senators could use some depth additions all over. 
And so Dorion will be eyeing players not just for the stretch run but for 
next season as well.  

Potential targets 

D Jakob Chychrun, ARI 

6-2 | 220 lbs | 36 GP | 7 G | 21 A | 28 PIM 

The Senators have long been interested in landing the 24-year-old 
Chychrun (25 next month), but like other teams, they have balked at the 
price. With so many defencemen having already been moved, will the 
price drop on Chychrun and could Ottawa get back in the running? 
Dorion is certainly keeping tabs here. If it means dropping a couple of 
first round picks plus a top prospect, it’s doubtful Ottawa would be game 
for that deal. Chychrun has two years remaining at $4.6M.  

D Matt Roy, LAK 

6-1 | 205 lbs | 62 GP | 9 G | 10 A | 14 PIM 

The LA Kings are loaded with right-shot defencemen, which could lead 
them to move Roy or Sean Walker and perhaps both of them. Roy, 27, 
has one year left on a contract with a cap hit of $3.1M and $4.2M actual 
salary to be paid next season. (Surely the incoming Sens owners won’t 
mind). Walker earns less but is smaller and less productive than Roy. 
Walker has an AAV of $2.65M and also has one year left on a deal 
paying $3.35M actual dollars next season.  

C Nick Bjugstad, ARI 

6-6 | 209 lbs | 59 GP | 13 G | 10 A | 26 PIM 

Bjugstad has been productive and healthy for the Coyotes. And with an 
expiring contract of just $900,000 is a cheap and cheerful addition to a 
roster. Bjugstad is 30 and would bring size and add depth to Ottawa’s 
bottom six.  

Assets to trade 

G Cam Talbot 

6-4 | 196 lbs | 13-14-1 | 2.87 GAA | .905 SV% 

Talbot is a tough call. Before recent events, it would have been easy to 
see him moved as a pending UFA at the deadline. But with Anton 
Forsberg out for the year and only rookie prospects Mads Sogaard and 
Kevin Mandolese in the organization, Dorion will probably want to hang 
onto Talbot to support Sogaard down the stretch, especially with the 
Senators' on-ice performance this week. Talbot, 35, has a cap hit of 
$3.66M on his expiring contract. If Dorion sees a deal he can’t refuse and 
parts with Talbot, he would have to bring in an experienced goalie just to 
get through the season. 

RW Austin Watson 

6-4 | 204 lbs | 56 GP | 7 G | 2 A | 72 PIM 

In their 6-1 drubbing of Detroit Tuesday, Watson put on a display of why 
he wants to stay and help Ottawa win more games in a push to a playoff 
spot. But he also showed his value to a contending team looking for grit 
and depth. At 31, Watson doesn’t skate well, but his breakaway goal 
versus the Wings showed he still has some touch around the net. And 
nobody is more willing to block shots and muck it up than Watson. 
“Watty” is loved by his teammates and they won’t want to see him leave.  

Smith and Watson on playoff contention and bouncing back from the first 
half of the season 

D Nick Holden 

6-4 | 214 lbs | 51 GP | 1 G | 11 A | 10 PIM 

Holden is another veteran UFA candidate to be moved, but also a very 
popular player that would be sorely missed in the room. Holden, 35, has 

playoff experience and could be of interest to a team looking to add 
depth for a playoff grind. But if it only means a late round pick, is it worth 
giving up a third-pairing D-man who is like a crazy uncle to the younger 
Sens players? If Dorion does add a defenceman or two, Holden could be 
bumped out of the picture, either as an extra player in Ottawa or as a 
trade chip.  

Other considerations 

The Eastern Conference has turned into an arms race, with major deals 
completed by the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs and Tampa Bay 
Lightning, among others. How does that impact Dorion’s moves? Does 
he feel the need to keep pace somewhat, or does he stick to his mantra 
of helping the Senators for the future, not just the immediate? 

Watson touched on the ownership factor. Is Dorion actually limited by the 
fact he will have a new boss by the summer time? To this point, Dorion 
has been acting on the budget and guidance of his board of directors. 
The trade deadline is going to be a fascinating test case for this GM of a 
team in ownership transition. Does he have the backing to swing for the 
fences on a deal? 

Dorion himself said he could be a buyer and seller simultaneously.  

Senators fans will be watching anxiously to see how that plays out. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets Trade Deadline Preview: Cheveldayoff should try to 
bolster roster 

 

Ken Wiebe  

 

WINNIPEG — Is that Kevin Cheveldayoff lurking in the weeds, waiting 
patiently to pounce on an unexpected deal, perhaps when the prices 
have become a bit more palatable? 

Or is the general manager of the Winnipeg Jets content to see how 
things play out for his group after they’ve sputtered to the tune of 6-10-1 
in recent weeks, dipping from one of the top teams in the Central Division 
to one that’s now right in the heart of a battle for a wild-card berth in the 
Western Conference standings? 

Cheveldayoff acted on the weekend, adding winger Nino Niederreiter to 
the forward mix. He brings a number of elements the Jets don’t have a lot 
of — mainly size and an ability to score on a regular basis. 

For a team whose offence has been missing in action (33 goals scored in 
16 games before exploding for five in a 6-5 shootout loss to the Los 
Angeles Kings on Tuesday), Niederreiter was a smart add, especially 
when you consider his ability to play a physical brand of hockey and get 
under the skin of the opponent. 

That quality was certainly on display as he made his Jets debut. 

Even for a team that values its draft picks as a draft-and-development 
organization, moving a second-rounder in 2024 was a sound investment 
for a group that clearly needed a jolt. 

But it says here that Cheveldayoff will take further action in order to 
stabilize this team and put it in the best position to get back to battling for 
a spot in the top three in the Central, rather than simply hanging on for 
dear life with a pivotal back-to-back looming with the Edmonton Oilers 
this weekend. 

Every team is different, but the Oilers went out and addressed their most 
glaring need on Monday, adding veteran blue-liner Mattias Ekholm from 
the Nashville Predators. 
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Yes, the cost was steep but it’s what teams must be willing to pay to try 
and compete at this time of the year. 

With the West being wide open this season, making an upgrade to the 
defence corps to help augment a roster that already includes the top two 
scorers in the league, Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, was the right 
move. 

The Oilers went to the Western Conference Final last season before 
getting swept by the eventual Stanley Cup champion Colorado 
Avalanche. 

Jets fans know that qualifying for the Western Conference Final offers no 
guarantees the following spring and that’s why making moves to enhance 
the roster could make a big difference in the coming days and weeks. 

If you get the sense this recent rough patch might give Cheveldayoff and 
his staff reason for pause when it comes to the assets they might be 
willing to part with, that’s understandable. 

Just over a month ago, perhaps the all-in approach Kyle Dubas and the 
Toronto Maple Leafs are taking might have been more likely for the Jets. 

That’s when the Jets were rolling, riding hot goaltending from Connor 
Hellebuyck, a remarkable all-star campaign from Josh Morrissey, a 
robust penalty kill and getting a number of contributions throughout the 
lineup as they worked their way through a bunch of injuries. 

These days the Jets have often been lacking secondary scoring and the 
power play remains a work in progress. 

There are times when the Jets have looked like world beaters who could 
go on a lengthy run. 

There have been others when they’ve had issues against teams that are 
squarely in the Connor Bedard sweepstakes. 

Getting “humbled” by the Avalanche on Friday was both a stark reminder 
of the slim margin for error these days and a not-so-subtle reminder that 
the Jets likely need to improve the roster if they want to make it out of the 
Central Division -- or even out of the first round. 

The level of play has tapered off, but the belief remains for a group that 
doesn’t want this season to be defined by this rough patch. 

Asked directly if he’s hopeful Cheveldayoff will be all-in and try to 
maximize this opportunity, Morrissey expressed a hope the Jets will be 
among the buyers leading into Friday while reinforcing the team has the 
pieces to compete no matter what other moves transpire. 

“One-hundred per cent,” said Morrissey, who is up to a career-high 13 
goals and 63 points in 61 games. “Obviously, those decisions are out of 
our hands and I’ve been in the league long enough to know you can just 
control what you can and do what you do every day. Of course, it’s nice 
to have that faith from an organization. 

“If we don’t do anything (else), I have a ton of faith in our locker room 
here, in the guys that have gotten us to this point and the addition of 
Nino. We’ll see what happens, I guess, in the next few days. But either 
way, I’ve got a lot of faith in our team.” 

As for what direction Cheveldayoff might take with many of the most 
coveted names already off the trade boards, the approach remains a bit 
of a mystery. 

During the course of the previous 11 NHL trade deadlines, Cheveldayoff 
has taken mostly a patient approach, though his stealth move to acquire 
centre Paul Stastny from the St. Louis Blues in 2018 when nobody 
thought he would be on the block remains a stroke of business that is to 
be applauded. 

He would love to duplicate it. 

Last March, Cheveldayoff made a smart move to deal versatile forward 
Andrew Copp to the New York Rangers for a package that included a 

2023 first (that became Brad Lambert), a 2023 second (that became 
defence prospect Elias Salomonsson) and forward Morgan Barron. 

But the deadline overall ended up being more of a half measure, with the 
Jets keeping Stastny (another pending UFA forward) in a non-playoff 
season rather than move him for a player, prospect or pick. 

A bit more decisiveness would serve Cheveldayoff well this time around. 

Now is not the time to have one foot in the buying lane — or the selling 
lane, for that matter. 

The Jets are set in goal, with Hellebuyck set to carry the mail down the 
stretch and David Rittich enjoying a solid season — even with a couple of 
recent hiccups. 

The defence corps could use an injection, especially when you consider 
there are a couple of puck-moving prospects on the horizon that could 
arrive by next season or be involved in a deal for someone with more 
experience. 

Up front is where things get interesting. 

Niederreiter makes hard-hitting impact despite loss in Jets debut 

Even if the injuries to centre Pierre-Luc Dubois (lower body) and Mason 
Appleton (upper body) are not serious, some additional size and skill 
would help this group. 

Mortgaging the future on a team that might not even get out of the first 
round probably doesn’t make sense, but Cheveldayoff has an obligation 
to look for creative solutions to give the Jets the best chance to succeed 
down the stretch and beyond. 

If that means having to swallow hard and move on from an asset they’d 
prefer to hold onto, it’s the cost of doing business. 

Given the uncertainty of this core beyond this season or next, there 
should be several opportunities to recoup some of the pieces that could 
be on the way out. 

And if one or more of those pieces have some term and can enhance the 
core, the Jets will be better off in both the short term and the long-range 
forecast. 

Financials 

Projected deadline day cap space: $5.4 million, according to CapFriendly 

Cap space committed to 2023-24: $70.4 million, according to 
CapFriendly 

Draft picks 

2023: Rd 1, Rd 3, Rd 5 (NYR), Rd 7 

2024: Rd 1, Rd 3, Rd 4, Rd 5, Rd 6, Rd 7 

2025: Rd 1, Rd 2, Rd 3, Rd 4, Rd 5, Rd 6, Rd 7 

Needs 

Some playoff experience — potentially a Stanley Cup winner or two — 
would help this slumping team. Secondary scoring remains an issue, 
even after Kevin Stenlund scored a pair of goals on Tuesday to snap a 
12-game drought. The long-term injury to forward Cole Perfetti means 
the Jets basically replaced him with Nino Niederreiter, so the offence 
could use a bit more punch and the second power-play unit could use an 
upgrade as well. 

Adding another forward who is strong on the forecheck and difficult to 
play against would be welcome. The defence corps has potential, but 
remains a work in progress, so adding a top-4 blue-liner could benefit the 
group. 

Potential targets 

Jakob Chychrun, Defenceman, Arizona Coyotes 
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Checks a lot of boxes. A minute-munching D-man with size (six-foot-two, 
220 pounds) that is a strong puck mover and can put up some points. 
He’s also under contract for two more seasons at a reasonable cap hit of 
$4.6 million. 

Injuries have been an issue for Chychrun in his career, but when healthy, 
he can be an impact player. The 16th overall pick in the 2016 NHL Draft 
had 18 goals and 41 points in 56 games during the 2020-21 season. 

Editor's Note: The Arizona Coyotes traded Jakob Chychrun to the Ottawa 
Senators on Wednesday, in exchange for a conditional first-round draft 
pick in 2023, a conditional second-round selection in 2024 (previously 
acquired from the Washington Capitals) and a second-round pick in 
2026. 

Nick Schmaltz, Right Wing/Centre, Arizona Coyotes 

A move for the 20th overall pick of the 2014 NHL Draft would require a 
substantial package and lines up with the premise of extending the 
competitive window. Under contract at $5.85 million for three more 
seasons after this one, the 27-year-old would be giving some of his prime 
years to the Jets. 

Having spent two seasons playing at the University of North Dakota and 
much of his NHL time in the Central Division, the Jets would be familiar 
with his game. He’s a point producer, though a good chunk of that 
production has come with him playing on the wing. He’s been nearly a 
point-per-game player in each of the past two seasons and is on the 
verge of a third 20-goal campaign. 

Schmaltz has both creativity as a playmaker and finishing ability to go 
with his speed. His contract doesn’t really align with the Coyotes' 
rebuilding phase and his actual salary ($7.5 million next season, $8.45 
million in 2024-25 and $8.5 million in 2025-26) is higher than his cap hit 
during the next three seasons, so that’s something to consider as well. 

Nick Bjugstad, Centre/Right Wing, Arizona Coyotes 

Could be acquired on his own or part of a package. The six-foot-six 
forward is having an outstanding, bounce-back season. Among his 13 
goals, 11 have been scored at even strength (he also has one 
shorthanded marker and one on the power play). 

He could provide an immediate boost to the forward group and while he’s 
on an expiring contract, the Jets have been interested in him before and 
they’d have an opportunity to show him why he should stick around 
beyond this season. 

He’s been a double digit-goal scorer on six occasions, including notching 
24 with the Florida Panthers in 2014-15. The Minnesota product is a 
former roommate of Jets D-man Nate Schmidt at the University of 
Minnesota, so the transition should be a smooth one. His $900,000 cap 
hit would allow him to easily fit into the salary cap structure while 
providing the flexibility to add another piece to the puzzle. 

Colton Parayko, Defenceman, St. Louis Blues 

He played an important role on a shutdown pairing with Jay 
Bouwmeester when his team captured the Stanley Cup in 2019. He’s a 
high-character player with size (six-foot-eight, 228 pounds) with a 
howitzer of a shot that can kill penalties and play a physical style. 

And while things haven’t gone as smoothly for him with the Blues this 
season, Parayko's body of work suggests he can return to form. He’s got 
a modified no-trade clause and seven more seasons at $6.5 million and 
will turn 30 in May, so there’s obviously some risk. 

But Parayko was a bit of a late bloomer and his career path — two 
seasons in the Alberta Junior Hockey League and three in the NCAA — 
could allow him to keep a higher level of play into his mid-30s and 
beyond. 

Connor Murphy, Defenceman, Chicago Blackhawks 

If you prefer a right-shot defender with three more seasons on his current 
deal (with an AAV of $4.4 million) who has several similar qualities to 

Parayko, the 29-year old Murphy could be a fit. He’s not a big point 
producer but plays a stiff style, can move the puck effectively and has 
been an alternate captain for the rebuilding team. He’s 29 years old and 
might enjoy the opportunity to be involved in a playoff race, though he 
also has a 10-team no-trade list. 

Jason Dickinson, Centre, Chicago Blackhawks 

A versatile forward that plays with some edge, he’s a guy who played for 
Rick Bowness on the Dallas Stars and was occasionally tasked with 
playing a shutdown role. He also has 40 games of playoff experience and 
was part of the Stars team that reached the Stanley Cup final during the 
bubble season. 

He has one more season left ($2.65 million) and is the type of player that 
could either play alongside Adam Lowry or centre his own line. He could 
also be used on the penalty kill. 

Dickinson, 27, doesn’t supply a ton of offence, but he has eight goals and 
21 points in 56 games this season, so could help in the complementary 
scoring department. 

Assets to trade 

2024 first-round pick 

When you consider that the Jets' buffer over the ninth-place Calgary 
Flames has been reduced to just five points with 21 games left in the 
regular season, it’s likely the 2023 first-rounder is not likely going to be 
moved in any deal that doesn’t include significant term — and lottery 
protection. 

Would the Jets be willing to move the 2024 first-rounder, though? After 
dealing a second to the Predators, the Jets don’t want to deplete the top 
end of the draft entirely — but this could be a strategic measure provided 
the Jets aren’t going to move on from several of the potential 2024 UFAs 
this summer. 

Ville Heinola, Defenceman 

It’s not that the Jets would necessarily be shopping the 20th overall pick 
in the 2020 NHL Draft, it’s that teams scouting him in the AHL — where 
he has 26 points in 28 games for the Manitoba Moose this season — 
would be curious if that production could translate into NHL results in 
another organization. 

Heinola has appeared in only 10 games with the Jets this season and 35 
games total, but it’s not like the team needs to move on from him. 
However, he could be someone that attracts interest over the coming 
days. 

Logan Stanley, Defenceman 

Colleague Elliotte Friedman was somewhat surprised the 18th overall 
pick in the 2016 NHL Draft wasn’t included in the package sent to the 
Predators in the deal for Niederreiter. 

Chosen as a long-term project, Stanley’s growth has been stunted by a 
series of injuries and he’s essentially been passed on the depth chart by 
2017 second-rounder Dylan Samberg. The Jets have invested a lot in his 
development — remember they protected him in the Seattle Kraken 
expansion draft over top-pairing blue-liner Dylan DeMelo — so they won’t 
give him away. 

But unless Stanley becomes a fixture soon, you wonder if he could end 
up being someone like Jamie Oleksiak, who needed a change of scenery 
before he firmly established himself and found his groove. 
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TSN.CA / Dubas sends 'we're all in' message to Leafs and he may not be 
done 
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Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, 
who held an optional skate in Edmonton on Wednesday ahead of 
tonight’s game against the Oilers. 

Kyle Dubas is a busy man these days.  

"He's doing a lot of good work," said William Nylander with a smile. "I 
mean, he hasn't had any days off so (laugh) probably busy in next couple 
days, too." 

The sense around the Maple Leafs is the general manager isn't quite 
done reshaping the roster. Asked about experimenting with his lines 
down the stretch, Sheldon Keefe offered an interesting disclaimer.  

"We'll get through the trade deadline and see what the final group looks 
like," the coach said.  

Dubas has already made significant changes to a team that sits fourth 
overall in the standings.  

"It seems like Toronto has a whole new team coming in here," remarked 
Edmonton Oilers star Leon Draisaitl.  

"We're all in," said Ryan O'Reilly, who was acquired from the St. Louis 
Blues alongside fellow centre Noel Acciari on Feb. 17. "That's an exciting 
thing."  

Defenceman Jake McCabe and forward Sam Lafferty, who were picked 
up from the Chicago Blackhawks on Monday, will make their debuts in 
Edmonton.  

Luke Schenn, who was acquired from the Vancouver Canucks on 
Tuesday, will join the group Wednesday afternoon.  

"It's nice to have the human eraser here," said O'Reilly with a wide smile. 
"I know him a bit and played with his brother [Brayden Schenn] a bit and 
[in] international stuff we played together. It's a great depth guy for us. 
You know, playoffs and playing hard, I don't think there's anyone who 
does it better than him. He gives everything he has and so tough to play 
against." 

Erik Gustafsson, who was picked up in a deal with the Washington 
Capitals on Tuesday, will join the Leafs on Thursday in Calgary.  

The Leafs now have nine defencemen on the roster. Keefe termed it "a 
good problem" to have. Of course, a good problem is still a problem and 
Keefe isn't a fan of dressing seven defencemen.  

"I don't love it, but it's an option," he said. "It's not Option A." 

For the players who will be wearing blue and white against the Canucks 
Saturday in Vancouver – the message from management is clear.  

"We got to get past that first round and I think that's where everybody's 
mind's at," said Nylander, who has been a part of all six opening-round 
playoff defeats for this core. "This is what it comes down to." 

'He hasn't had any days off': Leafs impressed with Dubas' aggressive 
deadline approach The Maple Leafs' roster renovation has been in full 
swing over the last week with a number of new faces coming to Toronto 
with the hopes that the team's playoff fortunes can turn for the better. 
Down at ice level, the Leafs players and coaches have been impressed 
with GM Kyle Dubas' work and are happy with the vote of confidence 
given by the team's brass. 

--- 

The Leafs have added six new players in the last couple of weeks and on 
Tuesday a couple of roster regulars in defenceman Rasmus Sandin and 
winger Pierre Engvall were sent out the door. Nylander draped his arm 

around Sandin and walked his good friend out of the facility following the 
mid-practice move.  

"Obviously, it was a little sad," Nylander said. "Like, he had been living 
with me on and off throughout his time here so sad to see him go, but he 
has a bright future ... I just said, 'Look at it positively. It will be good for 
you. You'll get a lot of ice time,' and stuff like that. Obviously, we're going 
to miss him here." 

This type of turnover can be tricky, but the new players are integrating 
well. The whole group attended a Bruce Springsteen concert on Monday 
during a day off in Seattle.   

"The guys are out and having fun together," said Keefe. "Frankly, I'm 
seeing more of that than what we've had in the past. So, that's a really 
good sign and a sign that the guys we've brought in have fit in well with 
the group and our guys have embraced them." 

Keefe notes that most of the new recruits are older, which makes for a 
smoother transition.  

"We might've doubled the amount of children we'll be bringing into the 
family rooms for the home games and that speaks to the experience 
you're bringing in," the coach pointed out. 

'Sad to see him go': Nylander sends well wishes to friend Sandin During 
his career as a Maple Leaf, Rasmus Sandin spent a lot of time living with 
fellow Swede William Nylander. A day after Sandin was shipped to 
Washington, Nylander spoke about his friend's departure and what he 
said to him as they said their farewells. 

---  

Connor McDavid has scored two goals in four straight games to hit the 
50 mark.  

"It's crazy," said Nylander. "He's scoring more than ever this year and the 
assists still keep coming. He's just dialing it up even more." 

McDavid has racked up 115 points, which is 26 more than Draisaitl, 
who's second overall.  

"I mean, the stats, the video, whatever it is, they just scream that he's on 
another level that no one is anywhere close to at this point," said Keefe. 
"He's a lot to manage, for sure. I think we have done a good job in 
managing it in the past, but also we've seen at times, when we haven't 
done a good job, how dangerous it is and how it changes the game." 

McDavid missed the game in Toronto last season. His last game against 
his hometown team came here on Dec. 14, 2021 when the Leafs won 5-1 
and McDavid was held without a point. But the Oilers captain is a 
different player now.  

"Everyone's got to be responsible for him," warned O'Reilly. "You have to 
do the right things and just make it difficult on him. Every time they get 
the puck, they're on offence with him. They throw it into an area for him 
and he makes a play from that. So, it's being aware of it, you know, all 
five guys just having awareness to where he is. If there's a chance to 
step in his way and give him a little push to just slow him down is how 
we're going to defend him." 

McCabe will start the game paired with T.J. Brodie, which means he may 
see a lot of McDavid. The Leafs believe the 29-year-old is up to the task.  

"He's a guy that does everything well," said O'Reilly, who also played 
with McCabe in Buffalo. "He's strong, heavy, plays a hard game, but can 
make plays and stuff like that. He just brings so much to the lineup and 
it's a huge pick up for us." 

--- 

The Oilers are the only team the Leafs haven't played yet this season.  

"It's always exciting when Toronto comes to town," said Draisaitl. "Two 
highly-skilled teams going at it and it always seems to be a little more 
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amped up than any other game maybe. There's a lot of Toronto fans 
here, it seems like, so should be a good game." 

"Good team," said Keefe. "Elite players. Canadian city. All of those things 
get the guys excited for sure." 

The Leafs will host the Oilers next week in Toronto. 

---  

The Oilers didn't name a starting goalie so it's unclear if Jack Campbell 
will face his old team for the first time. 

"A lot of buddies over there," Campbell said. "A lot of great memories. A 
special organization. I'm honoured to be part of that organization in my 
career. They're playing great this year so it's always fun to play the best 
teams in the league and I can't wait to battle some buddies." 

Campbell remains in touch with many of his former teammates.   

"As the year goes on, it gets pretty busy, but we're still close friends and I 
talk to quite a few of the guys here and there and definitely will be seeing 
them in the summer," he said.  

It's been an up-and-down season for Campbell, who signed a five-year 
deal with the Oilers in the summer. Campbell's .884 save percentage is 
well below the .914 mark he posted last season in Toronto.  

"One thing I'll say about Jack is he is who he is and he is where he's at in 
terms of being a guy who was sought after in free agency and made a 
career in the NHL, because he's dealt with a ton of adversity," said 
Keefe. "He did that before he came to us, he did that while he was with 
us and I'm sure he'll do it again here." 

--- 

Projected Leafs lines for Wednesday's game:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner  

Tavares - O'Reilly - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Kampf - Jarnkrok  

Aston-Reese - Acciari - Lafferty  

McCabe - Brodie  

Rielly - Holl 

Giordano - Liljegren 

Samsonov starts  

Woll 
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TSN.CA / Morning Coffee: Maple Leafs, Rangers add ahead Of 
TradeCentre 

 

Domenic Padula 

 

TradeCentre 2023 isn’t until Friday. 

At this rate, it’s more likely than not that the bulk of the discussion among 
TSN Hockey analysts will be focused on trades that have already 
happened, as opposed to breaking news. 

Then again, there’s always the potential for the unexpected. 

That’s why we’ll all be tuning in to the TradeCentre coverage on Friday 
morning, regardless of what happens between now and then. 

Officially, 10 different trades were completed across the league on 
Tuesday. 

Patrick Kane, Mattias Ekholm, Tyson Barrie, Jesse Puljujarvi, Luke 
Schenn, Erik Gustafsson, Rasmus Sandin, Gustav Nyquist, and Pierre 
Engvall all have new teams. 

They joined Vladimir Tarasenko, Ryan O’Reilly, Timo Meier, Dmitry 
Orlov, Bo Horvat and Tanner Jeannot as some of the key targets that 
teams weren’t willing to wait on ahead of TradeCentre 2023. 

While we don’t know what will happen between now and Friday’s 
deadline, we do know which team FanDuel believes has completed the 
biggest upgrade to date. 

This is the Morning Coffee for Wednesday March 1, 2023. 

Maple Leafs, Rangers add ahead Of TradeCentre 

In terms of sheer volume, no general manager has been busier than Kyle 
Dubas. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs have added O’Reilly, Schenn, Gustafsson, 
Jake McCabe, Sam Lafferty, and Noel Acciari over the past two weeks. 

There’s no doubt that Toronto is a more complete, competitive team on 
paper than it was at the start of February. 

In terms of their overall outlook, FanDuel has them as the fourth choice 
to win the Stanley Cup at +950. 

Only the Boston Bruins, Colorado Avalanche and Carolina Hurricanes 
have shorter odds to win it all. That’s pretty high regard. 

The biggest issue is the team that Toronto is set to face in the first round 
of the playoffs is also a top-five choice to win the Stanley Cup at 
FanDuel. 

In fact, the Tampa Bay Lightning are one of three Eastern Conference 
teams with identical +1200 odds to win the Stanley Cup at FanDuel this 
morning. 

The Lightning, New Jersey Devils and New York Rangers are all tied for 
the fifth shortest odds to win it all. 

Of course, that means that six of the top seven choices in the Stanley 
Cup futures market are from the Eastern Conference. 

If the Maple Leafs face the Lightning and the Devils face the Rangers, 
then two of those top seven choices will be eliminated in the first round. 

In terms of movement, the Rangers that have gone from +2000 back in 
June to +1200 to win it all right now after the additions of Kane and 
Tarasenko. 

New Jersey was +7000 to win the Stanley Cup in June. 

The Devils are considered a legitimate contender, but like the Maple 
Leafs, they’ll have to overcome another legitimate contender just to get 
out of the first round. 

The Eastern Conference is absolutely loaded at the top, and there’s no 
reason to believe that one or more of those teams won’t add to their 
roster before the deadline. 

Whether or not any of them can pull off a big enough deal at this point to 
move the odds in the Stanley Cup futures market at FanDuel is another 
story entirely. 
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